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PREFACE
 

Documentation that family planning programs are capable of inducing 
major and rapid decline in fertility still is quite scarce, and widely scattered. 
This little monograph seeks to make a contribution to the testing of hypoth
eses concerning the relationship of family planning programs and fertility 
change by assembling data for four specific countries. The results are still less 
complete and precise than could be desi,cd. However, the volume does sub
ject the proposition to rigorous test, using methods and techniques which 
many readers will find as useful as the findings themselves. 

The four nations studied were deliberately selected because they are sup
posed to be "success cases" for family planning. The Community and Family 
Study Center is continuing its explorations, and now is in the process of ap
plying the same techniques to some examples of "failure" of family planning 
programs. 

It is the hope of all concerned with this project that many more demog
raphers and social researchers will join in this branch of study and that our 
efforts will be a catalyst. 

The Authors 
April, 1979 
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Chapter One 

A COMPONENTS METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING
 
THE IMPACT OF FAMILY PLANNING
 

PROGRAMS ON BIRTH RATES
 

Jay Teachinan, Dennis Hogan, and Donald J. Bogue 

I 

Introduction 

Many family planning programs, under the auspices of both public and 
private organizations, have been initiated in numerous nations in the past ten 
years. The variety of social, economic, and health-oriented rationales for 
these programs have been based upon the assumption that the solution of 
other problems is facilitated or simplified by a reduction in the rapid rate of 
population growth. The anticipated indirect effects (through fertility changes)
of the family planning programs on iinfant and maternal mortality, female 
labor force participation, and so forth vary markedly from country to country 
and even within nations insofar as strategies and goals of social and economic 
development differ. Ilowever, the direct effect of a family planning program 
is not nearly so variable: a successful family planning program should lengthen 
childspacing intervals and reduce completed family size for women in the 
childbearing ages, resulting in a decline in the target area's rate of natural 
increase. For this reason, one general strategy for evaluating the success of any 
family planning program is to measure the area-specific fertility decline since 
the active implementation of the program (Bogue, 1969). 

An interval of several years is necessary before a family planning program 
can actually result in significant fertility decline. Previous attempts to evaluate 
the impact of organized programs have focused on many different intermie
diate variables presumed to be relevant to a program's success or failure. 
These include changes in knowledge of and attitudes toward contraceptive 
practices as a result, at least in part, of the communication campaigns con
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ducted by the program. Other studies have counted the number of new 
acceptors of contraception and then converted these acceptors into estimates 
of woman-years of contraceptive protection provided by program sources. 
The number of births averted by such protection provides in estimate of the 
fertility decline attributable to program etTorts. 

Such criteria of program success are optima! during tire early years of 
program activity. Many programs have now becn operating long enough, how
ever, that it is appropriate to apply a more direct evaluation procedunre that 
attempts to link the amount of contraception provided to a fertility change. 
Such a procedure need not assume a necessary relationship between a pro
grain's contraceptive protection and a fertility decline; fe.tility declines may 
also result from increased rates of natural sterility or from decreased rates of 
sexual exposure. Nor does tile procedure assume that all contraception pro
vided by the family planning program is new; rather, some of the contracep
tive protection provided by the program is recognized as a substitute for 
folk contraception or medical contraception otherwise obtained f'ron com
mercial sources. '[his chapter outlines a method for linking tht amount of 
contraceptive protection provided by an organized family planning program 
to changes in fertility. Subsequent chapters will present live examples of this 
methodology as applied to different national units. 

If 
Previous Methods 

The research issue which this methodology proposes to resolve is, of course, 
not a new one. At least four relatively distinct approaches have previously 
been proposed for assessing the impact of a family planning program on levels 
of fertility. The trend in birth rates procedure (Wolfers, 1968; Freedman et al., 
1969; Bogue, 1971) and the multivariate approach (Hiermalin, 1968; Schultz, 
1 7'1) both compare the rate of ferdlity change in an area (areas) prior to the 
initiation of a family planning program with the rate of change after the pro
grain is begun. Aniy acceleration in tire rate of decline in fertility coinciding 
with the onset of program activities is attributed to the program. fhe control 
or matching group procedure (Chow, 1968: Chang et al., 1969) is similar to 
the trends in birth rate procedure, but the expected trend for the target area 
in the absence of a programn is based on the trend observed in a similar area 
having no program. The births averted procedure (Mauldin, 1968, Potter, 
1969; Wolfers, 1969; Lapham, 1970; and Kelly, 1971) converts the number 
of woman-years of contraception provided by the family planning program 
into number of births averted, which implies a fertility reduction attributable 
to the program. 
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As has been demonstrated elsewhere (Potter and Rao, 1972; Sheps, 1971,
1972), the rate of a fertility decline involves a complex set of interactions 
aniong seveial hactors. incltding the proportion of women of clldbealing 
age wh are protected 10111 pegnaicy v latural sterility o sexual inactivity.
Age-specific marital status, mortality . anid migration rates, each of which may 
vary independektl\ from any organized family plannimin p ogram, also inmliu
ence fertility levels. Such variables often differentially atfect the fertility of 
subgrotmps of the populatiom 1trtmhe complicaiing tile analysis.

A major problem with previous methods of evaluating progral impact is 
the lack of rigorous attention to the inmdepenmdeut role played by such struc
tural factors. The following is a method of explicitly coltrolling for such 
structural factors so that ant unbiased and reliable estimate ol taumily planning
programl impact calt be imade. The procedure builds oni existing models fOr 
impact evaliuatio, but dif'lers by providing a f'rmmal method iOr evaluating
family planning programs in a variety of settings by utilizing a standard 
net hodology. 

iil
 

Cont raception Required to Account for 
an Observed Fertility Decline 

In order to study the interrelationships between contraception and birth 
rates (controlling for infertility and changiltg marriage, migration, and mor
tality patterns), an empirical link between birth rates and comtraceptive behav
ior must be established. Such a model begins with assumptions regarding tile 
level of natural tbrtilitv that characterizes a population in the absence of any
contraceptive practices. The number (or proportion) of women who must be 
protected to avert a given tuber of births (or to produce a given reduction 
in the fertility rate) is then calctlated. Some of the necessary protection will 
result from age-specific pat terns of exposure to sex and natural sterility, while 
tie remainder result from contraception and abortion. 

Tie application of these protection rates t) a population of woten stir
vived forward according to an annual schedule of age-specific mortality rates 
yields tile number of woman-years of protection that are necessary to produce 
a given fertility level. The inimber of woman-years of protection provided can 
be decomposed ino sources of protection (e.g., ntonexposutre to sex, abortion,
folk contraception, nledical contraception, etc.). The Humber of women who 
must practice contraception to produce the required womam-years of protec
tion can be calculated, based on information about contraceptive use-effec
tiveness. Contraceptive continuation rates supply the necessary information 
for determining the number of new acceptors required each year to maintain 
the specified number of women practicing contraception at any given point 
intitie. 
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The voILuie of caluclations required by such a Model is obviously quite 

large. Two packaged comtputet programs have been designed for calculating 

the cointraceptive protection (uumber of'new acceptors) that must be attained 

by a family planning program inorder to achieve the fertility level reduction 

, I as the prograin goal. The first, named PROJTARG, was developed by 

Bogue, lid utonds, and Bogue (IN73). TABRAP, the second packaged pro

grain I'osuch calculations, is described in Nortnian and Bongaarts (1975). 
The two comtputer packages are based oilsomewhat diffibren t algorithms 

and rely ou different siuiplifying assumptions. The major difference is that 

the PROJTAR(; piograil assumes that the contraceptive mix, the method
specific continuiation rates, amnd tilecontraceptive failure rates are constant 
across all age groups. The "ABRAP calculatious assume that these character
istics vary ofiamlage-specific basis. The TABRAP priogvam thus requires input 

data for each of these faclt rs by age, whereas the PROJTARG program re

quires only a single set of parameters charat eritia.g the entire population of 

reproductive age. 
Gemnelally, it is dilftictl to locate accul ae coutraceptive cotinuation and 

failure iates for all woinenl ina population, much less to obtain such infor-

Itlation for Womeni of"each age. (iivet such co1Iiiderations about data quality 

:ud availability, the silmplifyiig assumptions of'PROJTARG do not seriously 

bias the results obtained for the total reprodctive poptulation. Accordingly, 
the ilm|pact evaluation metlhodhology proposed leie is illustrated with calcu

lations from TABRAIP itthey possess the Wequisite data. 
PROYTAR( is based oil a linear fertilily-contraceptive fuitction that links 

die proportiot of fecund Women who are protected it the level of the current 

birth rate (Bogue, ldmonds, and Bogue, 1973). This function may be ex
pressed symbolically as follows: 

Observed Birth Rate = M - Y(P - K) (1) 

where 
M is tihe ma ximum birth rate that the hui an species is actually capable 

of attaining under re ilistic conditions. 
P is the percentage of all f'ecuitd woman-years of experience that are 

protected, by all possible sources (adjusted for use-effectiveness of 
contraceptioi); its range is from 0 to 100. 

K is the estimated percentage of fectid women who are protected, by 
pregnancy and monexposure, under conditions of ma ximnum fertility. 

Y is the slope of the straight line linking NI and P as follows: 

Y - M (2)100- K 
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where 100 is tile value of P withINI equal tomaximum 0, and 34 is the 
maximum value 4f Pwith N1equal to 8,384. 

TI,2 linear equation that estimates the birIh rate, given P, is: 

Observed Birth Rate = NI - Y(P - K) -M 	 - K) (3) 
100 - K 

logue, Edmonds, and Bogue (1973: 25-36) estimate that 34.0 percent of 
ie fecund women are protected in the situation where the Total Fertility 
Rate reaches its reproduactive maximum value of 8,364 (corresponding to a 
crude birth rate of 60). Almost all of this protection is provided by preg
nancy-a sizable proportion of women cannot get pregnant because they are 
already pregnant! One-Iundred percent of the fecund women in a population 
must be protected to produce a zero fertility rate. The curve conn1ecting
these upper and lower limits is assumed to be a straight line (Bogue, Edmomids, 
anid Bogue; 1973: 31). As such, protection of one fertile woman will have the 
same effect upon the birth rate regardless of where she is located along the 
continuun).
 

Substituting these values into equation (3),
 

TFR = 8,364 - [(P - 34) (8,384/66)] -12,700 - .27P (4) 

where P is the percentage of fecund woman-years of experience that are pro
tected from pregnancy. 

The PROJTARG program begins with a base of women and separates them 
into the following categories (on an age-specific basis): 

infecundI. women 
2. Fecund woien 

(a) not exposed to sex (protected by abstinence) 
(b) exposed to sex. 

PROJTARG computes the value of' P (which results from the value of TFR 
assumed for a particular year) aid applies to it the number of fecund women 
already computed for that year. It then subtracts tv. number ot' wonen who 
are not exposed to sex (unmarried or not in a sexual union), and leaves a 
residual number of womien who are being prevented from getting pregnant by
contraception and abortion in order for the birth rate to be at its indicated 
level. (This is termed the family planning "target," which matches a given
combination of birth rates and marital or conjugal status.) The result is the 
statistic needed to study the interrelationship between changing birth rates 
and changing levels of contraception. For any value of TFR, it is possible to 
compute the number of'woman-years of protection front pregnancy. Thus, 
PROJTARG provides a yardstick against which to measure the performance 
of family planning programs. (Bogue, Edmonds, and Bogue 119731 illustrve 
the development of the PROJTARG model in terms of the fertility rate 
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for the total populatil of reproductive age: the actual computations of the 
PROJTAR(; program are done onan age-specific basis, with the value of P 
for women of a given age calculated oit the basis of' their fertility rate.) 

PROJTAR(; has the capability of perfrting the above conputations not 
only for one instant of time, but for each calendar year for a period of up to 

30 years, It doitig so. it takes into accouint changes inbirth rates, mortality 
rates, marital (conjugal ) ;atus, antd net migrationi all on ain age-specific basis. 
Tie values of each of these paratmelers are specified for a base year and for a 
terminal year: the conmputer proglam performs a lineal illterpo~latioll inde
pendently for each year. and applies it to tilefemale population it has pro
jected tuothat year. Thus. tile is capable of estimaiting time anoti ofModel 
contraception requiled in order to acconiplisli a prcdesigmed anount of 
fertility decline, making mse of curretmt age statistics, mmortality rates, tiigra
tion patterns, and marital status estimated for each yeat. As a model, it 
attempts to replicate as exactly as possible what contraceptive behavior of a 

populatiot actnlallyIhas transpired or will traispire under conditiois of' clang
ug fertility. Nonlinea, changes can be represented with PROJITARG by de

composing the change over a long interval into a series of shorter intervals 
anorig which linear change is not assumed. 

PROITAR( is ordinarily used prospcctil y to predict how much contra

ception mist be Cxperienced by a population to attain a desired level of' 
fertility. PROJTA RG can also be applied rctrospciclm' to compute how 
nliucli contraception was actually accomplished inprevious years inl order to 
bring about an observed or confirmed decline in fertility. When used in this 
way it can become a useti tool for family planning program inlpac evalu

ation. 
PIOJTAR(; provides a inle refined estimate of the aimount of contracep

tive behavior experienced by ipoptlation thanio tileusual sorts of births 
averted calculatiotis. These refined estimates are obtained at tie cost of requir
ing more data itn than the otlher methods reviewed above. At the veryraw put 
least PROJTARG requires fertility, mortality, and conjugal (sexual exposure) 
rates for base, pivotal, and terminal years. Migration may be optionally includ
ed. Natural sterility unctions and the populaiMn age-sCx distributiol ill tile 
base year iitSt also be polvided. 

Those familiar with data f"or developing nations will recognize that these 
input parameters are rarely known with accuracy. Only by the most fortui
tous circumstanrces will they be kcown exactly for the base, pivotal, and 
terminal years. [xperience indicates, hovevcr, tliat through the application 
of standard demtographic techniques and the consideration ol'all the available 
data, reaSoiabhv consistenmt and accurate estimates of these parameters call 
usually be obtained for an area. (This argument is analogous to that made in 
favor of a com)ponents method of population projections: by including the 
best estimate of each component of) population change separately into 
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PROJTARG and reconciling these components to produce tie observed 
change in rates, reii ,ble andfertility a more consistent set of data is ob 
tained.) 

It tihe researcher wishes, a range of parameters (high, medium, an~d low) 
can be used in PROJTARG to place a bound on t'- estimate of the woman
years o contraception experienced by tile populaiion. EVen though these
estimates are never exactly accurate, it is better to utilize a model that at
least attempts to allow for known changes it the structural factors influencing
lertility in a frmal faihiotn than to ignore such factors or to consider them 

only iii n ad hoc fashion as has beein the usual practice. 

IV 
Allocating Sources of Contraceptive Protection 

Once PROJTARG has provided estimates of the woman-years of contra
ception experienced each year by the poptdation, the sources of that protec
tion must be allocated into inside-program and outside-program sources. Medi
cal nIethods Of contaceptioit, surgical sterilization, and abortion are methods 
tl' protection that will be available to some extent from both program and 
privatc/comniercial irces. The practice of folk contraception such as withdrawal, rhythi, .,uouce, prolonged breast-feeding, and abstinence ordinarily
contribute some of the protection provided by the private sector. 

If independent estimates of"the contraceptive protection provided by each 
of these five sources are available separately for the iuside-program and
utside-program sectors, the task is to recomcile tile stint of these reported


anuounts of coiitrdceptioin with tile total 
 alliolit of contraception that

PROJITARG ,ndicates actually occurred. There 
 are io sure guidelines for
 
doing this. The researcher will have to exanline carefully the sources 
of this 
data to determine which figures lie wishes to retain and which lie wishes to
adjust to reach tile reconciled total. By varying the assunmptions under which 
these adjustments are made, the researcher can provide high and low bound
aries on the estimate of woinin-years of protection provided by the inside
progi'ain sources. 

Unfortunately, there isfrequently a lack of good data about the protection
provided by folk contraception. In areas where abortion is illegal and where 
statistics on pregnancy termination are poor at best, the protection provided
by the family planning program and by the commercial sale of medical contra
ceptives and from abortion and folk contraception can be estimated. Woman
years of protection provided by program sources can be calculated with 
statistics on number of continuing users of program inputs during the year,
and by reference to amounts of contraceptive supplies (e.g., cycles of pills)
dispensed during the year. Similar statistics on volutme of commercial sales of 
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pills, condoms, etc., call be used to calculate wonian-years ol protection froni 

that sector (Bogue, Eldmonds, and Bogue, 1973). Again, several different 

estimates can be made to allow for exaggeration in program slatistics and to 

bound the estimated woman-years of protection due to each insido-program 
illustratedsource. Several estimating techniques for different data sources aire 

in the five examples later in this chapter. 
,"nce the proportions of contraceptive protection provided by inside

program and outside-program sources, by method, are deterindied for the 

base, pivotal, and terminal years, a final PROJTARG run can be iade. This 

output will provide not only the woman-years of protection from pregnancy 

required to achieve the observed age-specific fertility rates, but it will also 

indicate the sources by which this contraceptive protection was obtained 

each year. In the absence of an active program, some acceptors would have 

used some other method (e.g., pills from a commercial source, rhythm, 

douche, abstinence), and thus are not "new" adopters; therefore, the net 

proportion of total contraceptive protection provided by the organized family 

planning programs under differing assumptions about substitutability can be 

made. 

V
 
Five Examples of the Model's Application
 

application 

of tilemodel, each illustrating different problems or obstacles which might 

face an investigator attempling to do allimpact analysis. The model is applied 

to Colombia, the departmentos of Colombia, Thailand, Indonesia, and Korea. 

These developing countries have in the recent past been plagued by high rates 

of population growth. Since 1965, however, each of these countries has 

experienced measurable and significant declines in fertility, thus slowing tile 

momentum of' population growth. Additionally, these five countries have all 

sponsored vigorous fainily planning programs since at least before 1970. As 

will be shown below, the effort of each of these family planning programs has 

been the major source of coolraceptive protection by which observed fert+.ity 

declines have been achieved. 
The chapters on Colombia and Indonesia illustrate the use of the model 

,lot only on an aggregate level, but also for subnational units. For Colombia 

The heart of this monograph consists of live examples of tile 

tie analysis has been carried out both for the nation as a whole 	and for the
 
areas within
23 departmentos (states). The presence of data for inany smaller 

Colombia allows an eximination of the differential role played by family 

planning programs in each departmento as well as some inferences (using 

regression-based strategies) about the relationship between fertility decline 

family planning programs net of the effects of various socioeconomicand 

indicators. The Colombian example also presents a detailed discussion of the
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Use of various demographic techniques to obtain consistent estimates of fer
tility levels and contraceptive usage. 

The Indonesian example, although restricted to about 65 percent of the 
total population, does cover all areas in which a family planning program
existed between 1970 and 1976. Estimates of program impact are provided
for the five provinces of Java and for Bali. Although dat a for six subareas are 
not sufficient to repeat the regression-based strategy used for the departmen
tos of Colombia, they are sufficient to show that the national fanily planning 
program has had differenti:d imipact in these six provinces. What is unique
about the Indonesian case is that tile impact of the family planning program
is not judged by comparing contraception provided by the program against
required contraception. Since reliable terminal year fertility rates are not 
available, PROJTA RG could not be used to estimate a path of required 
woman-years of protection. Detailed knowledge about family planning accep. 
tors, the structure of use-effectiveness, and other factors affectilg exposure 
to contraception (such as changes in marital status and mortality, the extent 
of postpartum amenorrhea, etc.) made it possible, however, to estimate fer
tdity reduction attributable to the family planning program. WhIle this is 
essentially a births averted procedure (see the above discussion of previous
methods of impact analysis). the explicit control of various structural para
meters which afTect fertility change makes tIhe Indonesian exaniple merely a 
variant of the model used for the other countries. The only imajor difference 
is time lack of' knowledge concerning tile extent that fertility was further 
reduced in Indonesia beyond that attributed to program contraception. 

The chapters on Korea and Thailand refer to the entire nation since ade
quate data for subnational areal units ane not available. -ach analysis, tlough,
illustrates the importance of tie national faiuily planning program to observed 
fertility declines and shows that,without the program, fertility levels undoubt
edly would have remained imuch higher. These studies ilso suggest that tile 
levels of contraception needed to reach observable declines in fertility would 
have been extremely dif'ficult to obtain without government supported pro
grams. 
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Chapter Two
 

AN ESTIMATE OF THE DIRECT IMPACT OF FAMILY
 
PLANNING PROGRAMS ON THE BIRTH
 

RATE OF COLOMBIA
 

Juan Londofio and Donald J. Boguel 

I 

Problem of Study: The Linkage Between Family
 
Planning and Fertility Decline
 

This report is a collaborative effort to examine some interrelationships 
between two current population events in Colombia: 

(a) 	 This nation has been the site of a very active and very successful 

family planning campaign which has been sustained for ove, a decade 

(1965 to the present). 
(b) 	 This nation has experienced a decline in fertility since the census of 

1964 which, for a nation so poor and underdeveloped, is Without pre

cedent in Latin America and nearly unmatched in the world. 

These two events took place within the same time span, and tile announced 

objective of the first was to bring about the second; this fact could lead to the 

uncritical inference that the fall in the birth rate of Colombia w-. a direct 

result of the family planning program. However, other social changes were 

taking place in the same time span, and alternative explanations should be 

explored before reaching this conclusion. On the other hand, tile alternative 

assertion, that these two events are wholly unrelated to each other, should 

not be made until empirical evidence to support it is presented. 
Tihe conjunction of two such dramatic events that involve substantial 

national and foreign expenditures and that consume vast quantities of atten

tion and effort by government ministries, universities, family planning organ

izations, and foreign experts cannot escape attention and interpretation. 

Claims that have been made about the impact of family planning upon the 

II
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birth rate decline of Colombia range from 100 to 0 percent, and in some 
extreme cases even to a denial that the birth rate has declined. By the end of
1975 it was apparent that a major effort to make a careful evaluation was 
needed. A working committec comprised 01' directors and research tecmni
cians representiq all (it the organizations in Colombia which have been in
volved inllfamily plamine and demographic research was formed to undertake 
such a study. Toether, thes orgai/zalions have sponsored avast amount of' 
research collectine a wealth of data unusualI ricli for a devcloping countr'. 
Yet this evidence has never been synlthesized: it Consists Only 1 annual re
ports, articles, amid monographs. File committee has pooled this evidence and 
submilted it to careful analysis. Their findinmgs coumprise the content of this 
report.
 

The findillgs of the commlittee -that the decline in Colombian f'ertility can 
be substantially attributed to time organized family planning pro ram -are 
almost certain to stir sonic controversy and debate. Consequently, this report 
presents in hill the evidenlce which was used and outlines in detail tie analysisthat was made. Tho'se who wish to test different hypotheses or attempt other 
explanations will find usefuil materials available. Time comunmittee appreciates
that the problem ol'thisstudy is a compolica ted one with controlled experimen.
tal research not possible. As such, time report is regarded by the committee as a 
l'irst effort. It develops a new methodology for evalation wlich tilecommit
tee believes clarifies the problem greatly. It presents a model which isable to 
account fIor the relevant facts and iscapable of stimulating further research on 
the problem and Of' f'ocusile research on key issues. It is submitted by the 
committee for critical review, both internally and externally, as highly plausi
ble evidence of tie possibility that organized andlplanned family planning pro
grais reduce fertility quickly and comparatively inexpensively, even where 
illiteracy is high, living standards near the subsistence level, and religious and 
cultural factors hostile. 

il
 

The Magnitude of Family Planning in Colombia 

There are three ma or prograis for family planning in Colombia: 2 

(I) The national Jamilr'planning Jpiogram isoperated through the Min
istry of IHealth. Unlder this program, family planning information and service
 
,savailable at every health cemiter inthe nation. Such centers and subcenters
 
bega, offering family plamimi 
 end of1 

thousand centers were actively serving the lublhic. cover the
 

ini))65; by time 1975, more than one
 
These centers 

entire country, both urban and rural. Although timequality of service varies 
widely from center to center, the overall situation is one iiivhich family 
planning is reasonably accessible to uny citizen who wishes it.Training for 
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family planning has been given to key personnel in almost all of the health 

centers. Equipment and supplies for providing family planning service have 
been installed while information campaigns have been conducted to inform 

the public of the availability of this service. As a result of these actions, the 

nation has been moderately well blanketed with family planning service since 
about 1968. 

(2) The Social hc'dicine and Population Division of the Association of 
Medical lacultiesof Colombia (ASCOFAME) has operated asubst:ntial num

ber of postpartum family planning programms within hospitals and clinics 
where babies are delivered or medical care is given to women with complica
tions resulting from illegal abortions. This organization has been vet, instru
mental in training the personnel of the Ministry of IIealth clinics and in pro

nooting the establishment of the national family planning program in addition 

to its own clinical activities. It has sponsored a great deal of research which 
has led to the expansion of the national program. 

(3) The ,lssociain Po-Bienestar de la l'anilia Coloibiana 

(PIOtAMILIA), the dominant private family planning organization of 
Colombia, began' offering medical and informational services in 1965. With 
funds provided primarily fron the International Planned Parenthood Fed

eration it has rapidly expanded its services from Bogoti to all of the leading 

provincial and commercial cities of the country and even to smaller urban 

locations. Although it has focused upon serving populated centers, knowledge 
of its services has spread quickly into the hinterland, and many clients have 
travelled from outlying places to obtain service. As of 1975, PROFAMILIA 
was operating 44 clinics in 34 cities, covering more than a quarter of the 

departmentos (states) of the nation. In 1973. PROFAMILIA launched a non

clinical system of distributing oral pills and condomis through community 
institutions such as coffee-growers associations, labor unions, etc. This or
ganization has received international acclaim for its leadership in the field of 
family planning and has pioneered the use of mass media for public informa
tion, vasectomy services in Latin America, female sterilization service using 
new techniques, and the provision of nonclinical family planning services. 

What have these three organizations accomplished? Beginning from a near
zero point in 1965, these organizations have accumulated an active clientele 
at an accelerating rate until the point was reached in 1975 when it could be 

claimed that they provided protection from pregnancy to an estimated 

484,000 women for the entire twelve months. In order to measure the con

traceptive accomplishments of the family planning organizations, the unit 

of measure "woman-years of protection" is used. This is defined as twelve 

woman-months (thirteen men-,jual cycles) of pregnancy-free contraception. 

Twelve women, each contracepting for one month, or one woman contra
cepting for twelve months both provide one woman-year of protection. Even 
where the method used is condom or vasectomy, the resulting contraception 
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Table 2-1. "BEST" ESTIMATE OF WOMAN-YEARS OF PROTECTION
 
FROM PREGNANCY PROVIDED BY ORGANIZED FAMILY
 

PLANNING PROGRAMS IN COLOMBIA: 1965 TO 1975.
 

[Tho usan ds] 

Program 
Total--


Year 
 all Publ11 
programs (Ma1 and Private Percnt 

ASCOFALE) (PHOFAUILIA) private 

Total . . . 2,071.0 1,035.5 50
1,035,8 


1965 
 0.1 0.0 0.1 ..
.966. .... 3.3 0.5 2.8 -
1367 ..... 18.9 
 5.4 13.5 71
1668. . . . .
 47.6 20.9 
 26.8 

1969. . . . . 95.6 

56 
50.1 46.0 
 48
1970..... 158.9 94.164.8 
 59
 

1971. . . . .
 224.2 
 91.4 132.5 48

1972. . . . .
 294.0 153.9 
 140.1 
 46

1973. . . . . 341.5 185.7 155.8 46
1974. . . . .
 402.7 215.0 
 187.7 
 47

1975. . . . .
 484.2 247.8 236.4 
 49
 

Procedure for developing Table 1:
 
Bach organization has kept reliable statistics or.the number of new
 

acceptors to its program, year by year. 
Studies of c~ntinuation rates by

new acceptors have shown that in comparison with other countries, continua.
tion tended to be relatively good, with rates for the IUD being substanti.
 
ally better than for the pill.
 

The number of new acceptors 
for IUD and oral pills were converted into

estimates of womanyears of contrsception, using 
the following continuttion
 
rates. These continuation rates assume an average duration of use of about

30 months for the IUD and about 18 months flo the oral pill. 

Mlethod
 

Rate after lOa
 

Ora
IUD 
pills
 

0.5 year .. .. . .85 
 .85
 
1.0 year .. .. . .72 .70
 
2.0 years . .. . .56 .42
 
3.0 years . . . . .42 .25
 
4.0 years . .. . .28 0
 
5.0 years . .. . .12 ] °
 
5.0 years .. .. 0 .
 

It was assumed that new acceptors were evenly distributed over the twelve
 
months of each year, which translates into the assumption that all of the

adopters for a given year adopted on July of that year.


This procedure was carried out separately for private (rttOFAIiLIA) and 
the public (Ministry of Health, ASCOFALIE) programs.


The edttmates for oral 
pills that resulted from this procedure are quite
consistent with the number of cycles known to 
have been distributed by that
organization. This corroboration lends support to the plausibility of the
 
estimates.
 

Sterilization was assumed to offer 8.0 years of 
protection.
Condoms and spermicides were estimated on the basis of quantities


consumed, with 120 condoms taken as 
the equivalent of one woman,year of
 
contraception, and six tubes of foam or jelly equivalent 
to one woman
year of contraception.
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is expressed in terms of protection for tie woman. This measure is superior 
to other statistics such as "nmnber of active clients," "new acceptors," or 
"number of clinic visits," because (as will be shown later) it is directly con

vertible into Ille niwtlleslltsof birth-iate decline. Moreover, it is.Able to :oin

hile all methods of L,itraCeptil (includite steriliztatioi, abortion, and the 
semireliable inethods) using a coliliioii denomiiator that signi'ies the same 
allloinit of cotttraceptioli regardless of tLe source. Table 2-I reports the es
tilllated IlUmber of womai-years of contraception provided by tlese pro
g-ais. (Notes which accompaiy Table 2-1 describe in detail tile procedure 

by which the table was compiled.) Ill this table. the clientele of the Ministry 
of Ilealth and of ASCOFANIF have been coibiled into a single "public" 
programl, and that ofIPRO:AM ILIA has been reported as the "private" 
organized famiy plnniig poigran. 

The 484,000 wonian-vea rs of pirotectioli estimated for 1975 is believed to 
be allunbiaed estimate of the comtiraceptive service load of these organized 
programs. [lie statistics for earlier years ire believed to trace out rather ac
curately tihe trajectory of growth that the programs have enjoyed. Figure 2-1 
is a graph oh' these growth trends. As a reultireiie-.t Ir international fimdings 
as well isits own rescarch needs, each (rgaii/,-iio'i keeps aill conIltaccurate 
of' ew acceptors. (Since 190) the system has been coiputerited and mal'
aged as a Cenltral rccomds ssteill. Several llebers of the collimtee believe 
that the official statistics understate tileactual atmount of contraceptive 
service provided -that the rather sophisticated system of' records required 
invites uverworked climic personnel to neglect registering every client, parti
cularly in Ministry of Ile:lth clinics where such record keeping is not required 
fOr other services.) [he estimaies of woman-years of protection, made by 

assuming average continuation rates relortel in the notes to Table 2-1 , are 

based uponm studies of continuation accepted as valid by both national and 

international researchers familiar with the studies upon which they are based. 
liother words, these data are submitted as the collective "best esti1ate' 
which the technicians comprised the committee are capable of generating, 
giveli the information available. 

IIowevei ,or lptrposes oh conidicting the analysis which hollows ill a iman

ner that will gain the acceptance of those who mav be more skeptical, an 
alternative "conservative- estimate of fitmily planning services provided by 
the program, Table 2-IA is submitted. For this table it is asstimed that there 
may have been as much as a 20-percent inflation iii time estimates of Table 

2-1 , resultinug from overstatement of' new adopters, overestimation of' tlie 

rates of coltilmuatioli, or underestimation of the number of' accidental preg
nancies that occurred while using these methods-or some unknown combi

nation of these factors. This alternative "conservative" viewpoint will be 

followed throlughout entire The reader is invited totile following analysis. 
choose which alternative, or soime intermediate interpretation. should be 
believed as most valid. 
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Figure 2-1. GROWTH TRAJECTORY OF ORGANIZED FAMILY 
PLANNING PROGRAMS IN COLOMBIA. 
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Table 2-1A. CONSLRVATIVE ESTIMATE OF WOMAN-YEARS OF
 
PROTECTION FROM PREGNANCY PROVIDED BY FAMILY
 

PLANNING PROGRAMS IN COLOMBA: 1965 TO 1975.
 

[Thousands] 

Prog/ram 

Year TotalPi 
all programs Public PrivaItA 

(PROFAMlLIA) 

1965 . .....
 
1966 . 2.6 
 0.4 2.2 
1967 15.1 4.3 10.8 
1968 . 38.1 16.7 21.4 
1969 76.5 40.1 36.8 
1970. 127.1 
 51.8 75.3 
1971 179.4 73.1 106.0 
1972. 235.0 108.7 112.8 
1973 273.2 148.6 124.6 
1974 . 322.2 172.0 150.2 
1975. 387.3 
 198.2 189.1
 

Table 2-2. WOMAN-YEARS OF IROTECTION FROM PREGNANCY
 
PROVIDED BY EACH METHOD OF CONTRACEPTION: ALL
 

PROGRAMS OF ORGANIZE.D FAMILY PLANNING
 
IN COLOMBIA: 1965 TO 1975.
 

[Thu usalds] 
Method of contraception provided
 

Year Total (a)
 
Intrautra-
 Oral 
 Sterili-
 Condoms,

device 
 pill. 
 zation spermicidals
 

1965 . . .........
 
1966, . . . 3.3 
 2.9 0.4 
1967. . . . 18.9 16.3 
 2.5 -- 0.1
 
1968. . . . 47.6 37.1 10.2 0.1 
 0.2 
1969. . . 95.6 67.6 27.0 0.5 0.5
 
1970. . . . 158.9 106.1 50.6 
 1.4 0.8
 
1971. . . . 224.2 138.0 82.4 2.9 0.9 
1972. . . . 294.0 169.3 118.6 5.1 1.0
 
1973. . . . 341.5 181.9 148.1 8.3 3.2 
1974. . . . 402.7 192.8 187.7 14.0 
 8.2
 
1975. . . . 484.2 196.1 235.6 24.5 
 28.0
 

(a)The figures have been rounded individually. For this reason the total may
 

not exactly equal the sum of reported figures.
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Table 2-3. WOMAN-YEARS OF PROTECTION FROM PREGNANCY PROVIDED
 
BY EACH METHOD OF CONTRACEPTION-PROFAMILIA (PRIVATE)
 

PROGRAM, COLOMBIA: 1965 TO 1976.
 
C 

[Thousands] 

Method of contraception provided
 
Ya Total (a)_ 
 _" 

aIntra- Oral Oral pill-- Condoms and I Condoms-

uterine pills-- cormunity spernicisals-- community Steri
devices clinics distribution clinics distribution lization 

1965....... ]--
 -- z 
1966. 2.7 2.7.......
 
1967 ..... 13.5 13.1 0.2 -- 0.1 
1968 ..... 26.7 25.4 1.1 
 -- 0.2 

1969 45.5 41.4 3.5 -- 0.5 -- 0.1 01970 . .. 94.0 85.4 7.8 
 -_0.8 
 -- 0X 
1971 ..... 132.5 117.7 13.7 -- 0.9 -- 0.2
 
1972 140.1 117.1 21.8 1.0 0 2
 
1973. 155.8 
 118.1 34.8 
 -- -2 
1974 
 187 7 114.5 49.5261975. 236.4 103.7 56.2 0.6 4.34182 
 1.6 10.6 

(a)The figures have been rounded individually. For this reason the total may not exactly equal the sum of
 

reported figures.
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Table 2-4. WONIAN-YEARS OF iROTECTION FROM PRGNANCY 
PROVIDED BY EACH METHOD OF CONTRACEPTION 

PUBLIC IROGRAM (MINISTRY O: HEALTI AND 
ASCOFAME). COLOMBIA: 19651 TO 1975. 

[Thousandsl 

Uethod of contraception provided
 
( )
 

Year 
 Ttal h

Intrautran 
 Oral 
 Other
 
devices 
 pills 
 methods
 

1965. ........
 
1966. 0.6 0.2 0.4 
1967. 5.4 3.1 
 2.3 -.
 
1968. 20.9 11.7 
 9.1 0.1
 
1969. 50.1 26.1 23.5 
 0.5 
1970. 64.8 20.7 42.8 1.3 
1971. 91.4 20.3 
 68.7 2.4
 
1972. 153.9 52.2 96.8 4.9
 
1973. 185.7 63.8 113.3 8.6
 
1974. . . 215.0 78.2 125.8 11.0 
1975. . . 247.8 92.4 137.6 17.8 

(a)The figures have been rounded individually. 
For 
this reason the total may not exactly equal the sum of 
reported figures.
 

Table 2-2 reports the amount ot contraception atributable to each of the 
family planning methods. It was obtained by combining the estimates for the 
public and private programs, reported in Table 2-3 and Table 2-4. Together, 
Tables 2-1 through 2-4 give tile history of contraceptive service, by method, 
provided by the public and private organized programs in Colombia during 
the 1965-75 decade. A "conservative" estimate of tIle statistics of Tables 2-2, 
2-3, and 2-4 can be made simply by multiplying all cells of each table by 0.8. 

But exactly wlat effect, itany, has this large amount of ciailled contra
ception iad upon Colombia's birth rate'? las tile birth rate fallen since 1965 
and if so, by how much'? Is there any demonstrable link between observed 
birth rate changes aind the increased use of contraception? These and other 
questions concerning the ilipact of family planning programs upon birth 
rates inColomblia are the subject of this report. 

III 
Recent Trends in Colombia's Birth Rate 

As nearly as demographers are able to estimate, Colombia's crude birth 
rate stood at about 43.7 birtlhs per 1,000 population in 1964 and had been 
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even higher at earlier dates.3 This level of fertility, applied to the census of 
1964 (corrected by the National Depatrment of Statistics for Utiderenutncra
lion and age misstatement) in the tortm of a population projection (using 
levels of tnortality deemed valid by official deiimographi ic,statisticians), repro
duces the census of 1Q)73 with only a small error. A crude birth rate of 43.7 
has therefore been accepted as a valid estinm.ate ofI fertility levels at a date 
iimmediately before tile organited f"amily planning piogamts began. 

A census taken in 1973 has produced data which ittply that the birth rate 
had fallen to about 33-34 birtlis per 1,000 population. Thus, a decline of 
about teli points (22 percent) in tile crude birth rate appeais to have taken 
place within a short spamn of only nine yeais. There has been a Creat deal of 
discu,;sion, and research about thmiz phlet;otnenoti which camne as a surprise to 
many demographers and eVi to some of the fainily planners who had been 
providing services. The tn:iloI indicator of this fettilit, decline is the tl)prec
edentcd shortage o," ,..!cildreii utider ten years of age. and especially of chtil
dre'i in the first t.w years of life. Four independent estimates, each made by 
an eotirely different set of procedures, agree that there was a substantial fer
tility decline between 1964 and 1073. Three of the four estimates placed the 
N7; crude birth rate at about 33-34 per 1,000: for that reason it has been 
adopted as the most platble estitnate for that year. 

(I) So extraordinarv were tie results of the 1973 Censtus that DANE 
(National )eparttnent of Statistics) arraiged for Joseph F. Potter, a member 
of the research staff of the Office of F'oplation Research at Princetol Utni
versity, to investigate the problem. Workinti under the supervision of Atishey 
J. Coale, a report entitled "The Cotmpleteness of Entteration in the 1973 
Census of tile Population of Colombia" was preparr !. Potter's best estimate 
of die recent trend in fertility isthat ... the total fertility rate fell b- 0.334 
per year, from 6.03 at the year end 1967 to 4.36 at the year end 1972." Using 
Bogue's equation CBR = 0.0070 TFR + 0.2453, this implies a decline in 
fertility from 44.7 in 1967 to 30.8 in 1972, which is eveni more ol'a precip
itous decline than has been presutmed in the present report. 

(2) Myriam Ordoncz, head of tile Denuographic Section, National O(kI,.C 
of Statistics, made independent estimates of fertility from the national cen
sus, using data tabulated from tile question, "What was tie birth date of your 
last-born child?'' Using almadjusted count of children bort within the twelve 
months preceding the census, she arrived at a crude birth rate of 33 per 1,000 
for the nation. Because these data ott births of last child were obtained for a 
4 percent sample of the wotnlet of reproductive age, time niumber of cases upon 
which the statistics are based isquite large. In fact, Ordonez used this inforna
lion to compute birth rates for every departitiento (state) as well as for the 
nation. 

(3) Still another analysis of the 1973 census age data, made independent
ly by Donald I. Bogue and without knowledge of the outcome of the Potter 
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and Ordonei estimates, arrived at a similar restil: a bir h rate o1 33 per 1 000 
for the year 1973. 

(4) Despite the lact that the birth registr'tio system o, ('olombia is 
moderately 	 delicleir, an intensive study by ('lement Picir.t of the tends in 
i tirregitration and the histoic patterns and trends of errors in registra

tiol over the cOIIrSe' f onLi derides has provided corection and lljustiiiemi 
factors whici can he appliod testilniItC tile number off births occurring each 
'Car. ('sing data aI'LnteLd h' these procedures, 'ierlt arlives at an estimated 

crude birth rate of 35 pei 1,000 !o N73.I 
The hirlth ate did riot decline linealy between 1904 and 1973. Instead, 

there seem, to hive been a iiiajor tIrnilg poiiit (when the gentle downward 
drift lurned into I Irecipitotu|, decline). Potter ( '970) places this turning 
point at abotLl 1%7. FlSaIMtCs prepaied by 3oene indicate lhat it occurred 
soirewliat later. about 1970. [~or this study it h)as been assumLed that be
tween I964 and 1970 tire pace of' fertility fe, lie quickened somewlhat, de
clining foii 43.7 to 39.0. and thieii between I970 and 1973 sutffered a miore 
severe drop, front 39.0 to 33.). 

Tahle 1-5 presents tile trend of fertility which tihe committee has accepted 
as its best estimate of actual eveits. Becatuse the analysis which follows re
quires miore refined ineasuies of' fertiliy, tIhe trends have been expressed in 
terllS of thlee sepalatCll1eaSUICS: 

Table 2-5. ESTIMATED TREND IN FERTILITY
 
IN COLOMBIA: 1964 TO 1975.
 

Crude C,,eraiI To talI Esimated 
Year birth fertility fertility number of 

rate rate (GFIi) rate (TrI births (000) 

1964 ..... 11.7 193.3 6211 772 
1965 ..... 42.9 189.5 6127 783
 

1966 ..... '12.1 185.9 6013 
 795 
1967 .. ... ' , 182.3 5H99 806 
1968 . ,10.5 178.7 5785 818 
1969 .... . .... .8 175.1 5671 830 
1970 39.) 171.7 5557 843 
1971 ... . 37.0 162.2 526,1 821 
1972 ..... 35.5 152.9 -1970 798 
1973.......- 33.9 1,13.7 1t677 774 
1974 ..... 32.4 131.6 4383 748 
1975..... 30.7 125.i ,1090 721 

Procedure for creating this tabie: 

The values of 196i, 1971, and 1975 %cre used as pivotal 
values to rake tile l10iJTARG computations reported in this table. 
The TFR Is converted into age-specific fertility rates using the 
pattern of ASFR employed in tile U.S. Bureau of Census Report,
'Projections of tile Rlural and Urban Ik)pulations of Colombia. 1965 

to 2010," International Research Document Number 3. 
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(a) 	Crude birth late (('BR)-number of births per year per 1,000 total 
p0opulatiott 

(b) 	(eneral fertility rate (GFR) number of births per year per 1,000 
,w,.meti 15-49 years o)age. 

(c) Total fertility late (TIR) -ntumtbl)er of children 1,000 Women would 
bear in their lifetimes if exposed t tilecurrent schedule of age
specific fertility rates. 

This table re1'orls tlte estimated values of all three of these measures for each 
of the yeals. Only the values for 19o4, 19-70. anrd 1975 were fixed etmpirically; 
the ilitervemgiu values are interpolations. Tile right-hand colunn ofTable 2-5 
reports the iulmter of births for Colombia implied by this set of rates. Esti
mated birth rates for 1974 and 1975 (which fall after the census date and for 
which ito iirth data are available) have been made oil the assumption that 
the decline of 1070-73 continued by the same amount per year. This extrap
olatiott has been assumed In order to exp)ore its implications for family 
plamitiwi (see below). A subsequent analysis will show the increased volume 
otfco)ntmaceplive aci, itv in lhese to 'Cars fully justifies tlme assertion of the 
committee that d)e crude birth rate had fallen to 30 per 1,000 by 1973. or 
even lower. 

A drop inlfertility ,Ithis magnitude is a ntost unusual demographic occur
rence. It stands in sharp Co,)llaSt to the preceding long peliOd when crude 
birth rates were on a high plateau betweeti 45 and 48 pe 1.000 ( or decades 
it ml for centuries). Umitil very recently, precipitatis declines of this type 
have been rare. The mmuch-discussed demographic transition ofl Europe, North 
America, ald Australia had att average annal decline of about I CBR point 
each 3 or 4 years. t oombia the estimated ,leclinc between 1970 an 1975 
was an arerae of about 1. 7 cri-he birtth points *et" year, or a rate six times 

as fist. In c)miparmson, tite United States experienced a recent decline infer
tility from its peak crude birth rate of 26 in 1957 to a value of 15 itt 1975, a 
drop of I I points itt 18 %ears, or about 0.6 crude birth points per year, which 
had been tloulht to be rapid. Titus, the fertilit' fecline it Clom'ia has been 
roughlt three times as Jast as the receitt.fertilitY diecline in the United States. 

Because this is an extraordinary occurrentcL, it merits research explora
tion. The critical qutestion is. how much of this decline can validly be attrib
uted to the massive family planning mlovement described above? 

IV 
The Coil!raception Required to Account for 

the Observed Fertility )ecline 

The decline infertility, estimated in Table 2-5, could have taken place 
only as a result of the decreased proportion of women exposed to the risk of 
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bearing a child. There are only four possible explanations for such a change: 
(a) 	 Infi'cundity--The number of women who have reached advanced ages 

of reduced fertility has increased (implausible). 
(b) 	 Abstinence-The number of women in childbearing ages who are not 

exposed to sex because they are unmarried or not in a sexual union 
has increased (plausible). 

(c) 	 Contraception The proportion of women of childbearing ages who 
are using contraception has inci eased (plausible). 

(d) 	 Abortion A higher proportion of women who become pregnant re
sort to abortion (plausible). 

The 	 first of these factors, infecundity, probably was declining during these 
years because of the young age distribution and hence could have had a small 
tendency toward increasing birth rates. It is quite possible that all three of the 
other factors were acting simultaneously to reduce fertility-delayed marriage, 
increased use of contraception, and increased resort to abortion. In order to 
study the interrelationship between contraception and birth rates (control
ling 	 for infertility and changing marriage patterns), some empirical link be
tween birth rates and contraceptive behavior must be established. This is pro
vided by a fertility model called PROJTARG developed by BOgue, Edmonds, 
and Bogue (1973) and outlined in Chapter Gne of this monograph. 

The 	 application ot PROJTARG to the Colombian population yields data 
reported in Table 2-6. Because PROJTARG is capable only of making linear 
interpolations, it was applied to the Colombian data in two cycles: first, to 
the 	 period of gentle decline, 1964-70; and then to the period of rapid decline, 
1970-75. The output of the first cycle was used as input to tile second cycle. 
In this manner, the "'curve" of fertility decline was more realistically approx
imated than if a single linear interpolation between 1964 and 1975 hd been 
made. In making these computations, PROJTARG introduces a standard set 
of estimated parameters for sterility at each age to estimate the number of 
sterile women. These women were subtracted from the total number of 
women projected for each age in order to arrive at an estimate of the number 
of fecund women of reproductive age (by five-year age groups) in the popula
tion during each year, 1964-75. Columns I and 2 of Table 2-6 report these 
estimates. 

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2-6 ';vide die number of 1kecund women into 
two groups, exposed and unexposed. i, -,corIance with the definitions given 
above. In order to do this, a set of' parameters that estimate what proportion 
of women at each age are actually exposed to the risk of becoiniing pregnant 
is required. (This may be simply statistics of marital statu:; derived from a 
recent census or survey, but preferably it consists of marital status data that 
have been adjusted for estimated sexual activity outside marriage. In Itin 
America the amount of extramarital sexual activity is much greater than in 
some Asian countries, and the census methods of recording marital status 
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Table 2-6. WOMEN OF REPROI)UCTIVE AGE CLASSIFIED BY
 
FECUNDITY AND EXPOSURI (MARITAL STATUS) AND
 

ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF PROTECTION FROM
 
PREGNANCY REQUIRE) TO ACCOMPLISI I
 

FERTILITY I)ECLINE INI)!CATEI) FOR
 
COLOMBIA: 1964 TO 1975.
 

hechld 	 d I xE a Eapos, edl.. ! Women Ill Allecn Unep ) fecund fecund 

t bcaeartlg fecund fecund n women women 
1ag .wme women who were 
ags I wmarried) lwho (arried) were.1 contra

protected cepted 

1964 . . . . . 3998 3-76 1.38 1838 1666 228
 
1965 ..... .1133 3386 1496 1891 1753 
 257
 
1966 ..... 1275 3501 1 56 19.15 1844 287
 
1967 ..... 4,123 3622 1620 2002 1940 
 319
 
1968 1578 3749 1688 2061 2041 353
 
1969 47,111 3H81 1759 2122 21.18 389
 
1970 ..... 4910 1021 IH34 2187 2261 
 427
 
1971 ..... 5060 -11,I6 190l2 22,1 2.428 526
 
1972 5218 .2279 1975 2301 2601 630
 
1973 .3, .120 2051 2369 2792 741
 
1974 5558 ,568 2131 2437 2991 861
 
11975 . 573H ,1722 213 2509 3202 989 

Procedure for creating this table-:
 
Using the !i1OJTARG computer program, insert observed or estimated values for
 

tile following:
 
(a) population of women, 19642 
(b) 	 estimated age-specIfic fertility rates for 1964, 1970, and 1975 
(c) 	 a(justed marital status distributions 
(d) 	 survival ratios for 196,2 and 1970 reflecting mortality levels in 

those years. 
PROJTARhG uses these parameters to project the population forward by single
 

calendar years and generates the data specified in this table.
 

tend to classify many persons as "single" who are actually in an active sexual 
relationiship.) Table 2-7 outlines a procedure for arriving at an improved 
estimate of the proportion of women in each age group who are sexually 
active. The foott)tes to Table 2-7 explain how marital status statistics were 
adjusted to allow IOr extramarital sexual activity. 

With the above estimate of' women exposed to the risk of pregnancy estab
lished for each year, the PROJTARG modecl was used to estimate retrospec
tively the number of fecund women who must have been protected in order 
for the birth rate decline reported in Table 2-5 to have taken place. Column 5 
of Table 2-6 reports the results of such a calculation. 

With the n11111er of fecund women already known to be protected from 
pregnancy because they are sexually inactive (Column 3 of Table 2-6), it is 
possible to subtract the total number of fcutnd women who must somehow 
have been protected from geltig pregnant in order to achieve tihe lower level 
that has )een observed. This is done simply by subtracting the data of' Col
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Table 2-7. PROPORTION OF SEXUALLY ACTIVE WOMEN BY 
AGE GROUPS. 

1961 	 197 
group C,enu(a) -Estimated(b) Cnu(a 

) l Esiae(b 

15-19 . .. 0.1532 0.1955 0.1304 0.1734 
20-24, .... 0.5155 0.5(.10 0.4712 0.52,16
25-29 .... 0.6919 0.7227 0.6761 0.7096 
30-34 ...... 0.7395 0.7655 0.7640 0.7709 
35-39 0.742,1 0.7810 0.7551 0.7922 
,10-44 0.7075 0.7660 0.7283 0 7831 
45-49 . . . .. . .66171 0.7337 0.6880 0,7493 

a)Married a.. in con sensual oi.. 
(b" Married cohabiting, and sIngle, widowed, ahd separated ,'men ex

posed 	 to the risk of pregnancy. 

Procedure for developing 
The following assumptions were made in constructing this table: 

1. 	married aid cohabiting wo,.en of reproductive age according to the 
censuses are sexually active; 

2. 	the fertility of womcen not reported us married or cohabiting in tihe 
National Fertility Survey (1969) 1irthe same as those who are married 
or cohabiting;
 

3. the number of women in addition to those who are married or cohab
iting needed to obtain the total number of exposed women was calcu
lated on the basis of assumption 2 and they were considered sexually 
active.
 

unin 3 froll the data of Column 5 of Table 2-6. Column 6 of this table 
reports these estimates. 

The data of Column 6 of Table 2-6 are of crucial importance, for the)' 
represent an estimate of the total fertility control behavior which must have 
taken place in Colombia in order fbr birth rates to have declined b ' the 
anount estimated in Table 2-5. Column 6 of Table 2-6 provides exactly the 
right iniforniatio, It links fertility control directly to fertility decline by 
estimating the total volune of fertility control that must have taken place in 
Colombia in order to accomplish the observed fertility decline. 

It is essential to note at this point that the estimates of Column 6 inTable 
2-6 do lint specify the nature of this fertility control. It could have been 
accomplished by: 

(a) 	 use of modern, more reliable contraceptive methods 
(b) 	 use of less reliable contraceptive methods such as withdrawal, douche, 

the rhythm method, abstinence within marriage, or use of herbs or 
other folk methods 

(c) 	 resort to induced abortion to avoid unwanted childbirth 
(d) 	surgical sterilization either of male or female for family planning or 

other medical reasons. 
Neither do the values estimated in Table 2-6, Column 6, report the source 
of contraceptive service. It could have been obtained from national family 
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planning programs, from contraceptive services provided by private physi
cia,,,, from purchase of contraceptive materials directly from pharmacies, 
from surgical sterilization perfOrnlCd at the time of delivery of , child, from 
visits to illegal abortionists, or from use of simple pregnancy-averting prac
tices without any modern methods. All of these various sources of service and 
types of contraceptive practice can claim to have accomplished tile observed 
reduction in fertility. The next section of this report assembles estimates for 
each of these claims and reconciles them in order to arrive at an estimate of 
the contribution which each appears to have made to the fertility reduction 
observed in Colombia between 1964 and 1975. 

V
 
The Sources and Total Volume of Contraception
 

for the Colombian Population, 1964-1975
 

In order to make use of the results of the PROJTARG estimates of con
traception presented in Table 2-6, it is necessary to compare them with an 
estimate of the total birth-prevention behavior that has occurred in the popu
lation. This section of the report undertakes such an estimate by making a 
separate estimate for each of four principal sources: 

(1) 	 the organized family planning program (all public and private pro
grams combined) 

(2) 	 the "outside-program" sources: 
(a) 	 the commercial sector (services by private physicians, plus sales 

of oral pills, condoms, spermicidals, etc., tihrough pharmacies) 

(b) 	 induced abortion-both legal and illegal 
(c) traditional contraception (rhythm, withdrawal, douche). 

The protection claimed to have been provided by each of these sources is the 
first preliminary estimate of the total volume of contraception that occurred 
in the population of Colombia, 1974 to 1975. Table 2-8 represents an effort 
by the committee to estimate the contribution of each source, and Table 
2-8A is a "conservative" estimate. 

A. Total contraception. Since the total amount of contraception that 
must have taken place for birth rates to decline as they did has already been 
fixed in Table 2-6, Column 6, these statistics must be accepted as the total 
of Column I in Tables 2-8 and 2-8A. The task of this section of the analysis 
is to distribute this total among the various sources enumerated above. 

Solid evidence with which to make these estimates is scarce, and it has 

been necessary to use incomplete evidence and estimates pulled from a wide 
variety of sources and derived by a variety of methods. The major goal is to 
make the best possible estimate of the claim for each source. 
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Table 2-8. -BEST ESTIMATE" OF CONTRACEITI'/E PROTECTION 
ESTIMATE) TO I BEE-N PROVIDEE BY EACIIHAVE 

SOURCE, COLOMBIA: Ic%04 TO 1)75. 

Frt ility control accomplished Outside programs
 

Year Provided Provided Cmmerial Rhythm. 
rura y 

ott 
y 
" 

senly 
aand Au, L on 

with
drawal, 

planning or privte douche and 

programs urcc doctors other 

1964 228 -. 228 55 44 129 
1965 257 -- 257 62 50 145 
1966 287 3 284 68 56 160 
1967 :119 19 300 84 61 155 
1968 :15:1 47 306 104 69 133 
1969 8:19 96 293 113 75 105 
1970 . 427 159 26R 121 74 73 
1971 . 526 224 ;0, 154 93 55 
1972 . 630 294 336 197 94 45 
1973 . 741 341 400 246 108 46 
1974 . . 861 403 458 308 113 37 
1975 989 484 505 354 122 29 

Table 2-8A. -CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE" OF CONTRACEPTIVE
 
IROTECTION ESTIMATED TO HAVE BEEN PROVIDED
 

BY EACII SOURCE, COLOMBIA: 1964 TO 1975."
 

Fertility control accomplished Outside programs 

Provided Provided Commercial Rhythm 
Year by sector with-

Ttal family 

planning 
non 

sources 

and 
private 

Abortion drawal, 
douche and 

programs doctors other 

1964... 228 -- 228 66 44 118 
1965 . . . 257 -- 257 80 50 127 
1966. . 287 3 284 93 56 135 
1967 . . 319 15 304 10B 62 134 
1968. .. 353 38 315 122 70 123 
1969... 389 77 312 139 76 97 
1970. . . 427 127 300 151 76 73 
1971. . . 526 179 347 175 95 77 
1972. . . 630 235 395 219 105 71 
1973. . . 741 273 468 294 110 64 
1974. . 861 322 539 368 114 57 
1975. . . 989 387 602 432 123 48 

B. Organized J'amilv planning program. This estimate has already been 
derived in Tables 2-1 and 2-1A (Column 1), and is simply entered in Column 
2 of' Tables 2-8 and 2-8A. These statistics are based upon the records of new 
acceptors as detailed by the respective organized family planning programs. 
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The procedure of deriving them from assumptions about continuation rates 
has alrcady been described. 

C. Other sources. InasmucLI as the total amount of contraception has been 
fixed in Colunin I of Tables 2-8 and 2-8A, and tie volume of services pro
vided by the family planning program has been estimated, the difference 
(Column I minus Column 2) represents the volume of contraception that 
must have been provided by sources outside tie organi/ed family planning 
programs. This amount is recorded ill Column 3 of Tables 2-8 and 2-8A. 

D. Distrihutionof "outsitc-; rogram" contraception I' source. Tables 2-8 
and 2-8A attempt to distribute tile total "outside-program" contraception 
arnong three categories. This distribution is based oil small studies which rep
resent only specific cities or localities of the country. The objective is only 
to assign a general magnitude to each1 and to establish what must have been 
the general trend. For this reason, the columns relferring to abortion, the 
commercial and private medical sector, a11d the traditiona; methods must be 
taken as a first effort at quantification, to be refined by further, more careful, 
and more focused study. 

F. Abortion. Clients coming to family planning clinics report that about 
one-fifli or more of their recent pregnancies have been terminated by abor
tion. It has been assumed that this relationship between pregnancy and abor
tion was characteristic of the total population during the period 1965 to 
1970. The growth of abortion attributed in Tables 2-8 and 2-8A parallels the 
growth in tle iniber of births for Ihese years. It isbelieved that the family 
planning programs blunted what would have been a virtual explosion of abor
tion had there been no programi, but that nevertheless abortion has continued 
to increase slowly from 1970 to 1975. The same estimates for abortion are re
tained for the "conservative" estimates of Table 2-8A as for the "best" esti
mates of Table 2-8. 

F. Conmercial sector familyi planning. The total volume of medically re
liable contraception that is dispensed throughLparmacies or provided by pri
vate physicians and hospitals has been estimated in a combination of the fol
lowing ways: 

(1) 	 records of imports of contraceptive materials, subtracting those im
ports known to have been consumed by the organized family planning 
prograios. 

(2) 	 surveys of' the sales of contraceptives by the pharmacies and other pos
sible private outlets. Such results have been reported in tile Bogot5i 
Survey (Bailey, Measham, and Unafia, 1975; Estrada, 1973; Rivera 
and Estrada, n.d.). 

In their 1975 report on Bogot6,for example, Bailey, Measham, and Umafia 
report that 51 percent of all initial contraception was obtained through pri
vate and commercial sources. In rural areas where both private physicians and 
pharmacies are much less accessible, one would expect a lower percentage of 
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contraception through private sources. The "best" estimate of Table 2-8, for 
example, calls for 45 percent of all "modern" contraception to be provided 
through commercial channels in 1974. In 1964-66, when organized family 
planning programs had not exerted any effect as yet, it was assumed that 
roughly 30 to 35 percent of all contraception (excluding abortion) was pro
vided by commercial outlets and physicians, and that the remaining 60 to 70 
percent was being provided by the use of rhythm, withdrawal, and douche. 
This also is consistent with earlier surveys of the comparative use of modern 
versus traditional methods (Estrada, 1973; Rivera and Estrada, n.d.; CELADE-
CFSC, 1972). Thus, with a crude estimate at the beginning and the end of the 
decade. it is possible to establish a general trend. 

G. Te tralitioalmethods. Once the general trend of abortion and the 
commercial sector is established, the residual is the traditional sector of 
rhythm, withdrawal, and douche. The estimates result in an implied decline of 
these methods. That this has indeed been the case is supported by empirical 
evidence (see discussion on substitution below). 

The estimates outlhned above have been accepted by the working commit
tee as the most plausible figures that can be produced with the evidence 
available. The claims for the family planning programs are thought to be 
quite valid (certainly the conservative estimate has this virtue). The distribu
tion 	of the outside-program sources is of much more dubious precision due to 
lack 	of nationwide data for all. For this reason, the three right-hand colunns 
of Tables 2-8 and 2-8A should be accepted only as a first effort intended to 
sketch a general picture of what might have been the trends in each. The 
"outside-program" contraception is comprised of three very unlike compo
nents, each of which experienced its own unique trend within the 1965-75 
decade: 

(a) 	 commercial sources grew almost explosively, beginning nearly siniul
taneously with the onset of the family planning program 

(b) 	 abortion grew moderately, blunted by the impact of modern con
traception 

(c) 	 traditional contraception by rhythm, withdrawal, and douche suffered 
a dramatic decline under the impact of the organized family planning 
program and the services provided through commercial and medical 
facilities. 

VI
 
Some Comments on Substitution of Sources
 

of Family Planning Services
 

Those who are dubious about the impact of organized family planning pro
grains upon birth rates usually remind the family planners that there is a 
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strong possibility that if there had been no faalyniy p llng iprogran the same 
allount of contraception or birth prevent ion could have taken place. Protec
tion simply could have been provided from other sources private physicians, 
pharmacies, abortions, or more traditional methods such as rhythii, withdraw
al, etc. Ilaving presen ted the foregoing data about Colombia, itis possible to 
discuss this question ilterms of' concrete statistics rather than as aiabstract 
possibility. Although there is absolutely no way ol knowing lor certain what 
would have been the trend in contraceptive use withotut an organized family 
plannlitlg program, it is possible to make a more realistic interpretation of the 
substitution argument. 

L 7he orgaizedlcpgraunisalmost ce'rtail ' ,madhe huge inroads into the use 
oJ'traditionalmethods,especiall' the use oJ the rhythn a/nd withdrawalmeth
ods. Bailey. Meashamn, and tnafla ( 1975 ). in their survey of Bogoti. conclude: 

InI the past decade. the shift in specific method use has been sub
staitial. Withdrawal and douche were used by over 10 percent of tile 
couples in l%4. but by 1974 less than 1.7 percent were using these 
methods. Most of tile increase inl contraceptive use occurred with tile 
most effective methods. 

Although this comment was made with respect to contraception in Bogoti, 
it very' probably applies with equal or greater force to other areas. Those cot
pies who already were nio0dern eniough to be using some method (although 
perhaps it is unreliable) probably would be very' nearly as inclined as metrop.
olites to substitute inexpensive and reliable methods that call quickly be pro
vided through the local health cen1ters or in nearby smaller cities. Because the 
unsophisticated methods impose severe inhibitions ol the enjoyment of sex, 
they tend to be albandonied rather proumptly by those who are already moti
vated to con tracept iilfavoi of"the illore reliable, ilure pleasant to ise, alld 
more satisfying methods. The estimates of Tables 2-8 and 2-8A presume that 
this has occurred in Colombia. Ihis shlift substitution has two co rollaries, both 
implying favorable impact of the funily planning program: 

(a) 	 This substitution tends to reduce the nmUber of' accidental pregnan
cies that occur while making sincere efforts to control fertility. This 
greater rate of success almost certainly tends to lower fertility. 

(b) 	 This substitution tends to keep the already-high illegal abortion rates 
from soaring to astronomical levels. 

If the decline that occurred in birth rates had been accomplished entirely 
by the traditional methods mmnd the toll in maternal deaths and imabortion, 
paired health 'rom abortion and the increase in accidental and unwanted 
births would have grown exponentially. The fact that they remained nearly on 
a plateau or declined sharply should be accepted as a huimane and praise
worthy side effect of' the programs. In having this effect, time organized family 
planning programs were simultaneously reducing fertility by substituting re
liable for unreliable methods. 
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2. Itis doubtfit that the organizedfinily'planning programs caused a large 
net reduction in the private sector. The format ion and establishment of organ
ized private family planning programs was premised on the belief that the cur
rent system was not Ftnctioning adeqnately. In the case of' Colombia, the 
,present system" in 1964 was private medical practice and sales through phar
nmacies. To assert that these facilities would have expanded Iheir activities and 
served fte large segment of people estimated above is to go from a highly 
plausible to a highly implausible explanation: 

(a) 	 Private physicians in Colombia are highly concentrated in iarger urban 
locations, and their clientele isdrawn almost entirely from the middle 
and tipper classes. The great mass of poor peasants cannot afford to 
inake use of their services atdi do not olak.' use of fluent, even for tuat
ters of great medical urgency. Pharmacies, likewise, are distributed in 
a pattern very similar to that of' physicians, and their clientele is heav
ily concentrated inthe upper and upper-middle classes. 

(b) 	 The situation described above is so serious and the access of peasants 
to mintimal health and medical care is so limited tli:: the government 
provides medical and health care as a ptuhlic service through its system 
of clinics and hospitals. Establishing an organized family plamning pro
grani consisted inpart, therefore, of adding it as a service to a clientele 
known to have been sealed off fromi medical service via private medical 
practice. 

(c) 	 There isno "profit" to be gained inproviding family planning services 
to low-income families. In fact, such programs must be subsidized if' 
they are to functiotn. It is necessary to provide the service itself at a 
very low cost or to make it free; otherwise, the populatiol will not be 
able to take sufficient Money from its household budget to use the ser
vice. The isno "molivation," therefore, !or physicians or pharmacies 
to try to generale suicl a vast amount of family planning service as has 
been observed. 

(d) 	 Family planning was, and continues to be, a highly political and ethi
cal question in Colombia. Physicians and pharmacists, who must gain 
their livelihood from providing a broad spectrum of services, would 
have been disinclined to risk condennation from infuential persons or 
groups who disapproved of' family planting. The PROFAMILIA pro
gram consisted, for the most part, of courageously "opening up the 
inarket" to family planming amntig lower-middle and ulpper-lower class 
falimilies who could not afford private medical service at the rates being 
charged. That their clinics grew so rapidly is itself evidence of an un
met need. 

(e) The knowledge level and the awareness level of the general public was 
very low before the onset of the organized program (CELADE-CFSC, 
1972; Heredia, 1972). Sustained communication through radio, group 
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work, and satisfied clients of tile newly established clinics caused fau
ily planningit c'iie to tie forefront of public attention and concern. 
Although its public information program for family planning has been 
soleWhat epiSodic, tile total voltlme of coliInlliUicatiol has beenl quite 
large, has covered an Cin ire decade. and has been of good to superior 
quality. It is far easier to assume that it heightened the salience and 
knowledge about family planning and helped to g-enerate time great ac
ceptance that has been observed. thalLi to infer th'it it was wholly uii
related to time family planning history Of tile past decade. 

In tile light of, the above points, it is easy to conclude that the p uvate phy
sicians and the pharmacies gained as much clientele from the heightened 
awareness and puhlic discussion of family planning as they lo,;t to the clinics 
of PROFAMILIA, ASCOFAMIF, and the Ministry of IHealth sLrvice centers. 
This con1clusion is implied in tie lildings of' the logotai Survey (Bailey, 
Measham, and Umafia, 1975). After comparing the social and economic char
acteristics of women using three sources of f'amily planning service pharm:i
cies and private physicians. PROFAMILIA and ASCOFAM E clinics, and Min
istry of' Ilealth centers tile survey concludes: 

each program as well as the other sources of contraception has 
benefited distinct groups of women. PROFAMILIA and the postpartum 
progran have provided assistance to women of the lower and middle 
economic strata. the Ministry has served tle needs of tile lower levels, 
While tile upper-middle class is assisted by sources such as private doc
tors, private clinics, and drugstores. The comparisomn also reveals that the 
Ministry program reaches younger women who are less likely to work 
and have more children, while those Who turn to no lp.granl" soturces 
are on the average older and have fewer children. The PROFAMILIA and 
postpartum programs are very similar in that both serve women of' an 
intermediate age grou p who have more children than women who ise 
other (private) sources. 

There is stromg evidence, both empirical and inferential, that the organized 
family planning programs brouglt family planning services to a lower socio
economic strata (lower-middle class and lower class) which otherwise would 
have had no service. In Colombia, these strata comprise more than 70 percent 
of the total populatioin. (In the Census of 1973, the proportion of families with 
income below SI .000 per year was 76 percent.) 

It isplausible to assume, therefore, that the family planning practice of pri
vate medical doctors and t!ie sale of contraceptives through pharmacies has 
been lessened very little, if at all, by the organized family planning programs. 
It is as easy to argue the reverse, that they have enjoyed a net gain as a result 
of it. 

3. Reconciliation ofclaimts. For the purposes of discussion, as LiLuch as one 
half of all contraception attributed to the family planning program can be as
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sumed to be a substitution for abortion, traditional contraception, and com
mercial sector contraception, combined. (Commercial sector contraception 
also was replacing folk contraception and abortion.) This premise allows a ten
tative inference to be made about the impact of family planning in reducing 
the birth rate. The reasoning is as follows: 

(a) In Table 2-8, the total volume of contraception required during the 
years 1970 to 1()75 to overcome increasing popllation Size at;, reduce tie 
birth rate (summing for all years, 1970 to 1975) is4,174,000. Since the nUlm
ber Of fecund, exposed women increased by 20 percent during this span of 
time 1(Column 3, [able 2-5), simply to hold tile hirth rate constant at tie 1970 
level would have required a 20-percent increase over the 427,000 woman-years 
specified by IAR(JT,\G as required in 1970. This leads to an estimate of
2,81 8,200 wonmn-years of contraception required during 1970 to 1975 mere
ly to hold hirth rates constant. TI,e difference between 4,1 74,000 and 
2,818,200 equals the number of' additional woman-years of prote :tion re
quired to bring down the birth rate by the amount estimated, which is 
i .355,800. 

(b) During these six years, the family planning programs claimed a total 
of 1,905,000 woman-years of contraception. If one-half of this was unsubsti
toted contiaception, the program can be said to have contributed a total of 
953,000 woman-years of protection that otherwise would not have been pro
vided by any other source. 

(c) [lhe 953.000 un ique woman-years represent 70.3 percent of the addi
tiolnal plotection needed to reduce the birth rate. 

(d) If tIle above computations are made, using the conservative data of 
Tible 2-8A, the percentage of decline in fertility attributable to the organized 
,amily planning programs is 56 percent. 

(C) On tile assumptiom that the 50 percent substitution proportion cited 
above (that one-half of all clients were persons who otherwise would not have 
con tracepted for lack of knowledge, motivation, and services) is a conservative 
one, tile committee concludes that according to its best estimate, 70 percent
of the fertility reduction that took place in Colombia during the period 1970 
to 1975 can be attributed to tile organized family planning programs. Even 
under time comservative estimate this proportion is 56 percent. 

Unless one is willing to make extreme assumptions about the Volume of 
commercial and traditional contraception that would have taken place had 
there been no family pla,ming progran, the commercial sector, abortion, and 
tile traditional methods very probably would have been able only to increase 
at aboUt tile pace needed to hold tile birth rate constant because of the rapid
ly increasing nmmber of women o!' reproductive age. 

Those who have alternative explanations and hypotheses may make crude 
empirical tests of them by constructing hypothetical distributions of the 
sources of contraception (rearrangements of the data of Column I of Table 
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2-8). They will find it is extremely difficult to construct a believable model 
which attributes zero impact to the organized family planning programs. 

VII
 
Conclusion
 

The committee concludes that on the basis of the data presently available, 
analyzed through available models, the net impact of the organized family 
planning programs in Colombia during the decade 1965-75 was to: 

!. 	assist the commercial sector in the reduction of use of unreliable 
methods of contraception 

2. 	 blunt an epidemic rise in abortion which otherwise would have occurred 
3. 	 have beneficial effects upon public opinion and knowledge, so that the 

commercial and private medical sectors gained as many new clients as 
they might have lost to the organized programs 

4. 	 bring family planning service to lower socioeconomic strata which could 
not afford family planning as it is distributed through commercial and 
private medical channels 

5. 	bring family planning services to outlying populations and to districts 
within cities which otherwise have no family planning service facilities 

6. 	 provide an unduplicated margin of additional contraception that has ac
counted for over 100 percent of the estimated decline in fertility; if the 
organized family planning programs were suddenly to be brought to a 
halt today, there would almost certainly be a dramatic rise in fertility. 

Notes 

The Working Committee to Study the Impact of Family Planning on the 

Demographic, Economic, and Social Structure of Colombia was composed of 
the following persons: 

Members of the Gmnmittee: Juan 13.Londofio. Coordinator; Luis l)aza, 
Chief, Maternal and Child Program, Ministry of Ilealth: Myrianm Ordofiez, 
Chief, Demographic )ivision, DANE; Miguel Trias. Chief, Urban Clinic and 
Community Network, Profamnilia; Guillermo Lopez, Executive Director, Cor
poracion Centro Regional de Poblacion (CCRIP); German Riaflo, Chief, Mater
nal and Child Program, Colombian Association of Medical Schools (ASCO-
FAME); Gonzalo Echeverry, Chief, Rural Community Network, Profamilia: 
Enrique Cabrera, Chief Statistics Department, Profamilia; Clement Pierret, In
vestigator, Demography Department, DANE; Alcides Estrada, Chief, Evalua
tion Area, CCRP; Rodolfo Ileredia, Chief, Socioeconomic Area, CCRP; Luis 
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Hernando Ochoa, Investigator, CCRP; Edgar Baldion, Research Associate, 
CC RP. 

hiternational Officials, William Bair, All)/Bogoti; Jerald Bailey, Popula
tion Council: D:-nld Bogue, Comnunity and Family Study ('enter, Univer
sity of Chicago; William Visser, United Nations lund for POpulation Activi
ties; Luis Sobrevilla. P'opulation Council; Alberto Rizo, Pathfinder Fund. 

21F r a detailed Statement of family planning services in Colombia, see 
Country Profiles: Colomtbia. 

3Estimates by (oliver (1965) indicate that during the period 1900 to 1960 
the crude birth rate tluctunated between 43 and 45 per 1,000. Lopez Toro 
(1968) obtained estimates somewhat higher: lie estimated 46.5 for the inter
censal period 1938-61 and 47.2 for the interval between 1951-64. )ata from 
the CELADE-CFSC (1972) rermrt o the urban fertility survey of 1964 indi
cated a crude birti rate for Bogot:i of"41. with tie presumption that rates 
would be higher in the rural and smaller cities. e .la CImo (1964) estimated 
a crude birth rate of 42 for the nation as of 1960. Utilizing data from the na
tional fertili'y survey, lkins (1973) estimated a crude birti rate of 45 per 
thousand fo: the nation as a whole, as of about 1964. The U.S. Bureau of 
Census (1975) in making its projections of fertility assumed a level for 1965 
that impli, a crude birth rate of 48. lowever, when reverse survival methods 
are applied to the adjusted age distribution, a birth rate of only 40 is obtained 
for 1973. 
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Chapter Three 

THE IMPACT OF FAMILY PLANNING UPON FERTILITY 
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENTOS OF COLOMBIA 

Juan Londofio and Donald J. Bogue 

I 

Introduction 

In Chapter Two, it was demonstrated that birth rates have declined precip
itously in Colombia in recent years, from about 44 per 1,000 in 1964 to 33 in 
1973, and even further to about 30 by 1975. It was asserted that on a net 
overall basis about 70 percent of this decline could be attributed to the pro
grains of family planning that had been carried out by the public agencies
(Ministry of Hicalth and University Schools of Medicine) and by private organi
zations (primarily PROFAMILIA, the national affiliate of International 
Planned Parenthood Federation). Although this analysis seems to be plausible, 
it will not be considered sufficient proof by many. Fo, this reason, the present
chaptor attempts to carry the analysis further by directing it into a different 
realm that will subject these findings to a much more rigorous tcst. This 
consists of repeating the analysis on a departmento-by-departmento (state-by
state) basis. 

The reason for this procedure is to attempt to establish causatioa by link
ing fertility decline to family planning in both place and timrte. In some 
departmentos of Colombia, the volume of family planning activity conducted 
was very great. In other departmentos less family planning was done by 
either public or private agencies before 1975. If the claims of Chapter Two 
are valid, one'should expect to find large declines in fertility in exactly 
those departmenritos where the family planning program was relatively most 
active, and to find the smallest declines in fertility in exactly those depart
mentos where the family planning program was least active. Did this in fact 

38
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occur? How close is the correlation between fertility decline and family
planning efTorts? Does a depart men to-by-departnmen to analysis support or 
cast doubt upon the findings of ('hapter Two? These are the problems of 
research discussed here. 

The analysis is complicated by theI fact that all of the data involved are 
nmuch less precise Jbr individual departnentos than for the nation as a whole. 
The estimates made t'r the nation were determined on the basis of estimates 
grounded on data known to conitain some error. For this reason, it is necessary 
to cantion the reader against accepting the results as final refined estimates. 
The preliminary precautions must be reemlphasized for this chapter. All of the 
errors and biases that were inherent in the original procedure of' Chaper Two 
persist here, but they are augmented by errors and biases in departnimnto-by
departmento differences in registration, enumeration, and data collection. 

Despite these linitations, the findings clearly support the contention that 
the largest single factor in explaining depalrtmeii to-to-departmen to differences 
in birth rate declines wais the anount of contraceptive adoption that occurred 
in the official family planning programs. This remains true even when controls 
are imposed lbOr all of the plautsible alternative sociocconomic explanations. 

Organwzation oflthe anal'siv. The organization of the analysis in this chap
ter is similar to that of Chapter Two. 

(a) 	 The first step is to measure the level of fertility in each departmento 
and the change in fertility that took place between 1964 and 1975. 

(b) 	 The second step is to neasure the volume of contraception in each 
departmento between 1964 and 1975. 

(c) 	 The third step is to perform a PROJTARG analysis for each depart
mento, imposing controls over migration, differentials and changes in 
marital status, and changing age composition. The objective of this 
step is to estimate the amount of contraception required to account 
for the decline in the birth rate and to relate this to the amount of 
contraception that was actually performed by participants in the fani
ly planning programs. 

(d) 	 The fourth step is to correlate the contraceptive activity in each 
departmento with the fertility level and changes in fertility estimated 
in step one, to see how well the hypothesis of family planning impact 
withstands analysis. 

1I
 

Fertility Rates for Departmnentos: 1975 

Fertility rates for the departmentos in 1975 are based on information 
contained in the 1973 census and the 1976 National Fertility Survey.

(a) In the 1973 census, women were asked the date of birth of their last 
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live born child. The births were then tabulated by the mother's age for 
those events that occurred in the year prior to the census date. Both 
tilenumber of births and the number of women were corrected for 
underenuneration. 

(b) 	 These corrected figures served as the basis for calculating age-specific 
fertility rates, the total fertility rate, and the general fertility rate. The 
crude birth rate was estimated by applying the Bogue-Palmore regres
sion equation (Bogue, Edmonds, and Bogue, 1973: 7). Estimates were 
calculated for each departmento. However, since the 1973 census was 
only a 4 percent sample, the number of women and events in some 
departmentos when broken down by age was quite small. As a conse
quence, the results for Bolivar and Sucre, Caidas, Risaralda, Quin
dio, and Magdalena and Cesar are pooled, thereby creating 18 sets 
instead of 23. 

(c) 	 To find age-specific fertility rates for the departmentos in 1975, the 
ratio of the 1973 total fertility rate calculated from the census data to 
the 1976 total fertility rate calculated from the 1976 National Fer
tility Survey was applied to the 1973 age-specific rates. The 1975 
general fertility rate comes directly from the 1976 National Fertility 
Survey, and the 1976 crude birth rate is estimated by applying the 
Boguc-Pahmore regression equations. 

The results of this procedure are given in Table 3-1. 
The variation in fertility among the departmentos is substantial, though 

not as great as might have been expected. The lowest fertility is found in 
Bogot-5, where the crude birth rate in 1975 was estimated to be 19.3 per 
1,000. The highest fertility was found in Choc6, C6rdoba, and Mgdalena, 
where the crude birth rate was estimated to be around 40 per 1,000. Generally, 
the departmentos where the largest cities are located (Antioquiia, Valle, 
Atlintico, Caldas) have the lowest fertility rates, while the rural departmentos 
have higher rates. It is important to note that in 1975 no departmento had a 
birth rate in the "high explosive" range--a crude birth rate level above 45 per 
1,000. In fact, only three departmentos had a crude birth rate above 40; all of 
the remainder were in the more moderate fertility range of tile30s, and 8 were 
in the 20s. Thus, the lower fertility described in Chapter Two appeared to be 
widely diffused throughout the nation rather than concentrated in a fe" 
metropolitan areas. 

II
 
Fertility Rates for Departmentos, 1964, and Incensal
 

Change in Fertility Rates, 1964-1975
 

A schedule of fertility rates for 1964 was estimated for each departmento. 
By subtracting the fertility rate for 1975 (established in the preceding section) 



Table 3-1. FERTILITY RATES FOR THE DEPARTMENTOS OF COLOMBIA: 1975. 

Crude General Total Age specific fertility rates
 
Departmento 
 birth fertility fertility

rate rate rate 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 

Colombia 
( 
a 
) 

. . . . . , 30.7 125.6 4095 172 194 192 162 122 59 i8 

Bogot; ........ 
Antioqula ...... 

.. 
. 

19.3 

25.0 
83.0 

104.5 
2595 

3580 
43 

48 

135 

146 

131 

170 

100 

155 

68 

118 
32 

62 

11 
17 

Atlintlo ...... 25.0 106.7 3505 51 167 185 137 88 58 15 
Bolivar(b). ...... 35.8 154.1 5170 71 246 239 196 178 82 22 
Boyac; . . ..... .. 

Caldaa(
c ) 

...... . 
36.5 

27.4 

151.4 

1i5.3 

5415 

3930 

56 

63 

222 

168 

269 

181 

225 

164 

182 

131 

113 

62 

16 

17 
Cauca .. ...... .. 
C6rdoba ....... . 
Cundinsaarca....... 
Choc. ........ 

34.8 
41.3 

25.8 

41.9 

:48.3 
178.0 

106.7 

180.2 

5065 
5975 

3710 

6085 

71 
79 

45 

80 

212 
284 

172 

289 

249 
263 

173 

168 

203 
261 

158 

266 

162 
170 

116 

173 

85 
100 

58 
102 

31 
38 

20 
39 

Hulla . . . .. 
Magdalena(d) 

. 
. 

. 

. 

. 
. 

. 

. 

33.7 
40.5 

139.3 
176.2 

5000 
5818 

64 
108 

209 
243 

272 
281 

189 
244 

157 
189 

85 
82 

24 

17 
Met". ........ . 35.2 159.8 4930 102 252 206 175 123 92 36 
Narino. ....... .. 
Norte de Santander. . 
Santander . .. . .. 
Tolima ........ .. 

.179Valle 

37.0 
29.0 
27.8 
30.4 

27.8e
25.1 

159.2 
121.7 
126.8 
131.3 

11. 
107.7 

5340 
4195 
3990 
4305 

399 
3505 

74 
53 
48 
84 

48 
60 

224 
175 
179 
216 

179 

263 
213 
Igo
193

1901 
162 

211 
187 
160
156 

16 
129 

173 
128 
147
135 

147 
108 

90 
67 
57 
52 

57 
47 

33 
16 
17
25 

17 
16 

(a)see Chapter 1.
(b)Bolivar 
and Sucre.
 
(c)Caldas, Rissralda*(d)Mgdalena and Cesar.and Quindio. 



Table 3-2. FERTILITY RATES FOR THE DEPARTMENTOS OF COLOMBIA: 1964. 

Crude General Total Age specific fertility rates 

Departmento 	 birth fertility fertility Q 
rate rate rate 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 0
 

a )  

Colombia 	 43.7 
 193.3 6241 117 262 303 263 205 89 20 	 > 

Bogot ........ 	 . 32.2 142.9 4475 
 85 200 215 188 133 63 11
 
Antioqula ...... . 44.4 194.8 6365 
 119 266 307 267 207 90 17
 
Atlantico ...... 39.9 175.3 5685 106 238 274 239 185 80 15
 
Bolivar ....... 48.0 210.8 6900 133 278 333 286 232 96 22
 
Boyac ........ 	 . 46.1 200.7 6685 125 280 323 281 218 94 16 >
 
Caldas ........ 	 . 43.1 189.7 6175 
 115 258 298 259 201 91 31 Z 
Cauca ........ . 45.5 203.2 6510 120 269 311 270 210 91 31 Z 
C~rdoba ....... 50.11 221.6 71951 137 287 343 295 240 99 38 5!
 
Cundinamarca. .... 46.9 204.4 6790 131 
 274 328 282 229 94 20
 
Choco ........ . 53.8 238.6 7715 147 
 308 369 317 257 106 39 
Huila ........ . 48.1 211.0 6935 129 289 333 290 225 97 24 
Magdalena ...... .. 51.9 228.9 7455 142 296 354 305 248 102 44 

meta..... ......... 55.8 251.0 7915 151 317 379 326 265 109 36
 
Narlino ........ ... 39.9 173.9 5710 
 105 235 271 236 18, 79 33 
Norte de Santander. . 45.3 198.7 6515 121 273 315 274 212 92 16 
Santander ...... 45.1 196.6 6515 121 278 315 274 212 92 16 ill 
Tolima ........ 	 . 46.5 203.5 6690 124 231 321 
 279 217 74 25 
Valle ........ 39.2 173.4 5545 103 231 2691 321 180 78 16 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
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from the estimates for 1964, it was possible to derive estimates of the change 
in fertility that occurred in each departnento between 1964 and 1975. The 
estimates for 1964 are considerably less precise and consistent than those for 

1975, with the result that the measures of fertility change may have a wide 
margin of error. Nevertheless, it is believed that the 1964 estimates and the 

measures of change, thotgh approximate, are sufficiently valid for use in the 
subseqLent analysis of the impact of' family planning on birth rates and birth 
rate changes. 

The urban-rural patterns of age-specific fertility rates found by Elkins 

1973: 3 1) in the 1969 National Fertility Survey were adjusted to fit the 
number of birtlis estimated for each departmento in 1964 from the 1964 
census. The pattern of urban fertility was applied to Bogota while the rural 

pattern was used for Bolivar, C6rdoba, (hoc6, Cundinamarca, Magdalena, and 
Meta. For the remainim, departmentos, the combined pattern of fertility for 
the natiol as a whole was applied. This procedulre allowed for the calculation 
of age-specific fertility rates, tie total fertility rate, and the general fertility 

rate. The crude birth rate was once again estimated froim the Bogue-Palmore 
regression equa1t iois. 

The results of this procedure are shown in Table 3-2. A close examination 
of these figures shows that the birth rates in 1964 were much less variable 
across departmentos and were quite high. Only in Bogot5 was there evidence 

of consistent fertility regulation. A crude birth rate of nearly 56 was obtained 
for Meta, a value close to the miaximum biological limit. Contrasting with the 
data of Table 3-I no del)artmento had fertility levels in the 20s and only four 
had levels in the 30s. 

[able 3-3 shows the estimates of fertility decline for each departmento 
between 1904 and 1975. It is obvious that each state has experienced a signi

ficant decline in fertility with the largest declines occurring in Cundinamarca, 
Antioquia, Bogota, the Santanders, Atlintico, and Meta. In Cundinainarca, 
Meta, and Antioquia, tihe average completed family size dropped by nearly 3 
children for tihe period. Only one departmento, Narifio', failed to obtain a 
decline of at least one child. 

IV 
Family Planning Accomplish ients in Fach Departmento 

Using a procedure almost identical to that employed for the nation in 

Chapter rwo, an estimate was made of the number of woman years of 

protection from pregnancy that was achieved in each departmento by all of 
the family planning programs combined. '[lie reported number of new adop

ters was converted to estimates of continuing contraceptors, using continua
tion rates separately for IUD and pills. The resulting estimates are reported 



t2 
Table 3-3. CHANGE IN FERTILITY RATES FOR DEPARTMENTOS 

OF COLOMBIA: 1964 TO 1975. 
Crude birth rate General fertility rate Total fertility rate 

Departento Percent Percent 0
1964 1075 4 1875 1964 1975 Absolute 

change i _975 change change " 
Colombia(a). . . . 43.7 30.7 29.7 193.3 125.6 35.0 6241 4095 -2.146 

Boot . . . . . . 32.2 19.3 40.1 142.9 830.0 41.9 4475 2595 -1.880
Antloqui . . .. 44.4 25.0 43.7 194.8 104.5 46.3 6365 3580 -2.785 
Antlintico . . . 39.9 25.0 37.3 175.3 106.7 39.1 5685 3505 -2.180 
Bolivar ..... . 48.0 35.8 25.4 210.8 154.1 26.9 6900 5170 -1.730
Boyac.. ...... .. 46.1 36.5 20.8 200.7 151:4 24.6 6685 5415 -1.270 zCaldas ...... .. 43.1 27.4 36.4 189.7 115:3 39.2 6175 3930 -2.245 z 

auca. ...... 45.5 34.8 23.5 200.2 148.3
Cdoba...... 50.1 41.3 17.6 25.9 6510 5065 -1.445 z221.6 178.0 19.7 7195 5975 - 1.220 
Cundinamarca . . 46.9 25.8 45.0 204.4 106.7 47.8 6790 3710 -3.080 
Choco. ...... 53.8 41.9 22.1 238.6 180.2 24.5 7715 6085 -1.630 WHuila ...... .. 48.1 33.7 29.9 211.0 139.3 34.0 6935 5000 -1.935 0Magdalena . . .. 51.9 40.5 22.0 228.9 176.2 23.0 7455 5818 -1.637 
M/eta. ... 55.8 35.2 36.9 251.0 159.8 36.3 7915 4930 -2.985
 
Narino ........ 39.9 37.0 7.3 173.9 159.2 
 8.4 5710 5340 -0.370 
Norte de Santnder 45.3 29.0 36.0 198.7 121.7 38.8 6515 4195 -2.320 En
Santander . . . . 45.1 27.8 38.4 196.6 116.8 40.6 6515 3990 -2.525
6690 4305 -2.385Tolima ...... 46.5 30.4 34.6 203.5 1131.3 I 35.5 
Valle ...... 39.2 25.1 36.0 173.4 107.7 37.9 5545 3505 -2.040
 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
 



Table 3-4. WOMAN-YEARS PROTECTION PROVIDED BY ALL FAMILY
 
PLANNING PROGRAMS BY DEPARTMENTO:
 

1969 TO 1975.
 
Woman-years of protection
 

Departmento Total r 
 -

1969-1975 1969 1970 1971 1972 1 1973 1974 1975 

Total ...... 1976019 95647 157539 221338 290170 
 337012 397022 477461
 
(a )


Colombia . ... 2001100 95600 158900 224200 294000 341500 1 402700 484200 

Bogota. . . . .. 474939 31403 43010 54648 65761 79083 91043 109981 
Antloquja ..... . 313014 16437 24710 34969 45465 52566 60965 77902
 
Antlantico 
. . . 102038 4162 8280 11006 15426 18772 20941 
 22551 
Bolivar........ 118615 6454 9776 13042 18167 21901 23643 25632
 
Boyaca . . . . . . 32263 1185 
 1641 2461 4003 5966 7608 9399 
Caldas ...... 213005 8314 17802 26627 33692 38634 41040 47096 
Cauca ....... .37111 1294 1867 3175 5230 
 7005 8030 I 10510 
Cordoba ... ...... 61388 2115 3637 5648 7620 10297 13799 18272 
Cundinazarca . . 37663 898 2570 4621 5641 6675 7917 9671 
Choc . .-- . - 7 1 9671 
Hulls. . .... 
 43116 1212 3921 5295 6861 7776 8386 9665 0Magdalena .... 51C90 1277 2608 3917 
 6315 8881 1 12487 16455 
 U3

Meta .. . . .26815 1860 2305 2962 3840 j 4219 I 5142 6487 0

. .

Narno . ....... 51570 2331 3927 5405 8049 I 9117 10291 12450 
 -7 
Norte de Santander 48109 2220 3897 5173 6796 8049 9675 12299 
Santander ..... 96211 5669 
 7927 9411 1297e 16197 190223 23805 0Tolima ...... 66707 3019 5318 7346 9459 1115' 13462 16952 t
Val..201565 5797 14343 25082 34866 30773 42370 4334o 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
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in Table 3-4. (Notes accompanying Table 2-1 in Chapter Two describe the 
procedure in more detail.) These estimates are based on the following assump
tions. 

(a) 	 The statistics on number of new acceptors were kept with equal 
accuracy in each departmento. 

b) 	 The clients lived in the same departmento in which the clinic they 
attended was located. 

(c) 	 The continuation rates used for each method are the same in all 
departmentos. 

Informal evidence suggests that data in more rural departmentos are of poorer 
quality and that continuation rates are lower than in the more urbanized 
departmentos. Thus, there is a good possibility that the family planning 
accomplishments in the rural areas are substantially overestimated while those 
of the more cosmopolitan departmentos are more accurately estimated. 

Table 3-4 shows that ther- has been great variation among the departmen
tos in the volume of family planning services provided. This, of course, is due 
to two factors: 

(a) 	 the population size of each departmento the more women of repro
ductive age a departmento contains, the great: r should be the number 
of contraceptors 

(b) 	 the level of activity of the family planning program-in some depart
mentos the family planning programs may have been more active than 
in others. 

It is the second of these factors, of course, that is of primary concern in this 
report. In order to study it, however, it is necessary to control the effect of 
the first factor population size. This is accomplished in the next section by 
computing contraceptors during each year. 

V
 
PROJTARG Estimates of the Population in Need
 

of Contraception in Each Departmento
 

The principal objective of this analysis is to compute a "rate of contracep
tive use" that characterizes each departmento and to see if this is correlated 
with the change in fertility which has been measured. Such a rate of contra
ceptive use must have a numerator and a denominator. The numerator for 
this rate has been provided by the estimates of the preceding section; the task 
of this portion of the analysis is to provide an appropriate denominator and to 
compute the rate. 

The level of contraceptive use. There are a number of denominators that 
could serve as an appropriate base for computing the level of contraceptive 
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use. Using the computer program PROJTARG, all of these possible bases were 
computed for each departmento by year from 1964 to 1975, as reported in 
the following set of tables: 

Table 3-5A. Number of Women Age 15 to 49 (Women of Reproductive 
Age) 

Table 3-51B. Number of Married Women Aged 15 to 49 (Women of Repro
ductive Age Who Are Eligible to Bear Children) 

Table 3-5C. Number of Fecund Married Women (Women of Reproductive 
Age) 

Table 3-5D. Number of Fecund Non-Pregnant Women. 
As is readily apparent, these four tables are progressively more refined. The 
last 	 table specifies exactly the population to be contracepted if birth rates are 
to be reduced. It is therefore used to obtain the denominator which will be 
used 	 to establish the rate of contraceptive use. The other tables are included 
for reference and possible use by researchers in other contexts. 

The procedure followed for calculating these various estimates of the fe
male population of each departmento is identical to that described in Chapter 
Two for the entire nation. However, this procedure was made somewhat more 
complex at the departmento level by three factors: 

(a) 	 Migration and mortalitv. Based on the adjusted census figures for 
1964 and 1973, the female population by five-year age groups was 
estimated by interpolation for 1969 and by extrapolation for 1974. 
These values were then used to calculate the ratio of survivors between 
1964 to 1969 and 1969 to 1974. In this fashion it was possible to 
replicate exactly the female population in each departmento in 1973 
without calculatipg the yearly flow of migrants usually required by 
PROJTARG. 

(b) 	 Women sexually active. The proportions of married women and wom
en living with men fiom the 1964 and 1975 censuses were adjusted 
for each departmento utilizing information from the 1969 National 
Fertility Survey in order to account for widows and separated and 
divorced women who were sexually active. 

(c) 	 Utilization ofl'R0JTARG. Since PROJTARG assumes a linear change 
in fertility, the model was applied to two periods of time, 1964 to 
1970 and 1970 to 1975, so that the apparent acceleration of fertility 
decline after 1970 could be taken into account. The results from the 
first cycle were used as inputs to the second cycle. 

The rate of family planningservice in each departmento. The PROJTARG 
estimates provide the denominators necessary to establish measures of contra
ceptive service in each departmento, adjusted for population size. Table 3-6 
reports these data. The numerator for this rate was computed by summing the 
contraceptive services provided in each departmento for the six years 1969, 
1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974 from Table 3-4. It is these contraceptive 



Table 3-5A. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE 
AGE (15 TO 49) EACH YEAR BY DEPARTMENTO: 1964 TO 1975.M 

Departmento Estimated number of women of reproductive age
 

1 > 

1964 1 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
 1975
 

Total. . . 3974519 4098994 4232081 4373953 4524851 4733778 4812965 4949095) 5092915 5244329 5403427 5570842 

__olob_ a~ 3998000 4133000 4275000 
 4423000 4578000 4740000 4910000 5060000 5218000 5384000 5558000 5738000 

Bogotl . . . 470901 503802 5-9602 578584 621013 667152 701884 738961 778554 820841 866000 914197Antioquia. . 571069 590723 611519 633365 656549 
 680141 700731 721636 743493 766346 790250 815250 
Atl;ntico. . 180142 188225 196847 206028 215782 226116 


234431 243210 252480 262273 272621 283556

Bolivar. . . 226559 233428 240661 248285 256186 I 264443 271383 278625 286181 294065 302291 310868

Boyaca . . 233684 234374 235214 
 236192 239295 238512 239133 
 239920 240860 241940 24:246 244465
 
Caldas . . . 334254 340245 346513 353006 359666 
 366433 372470 378749 385860 391998 398959 
 406128 >

Cauca . ... 138264 140702 143278 145985 148819 151772 154226 156803 159507 162338 16526 
 168375 ZCgrdoba. . . 12!995 130040 134313 138827 143590 148604 
 152719 156999 161450 166081 190899 175911 
 ZCundina-


Zmarca. . . 237974 239504 241197 243028 244974 249012 248444 250030 251772 253675 255740 257964
Choco . . .. 39824 40733 41722 42793 43944 45174 46152 47201 48320 49508 50765 52088 
Huila. . .. 89692 91410 93208 95087 97051 99098 101147 104302 107827 111274 114402 117112
 
Magdalena. . 168226 173814 179664 185808 192235 198936 204577 210455 216574 
 222939 229555 236423 
meta . . . 34342 36751 39392 42281 45430 48850 51430 54170 57071 60132 63354 66743 
Narino . . . 168668 171967 175421 179053 182881 186922 190194 193582 197104 200781 204628 208658 
Norte de 
Santander. 120777 125185 129867 134835 140098 145657 150151 15483 159864 165102Santander. . 228113 232188 236487 241019 245793 

170603 176368
250809 254808 258986 263361 267954 272784 
 277863


Tolima . . . 184363 187070 189905 192859 195926 199096 
 201784 204577 207478 210487 213604 216826
Valle .... 421672 438893 457268 J 476838 497619 519601 537301 556015 575767 596576 618448 641375
 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
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Table 3-5B. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF MARRIED WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE 
AGE (15 TO 49) FACH YEAR BY DEPARTMENTO: 1964 TO 1975. 

partmentol Estimated number of omen of reproductive age 

1964 19619 6966 1967 1965 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Total . 

Colombia! 
* 
. 

2342721 

2349000 

2403864 

2419DOO 

2468304 

2493000 

2536517 

2569000 

2603718 

2649000 

2684802 

2731000 

2749882 

2817G0 

2817330 

2892000 

2888024 

2971000 

2961816 1 3038688 

3053000 3140000 

3118757 

3231000 

Bogota..
Antioqui; 

253253 
322975 

70358 
331178 

288841 
339793 

308227 
1348832 

330449 
358304 

353847 
368214 

371220 
376505 

389608 
385116 

409101 
i394t077 

429777 
403398 

451718 
413095 

475011 
423182 

Atlintico 

Boyacfi. 
Caldas.. . 

Cauca . . 
Cordoba . . 

Cundin2
marca 

Choc . 

Iflula . . . 
Magdalena . 
Meta .... 

Narilo... 

104257 

138989 
194057 
82070 
84636 

144161 
26085 
53653 

109042 
24422 
88944 

108266 

139453 
195987 
83487 
8621D 

144682 
26556 
54751 

112422 
25983 
90591 

112521 
155670 
139938 
197997 
84943 
87851 

145254 
-7051 
55892 

115969 
27691 
92280 

117037 
159780 
140450 
200082 
66445 
89543 

14,879 
27579 
57078 

119688 
29559 
94021 

121827 
164058 
140995 
202288 
87997 
91300 

146559 
28144 
58311 

123584 
31600 
95826 

126904 
168502 
141576 
204419 
89602 
93126 

147291 
28752 
59591 

127358 
32826 
97703 

130510 
172803 

141843 
206585 
91060 
96049 

147885 
29345 
60946 

131948 
35421 
99393 

134287 
177270 

142131 
208803 
92552 
99070 

148515 
29956 
6-.-3 

135361 
37222 
101110 

138243 
181910 
142448 
211067 
94082 

102199 

149191 
30588 
65602 

138901 
39142 

102869 

142384 
186732 

142798 
213374 
95656 
105443 

149917 
31246 
68015 

142573 
41183 
104680 

146721 
191744 
143187 
215723 
97278 

108809 

150698 
31934 
70186 

146380 
43346 
106552 

151262 
196958 

143260 
218110 
98951 

112305 

151539 
32656 
72038 

150326 
45832 

108493 
0
L 

Norte de i 0 
Santander 

Santander . 
Tolima . . 
Valle .*. . 

70797 
132919 
114644 
250072 

75254 
135151 
1113068 
257996 

137491 
117544 
266324 

77650 
139916 
119074 
275077 

8167 
142441 
120657 
284271 

82813 
145073 
122292 
293913 

85074 
147336 
123808 
302151 

87420 
149675 
125368 
310733 

89859 
152096 
126970 
319681 

92400 
154607 

128617 
329013 

95051 
157214 

130309 
1 38739 

97818 
159923 

132048 
348870 

(a) Senotes to Table 3-1. 



Table 3-5C. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FECUND MARRIED WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE 
AGE (15 TO 49) EACH YEAR BY DEPARTMENTO: 1964 TO 1975. 

Estimated number of fecund married un of reproductive age 
 >
 
Departmento 
 1964 196! 166 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Total..... 1828709 1878466 1926190
( ) 1975205 2029717 2086703 2135626 2185638 2247990 2292913 2350655 2411498
Colombia ; . . 1838000 1891300 1945000 72002000 2061000 2122000 
 2187000 2244000 2304000 2369000 2437000 
 2509000 >
 
Bogota . . .
 . . 200617 213787 227957 243331 259726 277574 291323 305863 331272 337627 3b5014 373526Antioqula .... 250437 256417 
 262718 269363 27.383 283792 299897 296250 302887 309831 
 317109 324750
Atlantico .... 8165 84750 86052 91576 95337 99350 
 102057 104908 
 107912 111078 114,114 117930 =
 Bolivar....... 117562 120385 123343 126439 129679 133067 136380 139840 
 143452 147229 151181 
 155322 r"
Boyac! .. ..... 135620 105725 105858 
 106028 106246 106520 
 106527 106558 106623 
 106733 106900 107131 >
 
Caldas ........ 152073 
 153215 154471 155761 157084 158465 159820 161216 162651 164130 165656 167234 7
 
Cauca .... ...... 63873 64814 65775 66768 67800 
 68877 69870 70884 
 71926 73005 74127 
 75298 C~rdoba. .. .. ..68097 69224 70.398 71627 72918 74277 76482 78772
Cundinamarca 81157 83644 86239
. 109778 109967 110196 110474 110805 88948
111193 111514 111862 112249 112682 
 113171 113724
 
Chock... ...... 20356 20715 21099 21514 21966 
 22459 22866 23292 23742 24221 
 24734 25285 
Huila.... ...... 42037 42857 43717 44608 45534 
 46499 47752 48790 49757 50664 
 51535 52400
Magdalena. 
. . 820S1 89640 92320 95139 98101 101210 104660 107253 109954 112766 
 115692 118739
Meta .. .. . . i. 19916 21148 22506 24004 25654 27471 28726 30171 31723 33383 
 35152 37032
Xariio ..... 67183 63405 69663 70964 72315 
 73722 75001 73313 77663 79056 
 80496 81989 > 
N o t e d e Ln 

Santande'. . . 55400 56982 58948 :.407 62269 64242 £5911 67650 
 6946W 71377 73380 75488
Santander. . .. 102993 104603 106273 108011 109825 
 111723 113430 115185 116996 118870 
 120818 122849

Tolima .. .... 90168 91115 92108 93150 9424! 95398 96452 97543 98676 
 99854 101083 102368
Valle ... ...... 198863 204683 210765 217139 22.830 230864 236958 243289 249883 
 256763 263952 271473
 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
 



Table 3-5D. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FECUND, NONPREGNANT 
AGE (15 TO 49) EACH YEAR BY DEPARTMENTO: 

WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE 
1964 TO 1975. 

DepartmentoTr 
Estlrcted number of fecund, nonpregnant %somenof reproductive age 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Total. ..... 1421526 1479164 1541420 1608390 16C0094 1756487 1813239 1882790 1940281 2009945 2083932 2162330 

Colombia (a), 1438000 1496000 1556000 1620000 1688000 1759000 1834000 1902000 1975000 2051000 2131000 2131000 

Bogot ...... 

Antioquia . 

Atlantico . . 

Bolivrr ..... ... 

Boyaca 

Caldas ..... 

Cauca .... ...... 

Crdoba ... ..... 

Cundinamarca . 

Choc6 .... ...... 

Huila. . . . . . . 

Magdalena. . .. 

Meta ...... 

Narino ..... 

Norte de 

Santander. . . 

Santander. . . 

Tolima ..... 

Valle ...... 

191475 

217296 

66913 

68820 

81171 

123079 

48828 

36318 

80816 

11982 

31257 

52201 

8622 

69314 

43185 

8.556 

59886 

148807 

205855 

227644 

70568 

71667 

81480 

126614 

497'92 

38186 

81812 

12376 

31844 

54219 

9382 

70810 

45210 

83328 

61042 

157C35 

221626 

238667 

74494 

74705 

81918 

130324 

50849 

40817 

82914 

12823 

32463 

56367 

10223 

72414 

47394 

85226 

62268 

165931 

238945 

250364 

78695 

77925 

82466 

134167 

51992 

43317 

94097 

13319 

33117 

58632 

11147 

74135 

49743 

89255 

63560 

175516 

257955 

262721 

83172 

81312 

83111 

138105 

53211 

45989 

85340 

13852 

33806 

61003 

12155 

75982 

52257 

89416 

64911 

185796 

278772 

275712i 

87921 

84853I 

83832 

141096 

54498 

48829 

86624 1 

14422 

34529 

63469i 

13246 

77959 

I 
54934 

91707 

66317 

196762 

294147 

286289 

92160 

81249 

84212 

145434 

55416 
49979 

87430 

147h0 

35229 

64661 

14140 

79375 

56952 

93355 

67350 

205121 

310702 

297411 

96672 

89774 

84729 

148951 

56420 

59198 

88345 

15118 

35877 

66924 

14992 

80878 

59116 

95096 

68442 

214082 

328512 

309086 

101475 

92433 

85366 

152641 

57508 

52485 

89363 

15645 

36513 

69297 

15883 

82469 

61427 

96941 

69596 

223647 

347672 

321354 

106590 

95234 

86109 

156501 

58680 
53841 

90486 

16145 

37141 

71780 

16812 

14156 

63886 

98903 

70812 

2338231 

368272 

334255 

112042 

98179 

86940 

160530 

59929 

55266 

91713 

16685 

37767 

74372 

17778 

85944 

66493 

100998 

72091 

244610 

390390 

347824 

117850 

101271 

87845 

1.4723 

61249 

56758 

93038 

17256 

38398 

77072 

18767 

87836 

69241 

103232 

73430 

255994 

Z 

See notes to Table 3-1. 
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services that would be most influential in determining the birth rate as of' 
1975. This sum is reported ill colunil 2 of"Table 3-6. The denominator for 
this rate was comIput ed by summing the number of fecund, married, nonpreg
nant women for the years 1969), 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974 from 
Table 3-5. These women were eligible to practice contraception during the 
years relerred to by the estimates of family planning serivce. This sum is 
reported in colimo I of Table 3-6. The rate of family planning service is 
obtai ned byv dividi no the dtlaa of' column 2 bv tie data of column I, departl 
mento by departlleilto, anrd multiplying the qu,,tient by 100. This measure 
stales what peiceiltage of wolla,-years of' genuine exposure to the risk of 
pregnancy was protected by contraceptive services provided by the family 
planning programs. Thus, it is as precise a measure of the level of activity and
of tlie success of family planning work in each departniento as is possible to 
coimpute with available information. 

Table 3-6. INDEX OF ORGANIZED FAMILY 
PLANNING PROTECTION 

Construction of Ifn(ix of 
family plannImng protecttin 

flepartmento Number of Womt.1n 
feculnd years of 
married protoct Ioll I of 

nonpregnant from pregnant protection 
%omen sourcc, 

Total ... ...... .87 1,197 13. 

Columbia 
 . . . 9206 1517 
 13.0
 

Bogota ...... 1728 365 18.9
 
Antloqula ..... 1824 
 235 12.9
 
Atldntico ..... 
 597 
 79 13.2
 
Bolivar ...... 
 5,12 93 
 17.2
 
Boyaca ...... 
 511 
 23 .4.5
 
Caldas ..... ...... 906 
 166 18.3
 
Cauca..... ....... 342 
 27 7.9
 
Cordoba ...... 
 320 43 
 13.5
 
Cundinamarca . . .
 534 
 28 5.2 
Choco ....... 93 n.d. n.d.
Huila..... ....... 217 33 
 15.2
 
Magdalena .... 
 . 410 
 35 8.5
 
meta ....... 93 
 20 21.5
Narino ...... 
 491 39 
 8.0
 
Norte de
 
Santander. . .. 
 363 
 36 9.9
 

Santander . . . .
 577 72 
 12.5
 
Tolima ...... 415 
 50 12.1
 
Valle.... . . . . 1318 
 153 11.6
 

(a)See notes to Table 3-1.
 



Table 3-7. 	REQUIRED WOMAN-YEARS OF PROTECTION TO REACH OBSERVED
 
BIRTH RATE DECLINES BY DEPARTMENTO: 1964 TO 1975.
 

Required woman-years of protection
 

Departmento
 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
 

Total ..... . 245663 278852 313488 349964 388677 431069 514907 603034 695666 793599 892074 1006795 

. (a) 
Bogota. ..... 62459 69239 76651 84768 93688 103533 118737 135264 153226 172804 194140 217435
 
Antioquia . ... 16018 19472 23152 27108 31395 36072 50235 65236 81155 98061 116032 135158 
Atlantico . . . 15150 16647 18268 20035 21970 24097 28078 32355 36943 41870 47164 52858 
Bolivar ..... . 16299 18222 20238 22367 24627 27030 30530 34199 38051 d2101 46367 50867 
Boyaca ...... .. 7298 8184 9023 9829 10619 11406 13548 15649 17727 19798 21882 23994 
Caldas ...... .. 18288 19811 21369 22988 24691 26496 32380 38427 44646 51055 57670 64510
 
Cauca ...... 6104 7154 8205 9270 10360 11484 12973 14479 16009 17573 19180 20840
 
Cordob. . .... 8942 9065 9171 9267 9361 9461 11086 12774 14541 
 16395 18345 20397
 

Cundinaarca. . . 7878 9913 11946 13997 16084 18224 23915 29641 35426 41288 47246 53323 
 I 
Choc...... 712 858 995 1130 1269 1422 1966 2514 3070 3652 4259 4902 
Huila ...... 2010 3014 4052 5126 6239 7397 8935 10439 11958 13493 15054 16653 0 
Magdalena . .. 5325 6832 8425 1126 11951 13916 16942 19106 21387 23794 26337 29028 En
 

Meta. ....... .. 2130 2504 2929 3419 3987 4648 5929 7450 9140 11015 13085 15364 C
 

Narino ...... .. 5813 6151 6474 6784 7080 7361 7902 8436 8970 9504 10041 10582 
Norte de 0 

Santander . . . 4827 5554 6314 7119 7979 8908 11606 14452 17462 29655 24054 27682
 

Santander .. . . 8321 10192 12104 14065 16083 18171 23348 28688 34192 39871 45741 51820 
Tolima ..... . ... 11124 13345 15619 17957 20369 22865 25971 29154 32417 35769 39219 42777 
Valle .. . . . . 47065 49851 52751 55795 59023 62479 71555 81144 91306 102106 113613 125901
 

> 

(a)see notes 	to Table 3-1.
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As might be expected, there is great variation f'rom departmento to depart
mento. he highest levels of activity are reported for Bogotli, Meta, and 
Caldas departmentos, which were the objectives of special campaigns. I ligh 
service rates are also reported tor 3olivar and [luila. In all of these departmen
tos, more than 15 percent of tlie woman-years of risk were covered by family 
planning services. 

Ilowever, the family planning program was at least moderately active in all 
departmen tos except two. In ('hoc6 and Boyac! departmentos, only 4 percent 
or less of the woman-years of exposure were covered by family planning. II 
Cund~nainarca departinento. the level of service was only slightly higher 5 
percent. li other words. 1 of' the 18 departmenitos' public and private
 
family planning programs cool hiied to provide a level of service that covered
 
5 percent or more of the woman-years of risk of conception. In I I of these 
18 departinentos tie coverage was in excess of 10 percent. 

In general, there fore, it call be said that the family planning program 
blanketed almost the entire nation with moderately active service, and that 
in about one-half of the departmnentos it was quite intense. 

VI 
Relationship of Family Planning Service Rate 

to Decline in Birth Rates 

The rather lengthy series of computations described above leads to the 
important question, "Is there any relationship between the level of family 
planning services provided in the various departmentos and the declines in 
fertility that were neasured?" Column 4 ofTable 3-6 reports the total fertility 
rate as of I975. while column 5 of this table reports the decline in fertility 
during the 1964-75 period, measured in terms of TFR.Figures 3-1 and 3-2 
show the rate of contraceptive service plotted against both of these measures 
of fertility. 

There is a clear and quite consistent relationship between the fertility rate 
in I975 and the level of family planning service, Figure 3-1. This implies that 
the niore intensive the inputs of family planning, holding constant populatiol 
size, the lower the birth rate tended to be in 1975. Points that fall below the 
line identify places which accomplished a low fertility rate with less help from 
family planning programis than one would expect from the trend. The out
standing deviations are the five departmentos containing large metropolitan 
centers 1ogota. \tklitico, Valle. Antioquia, and Cundinamarca. Ini these 
places family planning services could be obtained from several sources other 
than the family planning program. 

Deviations above the trend line in Figure 3-1 tend to identify departmentos 
where comparatively large inputs of family planning tended to be associated 
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with persistent high fertility. Six departnientos are outstanding iere--C6rdo
ba, Boli ,,ar, MetaCaldas, Magdalena, and Iluila. If tie statistics can be trusted, 
it appears that although large inputs were made in these six departmentos 
(in comparison to their size), birth rates remained high at the end of the 
period. (A partial explanation for this will be given in the discussion of 
Figure 3-2.) With the exception of these six departmentos, it appears that 
there is a rather consistent relationship--the greater the input of family plan
ning services, the lower the birth rate tended to be in 1975. 

As comforting and reassuring to family planners as the statistics of Figure 
3-1 may be, they contain a hidden, possible disturbing, factor-the level of 
fertility in 1964. In some of the departmentos, the birth rates in 1974 were 
much higher than in others. For example, Bogota was below average in 1964, 
and its position in 1975 may simply reflect a continuation of this state. 
Meta, it will be recalled, had the almost impossibly high crude birth rate of 
56 per 1,000. A more precise measurement, therefore, is to plot change in 
fertility services. The scattergrani of Figure 3-2 provides this information. 
Although the relationship noted above still persists, it has soie apparent 
extraordinary deviations from the trend. A part of the scatter of the plot may 
h', due to error ini measuring the level of fertility in 1964 (in order to get a 
measure of fertility change). However, this plot is the best possible estimate 
of the impact of the official family planning programs upon the birth rates of 
the various departmentos of Colombia. 

In general, points falling hehn, the line in Figure 3-2 identify departmentos 
where the fall in birth rates has been greater than the level of fa nily planning 
service would suggest. Within this category are metropolitan department os, 
with their greater variety of family planning services. Cundinama rca, Tolinna, 
Santander, and Norte de Santander are also included in this category. 

Points falling abore the trend line in Figure 3-2 identify departunentos 
where the decline in the birth rate is less than one would have expected on the 
basis of' the family planning service rate that has been claimed. These are 
departmentos that claim to have had an active family plaming program, but 
where the apparent results were less than average. Into this category are the 
departnmentos like Narifio and C6rdoba. li these departmentos, the statistics 
on the number of new adopters may have been exaggerated, the rates of 
continuation may have been lower than average for the nation, or the birth 
rate in 1964 may have been lower (or the birth rate in 1975 higher) than 
estimated by demographic procedures. These are the only possibilities, and 
hence these departmentos warrant special separate investigation. In these 
departmnentos, very significant inputs of family planning services appear to 
have been made with conparatively little visible impact upon birth rates. One 
would have expected declines in the amounts reported to have resulted from 
increased use of abortion, traditional methods, and commercial facilities. The 
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family planning programs in these departmentos should be carefully reviewed, 
with an eye to their complete overhaul. 

VII 
PROJTARG Estimates of Family Planning Targets 

The calculation by PROJTAIRG of' the family planning "targets" for tile 
years 1964 to 1975 is as important as the estimates of the fernale population 
in need of contraception. These estimates specify the iumber of woman-years 
of contraception required in each departmeilnto in order for the birth rates to 
change as they did given tile other factors of po)ulation size, marital status, 
net migration, mortality. This parallels the similar computations made in 
Chapter Two for the nation. These estimates imlv that somehow, hI' some 
meanls, the contraceptive i)rotectio~n s)ecified hirIiM estimates was actualli 
accomplished. This could have been achieved by attending one of the family 
planning service centers, by visiting a private physician, or by using non medi
cal methods such as condoms, spermicidals, rhythlm, withdrawal, etc. It could 
also have been accomplished by increased practice of abortion. Where birth 
rate declines were large, the results indicated that a coinparatively larger 
share of the fecund exposed population was protected by contraception. 
Conversely, where declines in hirt rates were smaller, the size of tile target 
was smaller in comparison with the number of fecund exposed women. 

One objective of this research is to find what proportion of the target was 
provided family planning sevices by tie program in each departmento. Were 
there departmentos where large family 1plarning targets were met without 
help from the family planning programs? Were there departmentos where 
there were large inputs of farmily plainiiiig with comparatively small targets? 
This line of analysis is valuable for l)UrPOsCs of identifying departmentos 
where the family planning programs appear to have been highly effective and 
where they have been least effective. 

Table 3-7 provides estimates of the family planning target for each depart
mento for each year. 1964 to 1975. These estimates were made using the 
birth rates for 1964 and 1975 which have been established in Section II. It 
also made allowance for sexual activity outside marriage, migration, and dif
ferential mortality between departmen tos. Thus, it is the most precise esti
mate that it is possible to make of the actual volune of contraception prac
ticed in each departimento, while controlling for these other factors. 

In order to measure the role of the family planning programs in accom
plishing these targets, a "percent of target provided by family planning" 
statistic was computed. The numerator of this rate is tire family planning 
service, as estimated in column I of Table 3-6. The denominator of this rate 
is tile sum of the family planning target statistics for 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 
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1973, and 1974. These are recorded in column I of Table 3-8. The percent of 
family planning target provided by family planning programs iscomputed by 
dividing tie data of column 2 by those of coumn1I and multiplying by 100. 
This is done deLpartmento by ldepartmento and recorded in column 3 of 
Table 3-8. 

If the family planning prograin had spread its energies equally over the 
nation, in proportion to the female population of reproduclive potential, the 
data of column 3 of Table 3-8 would he identical in all departmeitos. This is 
not the case. The percentages range from a high of 75 percent in Narifio 
departmemto to a low of 14 percent ill ('Ulidihnmarca tlepartmnetito. For about 
one-half of tie departmentos, the contribution of family planning to the 
attainment of the target is40 percent or more. Iii only three departmentos is 
it less than 25 percent Boyaci and (tndinamarca. Thus, tile family' planning 
program significantly contributed to the attainment of the target needed to 
accomplish fertility decline in almost every departmento. The general finding 
of Chapter Two, that the family planning program was providing a very 
substantial share of the contraceptive service for the nation, is true for all but 
a few of the departmentos. 

Is the percentage of the family planning target provided by the family 
planning program related to tie decline in the birth rate? Figure 3-3 is a 
scattergramn of the data of column 3 of Table 3-8 plotted against tile decline 
in the birth rate (column 5 of Table 3-7). If one ignored Narifio and Cundina
marca (tile outliers in Figure 3-2 ), the relationship is a moderately consistent 
one, despite the fact that one could have expected a complete absence of 
relationship. Where programs met a larger share of the iarget, the decline ill 
fertility tended to he greater. Ill otlier word", where the decline in fertility 
was largest, the family planning program was more active and helpful ill 
quickeing fertility decline. Tlhis in turn created (ex post facto) larger annual 
family planning targets. Thus, there is general hut very convincing evidence 
that the interdepartmento variation in fertility decline is linked to the inter
departmento intensity of family planning effort. 

The points he1ow the trend line in Figtre 3-3 identify those departmentos 
which met their targets with comparatively less help from the family planning 
program, while those points aove the line identify those departmenttos which 
were most dT'/)edelt upon the family planning program for whatever progress 
they made in fertility reduction. The most rural and "backward" departmen
tos fall within this second category, while time nmre urbanized and cosmopoli
tan departmentos tend to fall within the first. Thus, one of the services 
which the family plaimimg programs clearly played was to pioneer ill bringing 
family planning to the less economically and socially developed departmentos 
of the nation. 
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Table 3-8. PERCENTAGE OF REQUIRED PROTECTION
 
PROVIDED BY FAMILY PLANNING
 

BY DEPARTMENTO.
 

Departmento Required Provided Percentage of provided
 
protection protection to required protection
 

Total.... ...... 3778 1497 39.6 
8ogot (a) ..... 878 365 41.6 

Antioquia ..... 447 235 52.6
 

Atldntico ..... 211 79 37.4
 

Bolivar ...... 218 93 
 42.7 

oyaca ...... 100 23 23.0 
Caldas ...... 251 166 66.1 

Cauca........92 27 29.3 

ordoba ...... 83 43 51.8 

Cundinamarca . . . 196 28 14.3 

Chocb...... ....... 17 --(b) n.d. 
Ifula ...... ....... 6, 33 49.3 

Magdalena..... 121 35 28.9 

Meta ....... 51 20 39.2 

Narino . . . 52 39 75.0 

Norte de Santnder 97 36 37.1 

Santander.. .. . 190 72 37.9 

Tolima ...... 
 185 50 27.0
 

Valle. .......... 522 153 42.7
 

(a)see notea to Table 3-1.
 

(b)No data.
 

VII 
Conclusion 

The information presented above lends considerable support to the con
tention made in Chapter One that the organized family planning programs of 
Colombia have played the major role in recent fertility declines. Simply, 
fertility declines are concentrated in those departmentos with more active 
lamily planning programs. Although there are some deviations from a linear 
relationship that deserve Lurther investigation, this association is quite consis
tent even when sing slightlV differcnt measurement techniques. 

There is little doubt, therefore, that in the face of increased rumbers of 
women exposed to the risk of pregnancy, family planning progiams have 
supplied enough cont raceptionl in Colombia to slow the pace of growth caused 
by high fertility. Furthermore, these gains were achieved in a country which 
can most definitely be characterized as less developed. Poverty, illiteracy, and 
nral background, therefore, need not present an insurmountable barrier to 
the achievement of a more rational fertility behavior. 
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Chapter Four
 

AN EVALUATION OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT
 
OF THE NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING
 

PROGRAM OF THAILAND
 

Dennis Hogan 

I 
Introduction 

The population growth rate of Thailand in 1964 was approximately 3.1 
percent annually, among the highest in the world. This high rate of growth is 
a modern phenomenon. Thailand experienced a relatively slow rate of popula
tion growth throughout the first half of the twentieth century, a crude death 
rate of alo.it 30 per 1,000 counterblancing a crude birth rate of about 45. 
Following Norld War 11,Thailand exper-u,.'d a rapid decline in levels of mor
tality, t~ie crude death rnte dropping to bciowv 20 by the mid-1950s and to a 
level of aout 12 by the mid-I 960s. Throughout the period of mortality im
provenent the crude birth rate remained constant at around 45. The 1947 
population of about 17 million persons had increased to about 26 million by 
1960 and to about 36 million by 1970. With a rate of natural increase of 3.1 
percent annually, the doubling time for the Thai population was about 22 
years (Population Council, 1971, 1972; Thomlinson, 1971). 

Until 1965 the Thai government population policies concentrated on pub
lic health measures to reduce the death rate; regarding fertility, the govern
ment policy was historically pronatalist. In 1959 a report released by World 
Bank economic advisors warned that the rapid population increase in Thai
land would result in "many alarming problems, such as shortage of schools 
and public services as well as a shortage of living accommodations" (Thom
linson, 1971: 102). During the 1960s the government began to reassess its 
population policies. In 1968 a pilot family planning program was begun by 
the Thai Ministry of Public Health. This program was incorporated into ex
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isting health services. The early focus was on the training of physicians, nurse
midwives, mixiliary midwives, ald male health workers in populatiol and fain
ily planning. In 1970 the auLxiiiary midwives were authorized by the govern
lflefit 1t distrihutc oral contraceptives to any womuanl who had no apparent 
health problems after answeriing a checklist of questions regarding health his
tory and current medical ctJilditions. The use of' such paramedics tor the dis
trihution of oral contraceptives isan unusual feature among worldwide family 
plaming programs (Population Council, 1971). Oral contraceptive!; are also 
available without prescription in pharmacies throtughott the nation (Riley and 
Saithalt, 1974). 

In March, I 70, the Thai Cabinet accepted the reco inineudations of the 
Naiional Econl'iuic Development Board concerning the formal adoption of a 
national family plaming program (NFPP): "The Thai Government has the 
policy to support voluntary family planning in order to resolve various prob
lcis concerned with the vc,x high rate of' population growth, which consti
ttes anl important Obstacle to the economic and social development of the 
nation'" (Population Council, 1N72). Full-scale family planning activities were 
begun under the auspices of the Ministry of' Public I lealth with the following 
obiectives (Thai-Anerican Evaluatioin Team, 1975): 

1. to reduce tile annual rate oflpopulation increase from more than 3 per
cent t, about 2.5 percent by the end of 1976 

2. to provide family planning iftormation to women of the childbearing 
ages (especially to those living in remote rural areas) to motivate them 
to accept namily planning and to make family planning services avail
able throughout the nation 

3. to integrate fully family planning services with maternal and child health 
services in order to increase the efficiency of each. 

11
 
Trends in Contraceptive Practice and Period Fertility Rates 

Considerable demographic research done over this period provides baseline 
and trend deiographic data on fertility desires, family planning adoption, and 
fertility performance. The two rounds of' the National Longitudtinal Stud), 
(Knodel and Prachuabnolh, 1973: Knodel and Pitaktepsombati, 1975) indicate 
that women, whether urban or rural residents, bear substantially more chil
dren than they reported desirable. 

Rural women aged 40 to 44 have an average of 5.63 children, although 
their stated desire is only 4.29; for provincial urban women, the actual 
number is 5.21 and the ideal is 4.42; and for Bangkok-Thonburi resi
dents the comparable figures are 4.95 and 4.04 (Knodel and Prachuab
moh. 1973: 29V 
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Between the first (1969-70) and the second (1972-73) ronnds of the Longi
tudtial Study, the percent of all cnrrently married women aged 15 to 44 able 
to mention spontaneously at least one method of family planning increased 
from 54 percent to 71 percent. By 1975 only 3.5 percent of cv.r-married 
woVmleim aged 15 to 4() had niot heard of any' method of contraceptlon; 92 per
cent of the women had heard about the pill, 86 percent about the IUl), 70 per
cent about the contraceptive injection. 87 percent about femtale sk-rili/ation, 
and 70 percent lh.id heard of the vasectomy (S-r.m o fl'rtility in "Tailand). 

Increased knowledge about f'amily' plannin L ald more favorable attitudes 
resulted in higher rtes of family plaining use over the interval. The percent
age of wonen reporting they had ever practiced contraception grew f!rom 20.1 
in 1968-6) to 35.2 inl1971-72, immediately following the implementation of 
tileNational Family PIlainmig Progranm. Byi mid-1975. about 45 percent of 
ever-mlarried women aged 15 to 49 reported that the used some method of 
cont raceptio. 

Among currently jmarried women aged 15 to 44,about 14 percent were 
currmintly practicing cotntraception in 1908-69, compared with 26 percent in 
1071-72. Aniomg currently married women aged 15 to 4) in 1975, about 37 
percent were placticing contraception. Among urban women the figures for 
the three dates are 33,45, and 49 percent. respectively this compares with 11, 
23, and 35 percent of the rural women using contraceptives illeach year (Sur
rev ofh'ertilit' in Thailand). Increases ill contraceptive use since the initiation 
of the national family planning program have thus been concentrated among 
rural Women. This reflects tile emphasis of the NFIPP on the delivery of con
traceptive services to women imtile of paramedics rural areas through the use 
and mobile medical teams. 

Not surprisingly, these increases in the use of' contraception urotall sources 
have resulted in mcasurable declines in period fertility rates. The 1960 Census 
shows a total fertility rate of 6,416. The Surreyv of l-ertilit' in Thailand esti
mates the 1965-69 IFI as 6250, the same level reported for 1964-65 by the 
Survyc ov]I'Po)mlaion Change. The NationalLongitudinalSmud' reports aTFR 
of 6,100 in 1968-69 and 5,350 ill 1971-72. The 1970 Census indicates ade
cline in the TFR to 5,600. Since 1970 the downward trend in fertility has con
tinued. Time 1974-75 Sur'ev of Population Change estimates the TFR as 
5,100. This contrasts with the World Fertility Survey estimate of 4,850 for 
1970-74 and 4,300 for 1973-74 (NESDB, 1975: Su-vey oflFertilitv in Thai
land, 1977; NFPP, 1977). 

The evidence is thus clear-cut that there have been substantial declines in 
fertility ill Thailand between 1960 and 1975. The downward trend in fertility 
is confirmed by two successive censuses, by aseries of nationwide fertility sur
veys, and by the Sure' sofPopulation Change which match vital registration 
system data with data from special surveys to obtain estimates of the true 
levels of fertility. 
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While there is ino doubt that fertility has declined, tile level of fertility by 
1975 is less precisely determinIed. A estiunted total fertility rate in 1975 of 
4,880 is about tile SaImie level as that calculated by the Sur'e ofl"ertility in1 
Thailand (World Fertility Survey) for the entire 1970-74 period (TFR = 
4,8501. It is about three-qualrters of the way between the 1973-74 estimate 
fro tme Surre v''ofi'rtilit' in Thailand (TFR = 4.300) and tIle 1974-75 esti
mate from the Surie' o 'Poptdation(ihange (T:R = 5,100). N TFR of 4,880 
ill 1975 corresponds to a crude birth rate of about 34. 

IlI 
Possible Sou rces of Fertility Decline 

This section attempts to estimate tile degree to which the observed declines 
in actual fertility in Thailand can be attributed to tie national family planning 
program. Fertility decl iIes ust result fromn a decreased proportion of wotnen 
exposed to the risk of a birth (see Section One). Theie are four possible ways 
for reduced exposure to occur: 

I. InfrcunditI- hFileproportion of wonen who have reached the advanced 
ages of reduced fertility has incleased. 

2. Ahstinence- TIie proporion of women ill the childbearing ages who are 
Iot exposed to sex because tie)' are unnarried or not ill a sexual ulliOn 
has increased. 

3. Contraception- The proportion of women in childbearing ages who are 
using coiit race pt iol has inicreased. 

4. 	Ahortion- The ponportion of pregnant women who resort to abortion 
has increased. 

The age distribution of Thailand's populatioii has grown progressively 
younger over the interval iL t the dual factors of higher fertility and rapidly 
declining mortality. Au increased pioportion of women ill the childbearing 
ages are thus concentrated iin the younger, more fertile ages, which may have 
tended slightly to increase tie birth rates. It is possible that all three of the 
olher factors were acting simult aneously to reduce fertility -delayed marriage, 
increased use of contraceplion, anid increased resort to abortion. 

In order to study the interrelationship between contraception and birth 
rates (controlling for infertility anid changing marriage patterns), an empirical 
link between birth rates and contraceptive behavior must be established. This 
is provided by tile demographic mod(el described ill Chapter One of this vol
ltle. 

In this chapter, IPROJTARG is used retrospectively to compute how much 
contraception was actually acconiplished in previous years ill order to bring 
about an observed or confirmed decline in fertility. The base population used 
is for 1964 before the family planning program got underway. The year 1971 
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is used as a turning point since it was at about this time that the family plan
ning program began its most active phase. The year 1975, when the total fer
tility rate had fallen to 4,880 (from 6,304 in 1964), is the last year for which 
statistics on the level of fertility are available, so it is chosen as tile terminal 
year. 

Contribution of the NFPP 
The first step of this analysis is to estimate the total number of woman

years of' protection (contraception) required to produce the observed fertility 
rate in each of these three years (1964, 1971 ,and 1975). In order to do this, 
the PROJTAI(; prograni was supplied with the age-specific fertility rates, the 
age-size distribution of the female population, and the proportion of the fe
male popltlion living in conjugal union at each age. These data (and their 
sources) for each year are shown in Table 4-1. The PROJTARG calculation 
based ol these parameters indicates that the total contraceptive practice in 
the population provided 52 1,800 woman-years of protection in 1964, 1.130,
300 woman-years of protection in 1971, and 1,637,000 in 1975. 

The next step is to estimate the contributions of the NFPP, the commer
cial sector, abortion, and folk contraception to tie woman-years of contracep
tive practice in each year. These figures must be reconciled with the total level 
of contraceptive practice in that year, as indicated by the preliminary PROJ-
TARG estimates. The NFPP has maintained a complete record of' new Iamily 
planning acceptors and the number of current contraceptive users for each 
year since the initiation of the program. The number of new acceptors of con
traception from all NFPP sources for each year from 1964 to 1975 is shown 
in Table 4-2. 

The third step in tihe analysis is to calculate the woman-years of protection 
provided by the national family planning program. The Thai-American Eval
tiaion Team (1975: Table 3) estimates that the NFPP provided 311,867 
woml1an-years of plrotection in 1971 as a result of new users recruited in !hat 
year and continuing users recruited in previous years. The procedures of tile 
Thai-AlnCrican Evaluation Team can be followed in calculating the number of' 
continuing users in 1975 from previous years with the addition of the woman. 
ye'ars of protection provided to new acceptors during 1975. This yields an 
estimate of 1,008,797 woman-years of protection provided by the NFPP dur
ing 1975. 

In 1964 the NFPP supplied no contraceptive protection to the Thai popu
lation, since it had not yet begun its program. By 1971 the NFPP supplied 
approximately 27.6 percent of the total contraceptive protection experienced 
by the Thai population (.276 = 311,867/1,130,331). The NFPF'provided 61.6 
percent of the total woman-years of contraception experienced by the Thai 
women in 1975 (.616 = 1,008,797/ 1,637,045). 



Table 4-1. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR ESTIMATING THE REQUIRED WOMAN-YEARS
 
OF CONTRACEPTIVE PROTECTION: 1964, 1971, AND 1975. ( a)
 

Age of women 

Year arnd parameter
 
15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40.44 45-49
 

1964 
Population A.ize. . . . 1,554,100 1,285,280 1,073,660 904,300 795,560 6-7,240 545,980Proportions in conjugal 

union .... ......... .1450 .5690 .7930 .8580 .8650 .8330 
 .7840
 
Fertility rate . . . . . . .0664 .2589 .3026 .2731 .2224 .1123 .0251 

1971
 
Powulation size ........ 1,998,600 1,688,270 1,276,590 
 1,031,350 958,240 823,010 679,320 
Proportions in conjugal 

union . ........ . .1800 .5800 .7910 .8580 .8670 .8470 .8040
 
Fertility rate ... ...... .0714 .2329 .2864 .1862 
 .1709 .1275 .0168
 

1975 Z 
Population size. . . . . . 2,252,600 1,918,550 
 1,392,500 1,103,950 1,051,200 923,450 783,800 Z 
Proportions in conjugal Z 

union . .. . .. ... .. 2000 .5860 .7890 :858 .8690 .8550 .8160
Fertility rate . ... ..... 0638 .2081 
 .2559 .1664 :1528 .1139 .0150 M
 

(a)The population size and proportions in conjugal union parameters are obtained for 1964 by linear inter

polation between the 1960 and 1970 Population Census figures. The 1971 and 1975 values are estimated by
extrapolating the annual change between 1960 and 1970 to 1971 and 1975 using the 1970 Census figures as a 
base. The adjusted Census midyear population counts are from Arnola and Phananiramai (1975). The propor.
tions currently married in 1960 and 1970 are taken from the two National Population Censuses as published 
by the National Statistical Office, 
The fertility rates for 1964 are taken directly from those estimated for 1964-65 in the Survey of Dew.. 

graphic Change of the National Statistical Office. The 1971 fertility rates are interpolated from the two 
panels of the Longitudinal Study of the Institute for Population Studies. The estimates of fertility rates 
by age group are made from the marital fertility rate as described in Table 5 of the Report of the Thai.American
 
Evaluation Team. Preliminary tabulations from the Survey of Fertility in Thailand, the most recent Survey of 
Population Change, and calculations by Pardthaisong (1977) indicate a 1975 Total Fertility Rate of 4860. 
This
 
TFR was distributed into estimated age-specific fertility rates for 1975 using the 1971 age pattern of fertility

performance (since the age pattern of fertility in 1975 was unavailable at the time of this analysis).
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Table 4-2. NUMBER OF NEW ACCEPTORS OF FAMILY PLANNING
 
FOR EACIH METHOD OF CONTRACEPTION: NATIONAL FAMILY
 

PLANNING PROGRAM IN THAILAND. 1964 TO 1975. (a)
 

Method of contraception provided
 

Year Total
 

Pil I )MPA I UD Sterill

1964 ,0 0 0 0 0 
1905-67. . 129,593 8,689 0 86,180 34,723 
1968 . . . 57,300 10,000 0 35,300 12,000 
1969 . . . 130,219 60,459 0 54,496 15,264 
1970 . . . 228,578 132,387 3,139 74,404 18,648 

1971 . . . 407,835 294,607 3,648 86,034 23,546
 
1972 . . . 456,694 327,582 6,316 90,128 32,660
 
1973 . . . 422,176 268,674 10,447 93,449 49,606
 
1974 . . . 487,699 305,244 19,014 89,739 73,702
 
1975 . . . 535,023 345,117 24,559 75,163 90,184
 

(a)Taken from official NFPP statisticH (Thai-American Evalua

tion Team, 1975; Population Council, 1971, 1972, 1974; and unpub
lished NFPP tabulations). In cases where the number of acceptors
 
by method and year differed slightly, the Thai-American Team fig
ures were used.
 

The fourth step is to distribute these total woman-years of protection ac
cording to the method ot contraception. Women protected from pregnancy 
by contraceptive sterilization (of sell or husband) are first removed from tile 
count of protected women. (Throughout this analysis male and female ster
ilization are combined because the necessary statistics onl acceptors do not 
separate the two. Most sterilizations in Thailand are of females. The Survey of 
Fertility in Thailand reports that of all couples protected by sterilizations 
about three-quarters are protected by the sterilization of the wife.) 

The remaining wonian-years of contraception are distributed as follows. 
Each new pill adopter is assumied to represent 1.58 woman-years of protec
tion, each IUD acceptor about 2.10 years, and each contraceptive injection 
(DMPA) adopter about 4.50 years. These figures are ba:sed on contraceptive 
continuation and failure rate studies that have been done for Thai women 
(NFPP, 1976; McDaniel and Pardthaisong, 1974; Thai-American Evaluation 
Team, 1975). These average duration of use figures were multiplied by the 
number of new acceptors of each method in 1971 and 1975 to obtain the 
relative proportion of protection provided by each source of contraception. 
While not exact, these estimates are probably not substantially biased in any 
direction. (Each method had relatively equal numbers of holdovers from pre
vious periods since the mix of family planning services offered by the NFPP, 
excluding sterilizations, did not change greatly over the period.) At any rate, 
the total contraceptive protection provided by the NFPP remains correctly 
estimated under these procedures. 
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Contribution of the private/commercial sector 
The next step is to partition tie sources of contraceptive protection out

side of the NFPI. Data compiled by Price Waterhouse and the United Statc 
Agency for International l)evelopment/Bangkok indicate that in 1964 coin
mercial sales of oral contraceptives in Thailand totaled 431,800 cycles. By 
1971 this figure had increased to 3.8 million cycles of oral pills. After 1971 
comnercial sales stabilized, totalling 3.4 million cycles in 1974 and about 3.6 
million cycles in1975. Assuming that 13 cycles of pills provide one year of 
contraceptive protection, the commercial sale of pills supplied about 33,200 
woman-years of protection in 1964, 292,300 woman-years of protection in 
1971, and the woman-years of protection equalled 279,500 in 1975. 

Data on commercial sales of the condom were also collected, though not 
reported here. The use of the condom in Thailand has historically been for dis
ease prevention rather than for family planning. Since many prostitutes will 
be protected from pregnancy by oral con traceptives or injections, counting 
the condoms sold as family planning protection would overestimate the con
tribution of the commercial sector and niderest ima te the contribution of the 
folk sector. Only one percent of the wonen practicing contraception in 1975 
reported the condom as the method used (Survey'v oJFertilit*' illThailand). 

Measuring the level of abortion in Thailand is more problematic. Abortion 
is legal in Thailand in cases where the health of the niother is endangered and 
tinder other selected circumstances, but it is not legally permitted as a method 
of family planning. Research that has been done on the level of illegal abor
tions is limited. The available evidence suggests that the rate of induced abor
tions in Thailand in 1972-73 was probably around 5 per 100 births (USAID/ 
Bangkok). The Northern Thailand Fertilit' Stut' (1977) estimates that the 
abortion rate is fewer than 5 per 100 births in Chiang Rai changwat where the 
practice of contraception and the adoption of a low fertility regime are rela
tively recent, but is perhaps as high as 10 to 13 births per 100 in Chiang Mai 
changwat, which has a longer history of fertility control. Cook and Leoprapai 
(1974) suggest that the abortion rate may be as low as 5 or as high as 15 per 
100 births. 

The lower estimate of the abortion rate (5 per 100 births) is used as the 
approximate rate of abortion in 1964, 197 1,and 1975. Based on the number 
of births in these years and assuming that each abortion provides one woman
year of protection (Bogue, Edmonds, Bogue, 1973: 80), 63,600 wonan-years 
of protection in 1964, 69,000 in 1971 , and 70,400 in 1975 are attributable to 
abortion. If these procedures do underestimate the contribution of abortion 
to the reduction of births, they overestimate the contribution of the folk con
traception sector by the same amount. 

Some contraceptive sterilizations were also provided outside of the govern
ment programs, but there is no direct data on the exact numbers. Survey data 
are available on the number of women in the childbearing ages who report 
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themselves or their husbands as sterilized. By decrementing this by the number 
ofwomen who were sterilized by the NFPP, it istheoretically possible to iden
tify the proportion of women sterilized by the private sector. Unlortunately, 
this cannot be done because the Thai survey data appareittly overreported the 
level of sterilization to an undetermined extent (Knodel and Prachuabmol, 
1974: 431). 

Therefore, as a rough approximation, no contraceptive sterilizations in 
1964 are counted, in1971 about 2.0 percent of the women were ste i.i Led 
nationally. The NFPP had sterilized about 1.7 percent by 1971, leaving a re
mainder of 13.746 women sterilized by the private sector. Maintaining the 
same relative proportions for the sterilizations provided inside and outside of 
the NFPP, in 1975 inestimated 43,700 women were protected by a contra
ceptive sterilization performed outside of the NFIP. If any bias is inherent in 
these estimates, it is to undercount the contraceptive protection provided by 
sterilizations performed by the private sector and to overcount that provided 
by folk contraception. This procedure does not affect the level of protection 
due to the NFPP. 

Finally, no direct measures are available of the protection provided by the 
practice of folk contraception such as rhytin, prolotged breast-feeding, or 
postpartum abstinence. Consequently,'t lie amount of folk con traception is 
computed as a residual. PROJTARG indicates the total level of contraception 
practiced in Thailand in a given year; by reckoning the proportions of that 
protection due to the activities of the NFPI. the commercial sector, and illegal 
abortion, the remainder may be treated a the a1oun t of protection provided 
by folk contraceptive protection. This declines to 39.2 percent by 197 1,and 
14.5 percent by 1975. Time Surve of Fertility in Thailand reports that about 
9 percent of currently married women practicing some form of contraception 
are using folk methods. Since additional women are probably protected by 
the breast-feeding of their last child, an estimate of 14.5 percent of the total 
contraceptive protection provided by some form of folk contraceptioi seems 
reasonable. In a population that is rapidly adopting modern methods of con
traception, a drop in the levels of folk contraception isexpected. 

IV 
Allocating Sources of the Fertility Decline 

Once all necessary information for PROJTARG has been calculated for 
1964 to 1975, the model can be run in two steps. First, the model isfit for the 
1964 to 1971 period. The output from this first cycle is then used as input for 
a second cycle to fit the experience of the 1971 to 1975 period. This proce
dure allows a turning point to occur in 97 1so that the experience of the en
tire 1964 to 1975 period need not be viewed as a linear trend. The experiences 



Table 4-3. WOMEN PROTECTED FROM THE RISK OF CHILDBEARING BY SOURCE: THAILAND, 1964-75. (' ) 

Number of women 

Year In child-

bearing 
ages 

Fecund 
Unex-
posed 

fecund 
Exposed 
fecund 

Fecund,
protected 

by none-eposure and con-
traception 

Protected by 
nonexposure, 

,sterilty, 
and pregnancy 

Fecund, who 
nedno 
need nt beprotected 

1964... 

1965... 
1966... 
1967... 

1968... 
1969... 

6806.1 

7016.2 
7236.9 
7468.1 

7709.8 
7961.7 

5542.2 
5717.2 
5900.5 
6092.7 

6293.7 
6503.4 

2269.6 

2336.2 
2406.1 
2479.0 
2554.5 
2632.2 

3273.4 

3381.0 
3494.4 
3613.7 
3739.2 
3871.2 

2791.3 

2933.5 
3083.6 
3241.8 
3408.5 
3583.8 

4722.9 
4839.5 
4961.9 
5089.6 
5222.2 

5359.1 

2751.2 

2783.6 
2816.9 
2850.9 
2885.2 

2919.6 

> 

0 

1970... 
1971... 
1972... 
1973... 
1974... 
1975... 

8223.6 
8495.3 
8776.4 
9066.7 
9365.9 
9673.8 

6721.8 
6948.7 
7183.8 
7426.8 
7677.3 
7934.8 

2712.0 
2793.3 
2875.9 
2959.4 
3043.4 
3127.4 

4009.8 
4155.4 
4307.8 
4467.3 
4633.9 
4807.4 

3767.9 
3961.0 
4177.2 
4403.4 
4639.8 
4886.2 

5499.7 
5643.4 
5780.8 
5919.6 
6059.4 
6199.9 

2953.9 
2987.7 
3006.6 
3023.3 
3037.5 
3048.7 > 

Number of women z 
Zz 

Year 

1964... 

Exposed fecund
who were 

cotwacepted 
• 

521.8 

racepted
inside F.P. 

program (best 
estimate) 

0.0 

Contracepted 
outside F.P. 

program 

521.8 

Contracepted 
inside F.P. 

program (con-
servative 
estimate 

0.0 

Percent of con-
traceptive pro-
tection by F.P. 
program (best 
estimate) 

0.0 

Percent of con
traceptive pro
tec ion by F.P. 

pro.r a (consr
votive estimate 

0.0 
1965... 
196S... 
1967... 
1968... 
1969... 

597.3 
677.5 
762.9 
854.0 
951.5 

23.6 
53.4 
90.2 
134.7 
187.6 

573.8 
624.1 
672.6 
719.3 
764.0 

18.3 
42.7 
72.2 

107.0 
150.1 

3.9 
7.9 
11.8 
15.8 
19.7 

3.1 
6.3 
9.4 
5.8 
9.0 

1970... 

1971... 
1972... 
1973... 
1974... 
1975... 

1055.9 

1167.8 
1301.3 
1440.0 
1596.4 
1758.8 

249.8 

322.3 
469.8 
644.0 
847.7 
1083.4 

806.1 

845.5 
831.5 
800.0 
748.7 
675.4 

137.0 

257.8 
375.8 
515.2 
678.2 
866.7 

23.7 

27.6 
36.1 
44.7 
53.1 
61.6 

19.0 

22.1 
28.9 
35.8 
42.5 
49.3 

(a)A11 values are in thousands of woman-years.
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from 1964 to 1971 and from 1971 to 1975 are treated as changing in a linear 
fashion under this procedure. The turning point is 1971 because that year is 
the first in which the NFPP was fully active. (Because the life table mortality 
values input do not exactly reproduce the population size used in the prelimi
nary runs, the woman-years of contraception in 1971 and 1975 vary slightly 
from earlier estimates. The proportion of the protection provided is exactly 
as calculated, however, and it is here that the primary interest lies.) 

The total number of women in tile childbearing ages increased monotoni
cally from 1964 to 1075 (Table 4-3, colun I). The number of fecund women 
(Table 4-3, colunn 2) likewise increased. The decline in the fertility rate can
not be a result of' increased proportions naturally sterile since the proportion 
fbltud increased from 81.4 percent in 1964 to 82.0 percent in 1975. Similar
ly, the fertility rate decline c:annot be attributed to reduced sexual exposure 
among fecund women since the proportion of women who were fecund and 
sexually active (Table 4-3, column 4) increased from 48.1 percent of the total 
in 1964 to 49.7 percent in 1975. 

The incr;i.,,il protection from the risk of pregnancy necessarily resulted 
from increased onraception or abortion (Table 4-3, column 8). While only 
15.9 percent of the sexually active, fecund women were protected by contra
ception or abortion in 1964, this increased to 28.1 percent in 1971 and 36.6 
percent :n 1975. In 1964 all of the contraceptive protection was provided out
side ofNFPP sources (contraception and abo-tion). By 1971 this had declined 
to 72.4 percent, and by 1)75 outside of program sources accounted for only 
38.4 percent of the contraceptive protection experienced by the fertile, sexu
ally active female population. Conversely, the NFPP provided none of the con
traceptive protection in 1974, 27.6 percent in 1971, and 61.6 percent in 1975. 

Thus, the growth in contraceptive protection experienced by the popula
tion over this period can be largely attributed to an increase in protection 
from pregnancy offered by the NFPP. Woman-years of protection supplied 
by outside of prograni sources reached a peak of 845,500 in 1971 and declined 
thereafter. At least part of the growth in the contraceptive protection offered 
by Jie NFPP appears to be due to the substitution of NFPP services for out
side commercial or folk sources. Even if the best estimate of the contraceptive 
protection provided by the NFPP is one-quarter too high (Table 4-3, colunins 
1I and 13), about 22 percent of the contraceptive protection experienced by 
women in 1971 was due to the NFPP. Fully half of the contraceptive protec
tion enjoyed by these women in 1975 must be attributed to the National 
Family Planning Program, even under this conservative estimation procedure. 

Tile percentage of annual woman-years of protection provided by each 
within program and outside of program source is shown in Table 4-4. Com
mercial sales of the oral pill increased rapidly from 1964 to 1971. After 1971 
the level of protection provided by commercial sales of the pill levelled off at 
about 300,000 woman-years of protection annually. In 1971 this was about 
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Table 4-4. PERCENT OF TOTAL CONTRACEPTIVE PROTECTION PROVIDED BY 
EACH SOURCE OF PROTECTION: THAILAND, 1964 TO 1975. 0 

Year Total Oral 

Inside NFPP 

DMPA 

sources 

IUCD Sterili- Total 

Outside .NFPPSources 

Aborton Sterli- Medical Folk 

Inside pill zation Outside zation 

1964 

1965 
1966 
1967 

1968 
1969 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

* 

0.0 

3.9 
7.9 

11.8 

15.8 
19.7 

0.0 

2.0 

3.9 
5.9 

7.8 
9.8 

0.0 

0.0 
0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0.0 

0.7 
1.6 

2.2 

3.0 
3.8 

0.0 

1.3 
2.3 

3.5 

4.7 
5.8 

100.0 

96.1 
92.1 

88.2 

84.2 

80.3 

12.2 

11.2 
10.2 

9.3 

8.4 

7.6 

0.0 

0.2 
0.4 

0.7 

0.8 
1.0 

6.3 

10.2 
13.6 

16.7 

19.5 
21.9 

81.4 

74.5 
67.8 

61.5 

55.5 
49.8 

> 

Z 

Z 

1970 

1971 

1972 
1973 

1974 
1975 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

23.7 

27.6 

36.1 
44.7 

53.1 
61.6 

11.8 

13.7 

17.8 
21.7 

25.6 
29.3 

0.4 

0.4 

1.3 
2.5 

4.0 
5.9 

4.5 

5.3 

6.4 

7.3 

8.0 
8.4 

7.0 

8.2 

10.6 
13.1 

15.5 
17.9 

76.3 

72.4 

63.9 
55.3 

46.9 
38.4 

6.8 

6.1 

5.6 
5.3 

4.8 
4.1 

1.1 

1.2 

1.9 
2.4 

2.7 
2.7 

24.0 

25.8 

24.2 

22.2 

19.8 
17.1 

44.3 

39.2 

32.0 
25.4 

19.6 
14.5 

> 
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one-quarter of the total protection experienced by these women, but by 1975 
the rc!1tiv importance of commercial sales of the pill had declined to about 
17 percent. Contraceptive sterilizations in the commercial sector only account
ed for about 3 percent of the woman-years of protection in 1975. 

The relative importance of abortion and folk contraception declined stead
ily over the period, with ,abortion providing 12 percent and folk contraception 
81 percent of the total protection in 1964, but only 4 percent and 14 percent 
respectively by 1975. By 1960 coninlercial sales of the oral contraceptive and 
a growth intile pilot project activities of the government program had reduced 
the role played by folk contraceptiol to less than 50 percent of the total con
traceptive protection. 

The annual woman-years tileof' protectiorn provided by National Family 
Planning Program increased annually for each method of contraception from 
1964 to 1975. The oral pill was by far the most important source of contra
ceptive protection provided by the NFPP,accounting for 29 percent of pro
tectior fron all sources and for about half of the protection from the NFPI1P. 
The IUD was the least quickly growing element of the programl. The contra
ceptive injection assumed an increasingly important role in tie program, 
though by 1975 that role still relained relatively small. 

Colltracept ive sterilization had beconie a major source o." protection against 
pregnancy by 1975. Male and female sterilizations are estimated to account 
for about one-fifthI of the total corttraceptive protection provided by all 
sources and for almost one-third of tihe protection provided by the NFPP. 
These estimates are close to those of tie SurreY of FertilitY in Thailand (Table 
4-4). which reports that about one-quarter of the contraceptive protection en
joyCd by women then practicing family planning was due to sterilization of 
either tile husband or wife. The convenience and safety of both male and fe
iale sterilization as tethods of contraception are likely to mean that this 

method will play an increasingly important role inproviding contraceptive pro
tection ill the future. 

Thus, the decline in the fertility rates of Thai womerl from 1964 to 1975 
necessarily resulted froiti an increase in the contraceptive protection exper
ienced by those women. Over this period, natural sterility aitong sexually ac
tive wonlen declined due to the younger age distribution of married wormen. 
The proportions of fecund women protected front the risk of pregnarcy by 
sexual inactivity also declined. The best estimate is that the woman-years of 
protection provided by abortion remained roughly constant over the period. 
Increased contraception is the only possible explanation for the fertility de
cline. This increased contraception almost certainly did not result from a high 
incidence of folk contraception, which most likely declined over the period. 
Rather, tile increased coitraception resulted from increasing numbers of woni
en obtaining medical methods of contraception or surgical sterilizations. The 
corrmercial sale of oral contraceptives accounted for a portion of this increase, 
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but the protection offered by that service levelled off in about 1973. Sterili
zation outside of the NIPP continued to increase over the period, but re
mained too few in number to account for more than a small portion of tite
total increase in contraception. The evidence indicates that between 1974 and
1975 the lotal contraceptive protection enjoyed by Thai women increased by
1,237,000 woman-years. The NFPI provided no services in !964; by 1975 the 
NFI'P accotuted for 1,083,400 womall-vears of protection, or 87.6 percent of 
the total increase in conitraccptive protection. 

V
 
Births Averted by Contraceptive Protection
 

The results of contraceptive protection provided by program and nonpro
grain sources can perhaps be better understood when those results are ex
pressed in terms of number of births averted. PROJTARG calculates this valueby applying an estimated age-specific fertility rate for unprotected women to
tihe woman-years of' contraceptioni figures already calculated. Table 4-5 re
produces the mliimbcr of births, the total fertility rate, and the crude birth ratecalculated for each year. along witl; the number of births averted by inside and 
outside program sources ofcoit racept ion fronm 1964 to 1975. 

In 1964 a total of 241 .000 births were averted as a result of nonprograln 
sources of coiltraceplive pr]otection (conmolercial sales, abortion, and the prac
tice of folk contraception). This implies a crude birth rate reduction of 8.1 
points below the potential natural fertility level of 50.7 that would have occurred in1964 imthe absence of all contraceptive protection. The fertility re
duction due to the private sector declines steadily following the introduction 
of NFPP services on a nationwide basis. Time contributiont of the nonprogram 
sources ofprotectiom remains important throughout the period, however, with 
about a 7.4 point reduction in the natural fertility level CBR resulting iii 
1975. 

The births averted by the national family planning program increased slow
ly during the experimeital stages of the program. li 1971, the year the nation
wide program was implemented, NFPI protection reduced the crude birth 
rate by 4 points. By 1974 program protection accounted for more births a
verted than did the private sector, producing a 9.6 point reduction inthe 
CBR. By 1975 NFPP protectioin caused a 12 point reduction below the natu
ral fertility level CBR,compared with the 7.4 point reduction due to the pri
vate sector. 

By 1975 the age structure of tile female population and the age-specific
rates of marriage were such that natural fertility levels would have produced 
a crude!birth rate of 53 in the absence of any contraceptive practice. The coi
mercially obtained sources of contraception, the practice of folk methods of 
contraception, and abortion reduced the birth rate by about 7 points. Pro



Table 4-5. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF BIRTHS, BIRTHS AVERTED, AND FERTILITY RATES 
BY SOURCE OF PROTECTION: THAILAND, 1964 TO 1975. 

Crude birth rateBirthsI
 

Reduction
Expected
TotalAverted Averted by 


Number due to outside fertility In the
Year actually P program
ctu y c 

rate absence of In the Due toP ources 
 Total
o bcontr - absence ofI outside Due to 
(000) caption ceptron 
 ceptive NFPP program NFpp
 

(000) (000) 
 protection protection sources
 

1964. 1271 0 241 6304 42.6 50.7 42.6 8.1 0.0 
1965 
1966 

*1287 

* 1303 
11 
25 

265 
289 

6384 
6063 

41.8 
41.0 

50.7 
50.8 

42.1 
41.7 

8.6 
9.1 

0.3 
0.7 

1967 

1968 . 

* 1317 

1333 

42 

63 

311 

332 

5942 

5822 

40.1 

39.3 

50.9 

51.0 

41.4 

41.2 

9.5 

9.S 

1.3 

1.9 
1969 ° 1349 87 353 5702 38.5 51.1 41.0 10.1 2.5 

1970 . 1365 115 373 5581 37.8 51.2 40.9 10.3 3.1 
1971 . 1380 150 391 5461 37.1 51.6 41.1 10.5 4.0 
1972 

1973 

. 

. 

. 

. 

1389 

1397 

217 

298 

384 

370 

5315 

5170 

36.2 

35.4 

51.9 

52.3 

41.9 

42.9 

10.0 

9.4 

5.7 

7.5 
1974 

1975 

. . 

* . 

1403 

1409 

392 

501 

346 

312 

5025 

4880 

34.5 

33.6 

52.6 

53.0 

44.1 

45.6 

8.5 
7.4 

9.6 

12.0 
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tection provided by the naiional family planning progran reduced the 1975 
crude birth rate by another i2 points. In other words, the NFIP accounts for 
anout 60 percent ot the total reduction in the level of fertility that would have 
pIevailed illthe albsenlCe of' any COtltraCeptike practice. With a 1975 crude 
birth rate of' 34 and a crude death rate of 9,Thailand had a 2.5 percent rate 
of natural increase. The NFPl thus achieved the announced goal of' the pro
grain by reducing the rate of' natural increase from over 3 percent to 2.5 per
celli annually by 1975 

VI 
The Net npact of the NFPP 

Calculated in this manner the NFPP has had a very pronounced effect on 
the crude birth rate in Thailand, reduciing the annual rate of natural iljrease 
in 1975 by perhaps as much as 1.2 points. Such a procedure assumes, how
ever, that none of Ille would have been proprotcction provided by the NPI 
vided by other sources had the govern 'lent programs nut existed. This assump
tion is obviously incorrect earlier discussion indicates that conmercial sales 
of contraceptives levelled ofi aid the practice of' f'olk contraception declined 
after 1971 because sonic wonmen were substituting tile protectio provided by
the NI1PIP for the contraceltive protection offered by these other sources. The 
issue thus becomes tile extent to which the contraception provided by the 
NFI is a substitute for contracep!ive practices that would be utilized in the 
absence of' the national program. 

It is illl ortant to recognize that this is a sociological and not ademographic 
issue. Demiograplhically speaking, tlie activities of the NI did, ceteris part
bits, reduce the birth rate by 12 points. The sociological issue is in regard to 
the ceteris pa'ibts assumption -the question of what would nave ha)pened to 
coltracel)tive practice in the absence ofan active national family planninig pro
gramn. Such a tluestiOi isinilereiitly unanswerable given the lack of any quasi
experimental Thai control group not exposed to the NFPP,although some 
guesses can be proffered as to likely trends or the levels of contraceptive sub
stitution inherent ii tie NFPI. In this way some judgment may be made of' 
the true impact of' the NFIP on tilebirth rate of Thailand. 

As a first approxiiimatioin, assume that in the absence of' tie NFPP the coili
inercial f'actor and the use of folk contraception would have increased at the 
same rate between 1971 and 1975 as it did between 1964 and 1971. Between 
1964 and 197 1 tie private/coiunlercial sector wonlan-ycars of cootraception 
increased from 521 800 to 845,500 f'or Inaverage annual rate of increase of 
about 8.9 percent (using 1964 as tile base). To mlaintain an average annual rate 
of 8.9 percent between 1964 and 1975 the woman-years of contraceptive pro
tection froim outside of prograi sources would have totalled 1,032,600 in 
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1975 (instead of the observed 675,400). This would imply 476,900 births 
averted. All sources of protection in 1975 prevented 813,000 births. The net 
number of births averted attributable to the NFPP is then about 336,100, 
equivalent to a birth rate decline of 8 points. Thus, even it tihe coMIercial 
aml private sector contribution to contraceptive practice had continued to 
grow at the same annual rale from 1971 to 1975 as it did before the introduc
tion of the NFPP, the N :PP can be credited with reducing the CBR about 
9 poin ts below the otherwis: expected level of"41.6. 'ie contraceptive prac
tice expected in tlhe private sector would only have been sufficient to main
tait fertility levels at their 1964 levels siitce increased numbers of women had 
to be protected. lit other words, this first procedure suggests that about 89 
percent of the decline in the crude birth rate of' Thailand between 1964 and 
1974 was duc solely to tile N:)p. 

Avariation oh itis procedttre is to look at the increase in contraceptive pro
tection that must have occurred between 1964 and 1975 to produce a fer
tility rate in 1975 that was at tile same level as that of 1964. In 1975, tite 
CBR of 33.6 was a result of 1.409,000 birlts to 3,048,700 unprotected wom
en. A ('BR of 42.6 would imply 1,786,000 births to 3,864,000 unprotected 
wolueit. Thus. 943,000 women must receive coittraceptive protection in 1975 
to maintain the crude birth rate at 42.6 (tile 1964 level). PROJTARG cal
culates that 1.758,800 womeit were contracepted iii 1975, producing tile ob
served CBR of 33.6. Thus. 815,800 woman-years of protection in 1975 
served to reduce the CBR to 9 oints below the 1964 level (815,800 
I,758,800 - 943,000). 

The NFPP ii 1975 provided 1,083,400 woman-years of protection. If half 
of this contraceptive service is a substitut e for contraception that would be 
otherwise obtained, the NFPIP provided a net increment in contraceptive prac
tice in 1975 of 541,700 woman-years. Under these calctlations about 66 per
cenit of the birth rate decline over the interval should be attributed to the net 
effects of tite NFPP. Fveit if the conservative estimate of the amount of family 
planning protection provided by the NFPP (Table 4-3, column 11 ) is used, and 
half of this ailloutlit is a substitute for protection that would otherwise have 
been obtained from other sources, 53 percentt of the drop in tile crude birth 
rate of 1975 below the 1964 levels is due to the NFPP. 

Table 4-6 indicates the percentage of the total birth rate drop that is at
tributable to the national family planning program under varying assumptions 
iegarding the percentage of' the NFPP acceptors who would have been pro
tected by other sources had the public program not been available. The per
centage that most accurately depicts the situation in Thailand regarding the 
substitutability of commercial and private sector sources for the services 
of the NFPP cannot be precisely ascertained, as indicated earlier. lowever, 
under any reasonable assumptions regarding the degree of substitutability, the 
NFPP must be credited with half or more of the drop in the crude birth rate. 

p 
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Table 4-6. PERCENTAGE OF THE CRUDE BIRTH RATE DECLINE
 
IN 1975 FROM 1(64 LEVELS THAT CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO
 
THE THAILAND NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM
 

UNDER DIFFERING ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING TIlE
 
SUBSTITUTABILITY OF PRIVATE FOR PUBLIC
 

SECTOR SOURCES OF CONTRACEPTION.
 

Percentage of N nPP 
effort that Net woman-years Percent of crude 
substitute for of contraception birth rate decline 

private sector due to NFPP due to NFPP 

0...... .......... . 1,083,400 132.8 
15 .......... 920,890 112.9 
33 .......... 725,878 89.0 
50 .......... 541,700 66.4 
67..........357,522 
 43.8
 
85 ..........
.162,510 
 19.9
 
100 .. ........ 0 
 0.0
 

The estimates of the first procedure are the most reasonable. If tile commer
cial and private sector sources of protection from births had grown at the 
1964-71 rates during the period of the active phase of the NFPP (1971-75), 
the NFPP activities would account for about 90 percent of the decline in the 
crude birth rate of Thailand. 

VII 
Trends in the Absence of the NFPP 

There are many reasons to believe that the NFPP did not simply replace or 
substitute for contraceptive protection from the private sector that would 
otherwise have been utilized. First, the efforts of the NFPP particularly fo
cussed on remote or inaccessible rural areas otherwise unlikely to have had ac
cess to oral contraceptives through commercial sources. The NFPP use of para
medics and midwife nurses for the distribution of oral contraceptives is partic
ularly noteworthy in this regard. Second, the cost of oral contraceptives from 
the commercial sector in 1975 was about 12 baht ($0.60) per one-month cycle 
(Riley and Sermsri, 1974: 47-5 1). An unskilled worker in Thailand earns ap
proximately 10 to 15 baht per day. The NFPP stations supplied contraceptives 
at an official charge of 5 baht ($0.25) per cycle (Thai-American Evaluation 
Team, 1975:23). Even the 5 baht charge of the NFPP might be sufficiently 
large to prevent a number of very poor people from purchasing the oral pills 
(Riley and Sermsri, 1974: 47);certainly the IZbaht charge of the commercial 
sector prohibited a large number of the NFPP users from purchasing the oral 
contraceptives in the absence of the NFPP. 
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)Plerhaps the best reason for understanding why the N-PI program cannot 
simply be a substitute for privately aviilable sources is to envision what the pri
vate sector supply otl coItraceptmio would have been in 1975 to maintain a 
(BR of 33.6 without a government family planning program. To maintain fer
tility at the 1N75 levels, I 758,800 woman-yearsofprotectio ulltst Collie botll 
the private sector. The empirically observed contribution of the private sector 

peaked at 845,500 wonan-years in 1971. liecanse of the expense invlved and 
the illaccessalbility of suitable clinic facilities to much of the rural population, 

it is extremely milikely that pr)ivately obtained sterilizatioIs could meet mo,re 

than a tiny portiou of this increased demand. The commercial sales of contra

ceptive pills would doubtless have been considerably higher. Suppose that the 
coumuercial sale f' pills vould have been 10 milliom cycles in 1975 (about 3 

times the peak sales of 1971 ). This would account fbi about 769,260 woman
yearls of plotectiol. 

The emnaining Q89,600 womnim-years of protection would have to be pro
vided by either folk contraception or abortion. Recall that folk contraception 

during the 1960s peaked at about 473,400 woman-years of protection. Unlike 

the pill, with its high rates of use-effectivness, methods of folk contraception 

(withdralwad, rhythl, abstinence, douche, aud prolonged breast-feeding) are 

ather ineffective. It is ulikely that anlincrease in tile pactice of folk coitra
ceptioli could thus account 'or iuiocli of tile increased supply from the private 
sector. For the sake of' argument, assume that folk cotraceptioln would have 

beeI plracticed by the women actually protected by the NFPP inl 1975 who do 
not show utp ill this lyfptlieticil discussion as pill users (614,700 women). 

F"nther assume that the practice of' folk cotimtaceptiom f'or an entie year by 

two woiimen eqlals aboult on1e womtat-year of totectioll. (This is the value sim'

gested for the rliytlihim method in Bogue et al., 1973: 81 .) A total of' 562,000 

wonman-years of potection from Folk contraception would have been expected 
in 1975 (561,900 = 614.700/2,254,600). 

'[ile practice of' coItraception frontl private/cominercial sources and the pri
vate purchase of steriliintions woul thus produce a total of' 1,378,400 woman

years of piotection (1,378,400 = 769,200 + 561,900 + 47,300). Iii order to 
maintain the CBR in 1975 :t 33.6, :,ii additional 380,400 woman-years of pro
tection umrst be obtained (380,400 = 1,758,800 - 1,378,400). The only 

source left open is abortion. This hypothetical exercise suggests that the num

ber of abort ions ill 1975 would have had to be 380,300 instead of the 72,900 
actually estimated, it the CBR was to be maintained at 33.6. Such a veritable 

explosion ill the rate of abortions implies that about 27 abortions would have 
been perforinicd for every 100 live births. Even if' the highest abortion esti

mates of' Cook and Leoprapai (1974) are accepted, this would still indicate a 
doubling of' the rate of abortion. 

Of course, this discussion has been hypothetical, and the numbers are often 

simply reasonable guesses. Nonetheless, it is clear that the national family plan
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ning program in Thailand must be regarded as having had a substantial impact 
on the decline in the crude birth rate. Ilad the NFI', not existed, the observed 
decline in fertility by 1975 could have resulted if: (1)over 7(,9,000 of the 
4,807,000 couples in the nation plurchased oral contraceptives at a cost of 12 
haht or more per month; (2) about 11 20,000 couples practiced fo!k methods 
of contraception: or (3) approximately 380,000 couples resorted to abortion 
to avert a birth. From any public welfare viewpoint, a population policy rest
ing on these figures would be disastrous. The NFPI must be regarded as being 
responsible libr a substantial portion Of the fertility decline observed between 
1964 and 1975. Thailand simply could 11t have reduced its rate of natural in
crease so quickly in the absence of tilepublic family planning program. 

Vill
 
Summary and Conclusions 

In conclusion, this chapter is an exercise in demographic modelling aimed 
at providing an answer to the question of the impact of Thailand's national 
family planning programi oil the fertility rate decline between 1964 and 1975. 
None of the data here can be regarded as exact. The Census population dis
tribution, the life table (mortality) values, the trends in proportion sexually 
active at each age, the age-specific fertility rates, the contraceptive protection 
provided by each source and the use-efftctiveness measures are all estimates. 
They are the best estimates available for Thailand, but it is possible that better 
data exist. If such is the case, or if critics of this report wish to suggest differ
ent assumptions regarding the parameters of the model or the calculation pro
cedures outlined here, the PROJTARG model provides a formal method for 
judging relevance of such criticisms for the conclusions drawn. 

Given these caveats the decline in the fertility rate of Thai women between 
1964 and 1975 cali in large measure be demonstrably attributed to tire efforts 
of the national family planning program. Because the age distribution of child
bearing women aiid of sexual activity shifted downward over the interval, more 
contraceptive protection was necessary in 1975 than in 1964 to maintain fer
tility rates at their 1964 levels. Sufficient contraception to do this and to re
duce tire crude birth rate by about 9 points to 33.4 was obtained by these 
women. The nalional family planning program was the major source of this in
creased contraceptive protection. Even if the commercial sector of contra
ception had continuned to grow at its pre-1971 rate after tile initiation of the 
NFPP, the rseults would have been barely more than sufficient to hold the 
CBR at the 1964 levels. The best estimate is that the activities of the NFPP ac
count for about 90 percent of the observed decline in the crude birth rate. 
Even if only half of the NFPP contraception is "new" contraception which 
would not have been avoidable in the absence of a public program and the 



NFPP statistics on number of new acceptors exaggerate the true number by 
onc-quarter, one-half of the birth rate decline is still conclusively due to the 
NFPP. 

In the absence of a national program the level of fertility in Thailand al
most certainly would have been much higher in 1975 than was observed. To 
maintain a CBR of 34 in 1975 Witlhout the NFPP, the commercial sector 
would have had to triple its peak yearly sale of oral contraceptives, at great 
ost to those for whom such contraceptives were commercial!y available and 
at great inconvenience to those for whom the supplies were not accessible. 
The number of couples practicing haphazard methods of folk contraception 
would have risen dramatically in the absence of superior NEPP methods of 
medical contraception. Finally, there would have had to be an increase in the 
rate of abortions to 27 per 100 live births. That Thailand was able to reduce 
its rate of natural increase between 1964 and 1975 substantially without these 
deleterious consequences is a credit to the success of the Government of Thai
land's National Family Planning lProgram. 
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Chapter Five 

EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF FAMILY 
PLANNING ON JAVA'S BIRTH RATE 

Jay Teachman 

I 
Introduction 

With a 1976 population of over 125 million, Indonesia is the fifth most 
populous nation in the world and by far the most populous nation in South
east Asia. A per capita gross national product (1976) of about 150 to 200 
dollars, coupled with high illiteracy rates (over 30 percent of the total popu
lation) and a large agricultural labor force (over 60 percent of the total labor 
force), makes Indonesia one of the least developed nations in the Third World. 
Somewhat paradoxically, however, Indonesia has not suffered from the popu
lation growth rates endemic to many less-developed nations. To be sure, the 
growth rates have been high; from 1961 to 1971, the population grew at 2.08 
percent per year and, from 1971 to 1976, at 1.63 percent per year. Yet, when 
compared to growth rates approaching and surpassing 3.0 percent per year 
(currently found among nations in Latin America and Africa), the rates ex
perienced by Indonesia seem mild. 

Despite relatively low growth rates, the problem of overpopulation has 
posed a persistent threat to Indonesia's development. Leaving aside a myriad 
of economic dysfunctions such as poor capital growth, restrictive foreign in
vestment laws, and chronic unemployment, the pressure of Indonesia's large 
population makes enormous demands for health, education, and food on a 
poorly developed infrastructure. Unlike many other developing nations that 
have only recently experienced rapid population growth, Indonesia has experi
enced a steady population growth rate of 1.5 to 2.0 percent for over 120 
years (White, 1976). Mortality has consistently been 15 to 20 points below 
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fertility, in contrast to tile sudden drops in mortality that account for tile dis. 
abling population growth rates found in other developing nations. The prob. 
lem is compounded by tile fact that over 60 percent of Indonesia's population 
lives on the island of Java, which comprises only 7 percent of the total land 
area. As a consequence, the population density of Java has reached 640 per
sons per square kilometer, and, despite intense wet rice cultivation, the island 
has turned into :)nct importer of food. 

Before I968, Indonesia's population policy was pronatalist, generally op. 
crating under the belief that the abundance of land in the Outer Islands (those 
islands comprising Indonesia other than Java and Bali) could absorb any ex
cess population. The population control policy consisted of an effort to trans. 
fer population from Java to the Outer Islands. Although such a migration pro. 
gram has been in existence since the I930s (before Indonesia's independence 
from the Dutch in 1945), it has been singularly unsuccessful. Widjojo (1970) 
has shown that the amounts of migration necessary to slow Java's population 
growth would be almost impossible to attain. In addition, the ability of the 
Outer Island ecology to support dramatically increased population densities 
has been challenged (Missen, 1972). 

Finally recognizing the need to come to grips with the population problem 

the Indonesian government actively began supporting conventional family 
planning activities in 1968.1 A semigovernmental agency, the National Fami
ly Planning Institute, was created to help coordinate the existing private fami
ly planning activities as well as the emerging program being sponsored by the 
Health and Information Ministries. Cognizant of the concentration of' popula. 
tion on Java, the National Family Planning !,lstitute restricted its activities to 
Java and Bali. 2 

In 1970 the National Family Planning Institute was reorganized into a full 
government agency and renamed the National Family Planning Coordinating 
Board (NFPCB). Although the actual provision of family planning services 
was still in the hands of various governmental ministries and the area still re

stricted to Java and Bali, the newly formd NFPCB differed from its prede
cessor by having increased budgets, greater commitment on the part of the 
implementing agencies, abolition of fees for services and supplies, and a 
coherent overall plan of action. 

The goal of the NFPCB is to reduce by one Lalf the total fertility rate 
(TFR) of about 5.2 children per woman in 1971 by the year 2000. A short
term goal has been to recruit enough family planning acceptors so that 25 
percent of all eligible couples on Java and Bali would be contracepting by 

1979. Based on the number of acceptors alone, the NFPCB has made great 

strides in meeting its goals. In fiscal year (April to March) 197 1/72, 519,000 

acceptors were recruited. By the next fiscal year, this number had jumped to 
1,079,000 new acceptors. In fiscal year 1975/76, 1,785,908 new acceptors 
were recruited (Soetedjo and Parsons, 1977). There is also strong evidence that 
the birth rate has declined significantly in recent years. Data from the 1973 
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Fertility and Mortality Survey (FMS) indicate a 1971 crude birth rate (CBR) 
of about 38 to 39 for Java-Bali (McDonald, Yasin, and Jones, 1976). Using 
data from the 1976 Java-Bali Fertility Study (JBS), Sinquefield and Sungkono 
(1977) estimate a CBR of 34 for Java-Bali. This corresponds to a drop in the 
TFR from 5.2 to 4.5. 

This examination assesses the contribution made by the organized national 
family planning program (NFPP) in Indonesia toward reducing the birth ratein Java-Bali.3 In doing so, the NFPP impact in each of Java-Bali's six provinces 
is examined. By disaggregating the analysis by province, it can be proven that, 
because the NFPI) has taken different paths, it has had differential impact in 
each of the provinces. Such a disaggregation will thus pinpoint those areas in 
which the program has minimal and maximal success. Before proceeding any 
further, however, it is necessary to outline briefly the methodology that will 
be used to determine program impact. 

If 
Contraception Needed To Reach a Birth Rate Target 

As described in Chapter One of this monograph, there are two computer 
models, PROJTARG being one which can be used in carrying out an impact 
evaluation. The second model which can be used is TABRAP/CONVERSE, 
developed mainly by Dorothy Nortman and John Bongaarts of the Popula
tion Council.4 In actuality, TABRAP and CONVERSE are two distinct, 
though related, programs. At this point, however, only TABRAP will be con
sidered since it estimates the contraceptive practice required to meet a 
birth rate targct as measured by woman years of protection. As is the case 
with PROJTARG, TABRAP can be used either prospectively or retrospective
ly, that is, with either a hypothesized or actual path of birth ra!e change. 

Whereas PROJTARG initially assumes an invariant linear change in the 
proportion of fecund women protected from childbearing as the birthrate 
danges, TABRAP does not explicitly make such an assumption. In estimating 
necessary contraception, TALRAP begins by calculating a required annual 
birth cohort. Assuming the relationship between a birth cohort and the aver
age person-years lived before age one in a given life table, a target birth cohort 
for year t is given by solving the following equation for B:5 

Bt()
CBR, = ,(1)

itPt + IL.t (Bt +B t 1B)/2 

B
t
 

It P + 1Pt Pt 
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where CBR t = Crude birth rate in year t 

Bt = Births in year t 

Bt- I = Births in yeart- I 

It 
Pt 

= Population one year and over in midyear (consisting of
the survivors of the midyear t - I population t) 

1 Infants under one year in midyear t (consisting of the 
Pt survivors of tie allowed births in tlie one year interval 

between midyear t - I and midyear t) 

ILt = Average person years lived in age group 0 - 1 at time t. 

TABRAP also survives the female population, one year at a time, by five-year 
age groups over the stipulated time period according to the given life table 
trend. To the surviving female population, age-specific proportions married 
(or in conjugal union) are applied (these proportions can vary over time), 
yielding estimates of married women of reproductive age. Multiplied 'Ly age
specific marital fertility rates and summed over age groups, these estimates are 
the expected annual cohort of birth (Et) in the absence of contraception. As 
such, the difference between Et, the expected births, and Bt, births required 
to meet a birth rate target, yields the number of births that must be averted 
by either contraception or abortion. 6 

Once the needed births averted are calculated, TABRAP enters a second 
phase of estimation, converting acceptors into births averted via contracep
tive use. The user of TABRAP must postulate an age-method specific mix of 
acceptors each with a unique dropout or attrition rate assiged.7 TABRAP 
uses the exponential decay curve. 8 

C= a exp (-rt) 

=where C proportion remaining at time t after acceptance 

r = annual attrition rate 

a = proportion not immediately dropping out. 

Integrating this curve between two points in time, t, and t2 , gives the use per 
acceptor in the time interval (measured from time of acceptance, not program 
start). Taking twelve-month use intervals set back nine months from succes
ivc target years (to allow for gestation), the use interval is correctly aligned 
with the period of averted births. 

Annual acceptors are assumed to be inputted simultaneously at midyear. 
Assuming nine months for testation use in the intervals PA to .75 years (.75 
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to 1.75 years, 1.75 to 2.75 years, etc.) will avert births in succes.iive calendar 
years, beginning with the first caletdar year aft'r the start o contraception. 
Tile constant PA is the length of postpartum amenorrhea overlap, mcasured in 
years. The curve is integrated from PA to .75 years rather than from 0 to .75 
years since any contraceptive overlap with po.tpartuni amenorrhea does 
not prevent births. Remembering that attrition schedules are age-nethod 
specific, TABIRAP weights the method-specific use of each age group by the 
proportion Otf tile group accepting the method to obtain average use per ac
ceptor of a given age during the respective use intervals for averting births in 
successive progran years after acceptance. 

TABRAP's second phlse ends by multiplying average ,;,e-specific use times 
age-specific marital fertility, adjulstCd f'or sterility (i.e., each acceptor's potel
tial fertilit.,) nine miothis after tho use interval to yield births averted per 
acceptor. 

In a third phase, TABRAP estimates the number, year by year, by age of 
acceptors in year t such that they will avert births in year t + I, which is the 
difference between tile sum of births averted by acceptor cohorts prior to year 
t and the number of births that must be averted to meet the postulated birth 
rate path. The user postulates a schedule of relative age-specific acceptance 
rates among eligible women. Given such a pattern, TABRAP inflates (or de
flates) an initial input of acceptors conforming to the pattern such that they 
(plus continuing users from previous cohorts) will avert the correct number of 
births to meet the CBR target. 

In this f'ashion wNovolia-vears of colltraception required to meet the birth 
rate target path is the product of accelpto1S required times \vwtnan-years oi 
use per acceptor (the latter coming from plhase 2 of TABRAP sutmmed over 
all age groups). After year one, woman-years of' protection is a function not 
only of' new acceptors but also of continuing users from previous acceptor co
horts. Since use nine lnonths bel'ore a calcudar year avelts birtls in that year, 
and TABRAP ;iverts birtli by calendar year, the womai-years (ofproteclionl cal
culated thi way are not calendar year estimates of contraception provided. It 
is a simple matter, however, to distribute such estimates of contraception into 
calendar years (which is the manner in which TABRAP prints out required 
contraception). 

Ill 

Contraception Provided by Program Sources 

Just as one can estimate the amount of contraception (wonan-years of 
protection) required to meet a birth rate target, the amount of contraceptive 
protection provided by program and/or nonprogram sources can also be cal
culated. There are several methodologies which might be used to accomplish 
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the task (Brogue Indlilids, and Bogue, 1973: 38). Tile accuracy of the esti
iteics (tCplls 111)01n tilesinlplilying assumptimls used ileach tecluliqule. In 
ttIrI,.tilesinplit ;ilg based upon the amountassumptions are and quality of 
data available. 

PROJIARG ias no lacility for estimating prograiri and nonprograin 
woman-ye ars of protection froin actual retrospective data.9 1lowever, the 
CONVERSE portiun of"TABRAP/CONVERSE does provide the user with a 
snpliisticated estilating routine for caIlLating woman-years of' protection 
frotll retrospective user data. 3asically, CONVERSE is a minor modification 
of tile TAlIlAP proiraim. Whereas TABRAP calculates births averted and 
WOII.IalI-ye s ot plot ectio l requiied to ileet a birth late tgt, ae lld tlenl trails

lates Ilis illto rqtIim ii ihnei of acceptors (giveni age-i!ieli d prolpellsities to 
accept aid user per acceptor inl various time interval;). (( )NVERSE accepts 
actual numibers ol Ialnily planniing adopters (oil all ago-oicthiod specific basis) 
and tiallslate, them into birthlo aveted.' 0 Oice the b irthis averted have been 
c:dculited, it is a simple matter to calculate the implied birth rate. 

Wcan-years ol protection provided is also calculated and is merely the 
lroduct of the input of acceptors and tite use (in various time intervals) per 
acceptor (on a metlhod-weiglhted age-specific basis) calculated from the expo
lltltiill dec cluirve. -1lese estinates are tiell outpu t oil a caleldair year specif

ic basis (reullenbe ini, thlt tile bilti rate ill ally one year is the resutlt olpro
tectioll proided lie lilloliths ptior to tile ye:,r). Obviously, CONVIERSE pro
vides tile tser witlI a powerlful ol'r estilliataiig the impact of' program (and/0111 

or n'ollpriglalnl) acceptors. Age-iletiod speciftic :icceptors vliose decay curves 
are knowll (or can be estimated) call be et.,,iiycolverted imto estimates of 
birli raite decline anl womani-years of'protection provided. 

IV
 

TWo Impact Strategies 

Depending on the amount of data available, a researcher can follow one of 
two research strategies (using either PROJTARG or TABRAP/CONVERSE) 
in evaluating the impact of a family planning program on fertility. If the in
vestigator knows both the trend in birth rates (and other important demo
graphic parameters sich as age at marriage) and acceptor data between two 
points in time, a two-proigt.d attack can be mounted. First of all, by knowing 
the birth rate trend, PROJTARG or TABRAP can be used to estimate the to
tal amount of contraception required to cause the observed fertility decline. 
This estimate of contraception will include protection from all sources, both 
program and nonprogram. Program source contraception can then be inde
pendently estimated from acceptor data (using CONVERSE). Similarly, the 
birth rate wlicli would have occurred if no protection from noniprogram 
sources was provided can be calculated (again, using CONVERSE). 
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In this fashion, tile amotunt of cotntracqption provided by the program and 
the resultant birth rate can be compared with that which actually took place. I I 

lenographically, therelorc, it ispossible to estimate the role ota family plait
ning prograumn ;1) briilgillg ah01t an observed decline in fertility. The role 
played by the private secto, .iffier can be estimated as a iesidual or call be de
liberately structured into the mllodel (ill an attemopt to Iistinlgish the effect of' 
the modern and traditional :.ctors). Examples of this approach can be fotnd 
in Illogan (1)7 ) and Teachinian, Ilogan, and BOguc (1978). 

The second iesearch strategy ollows when birth rate estimates are kctcwrt 
only for the base period and not for the terminal period. In such a case, nei
the! PROJTARG nor TABRAP can be used to estimate required contra
cept ion. I1owever, assuming that tile acceptor data arc available, CONVERSE 
cait be used to calculate co:traceptiot and the birthprovided by tile prgl aimm 
iitc implied by this level of contraception. Unless the program has provided 
100 percent of' all contraception--a highly unusual case - the vailues which re
sult from the analysis will underestimate the values which 1( 111 lim all 
sources. 

The ir.tt strategy ispreferable for Indonesia: tnfortunately the Indonesian 
data do Hot provide a sufficient estimnate of' recent fertility levels, although 
some preliminary estimates cami be fuMind il Simtquefield and Sungkono (1977). 
Even though the proportion of an Ofbserved birth rate decline accounted for 
by the program cannot be estimated, the birth rate decline attributable to the 
programn can be calculated, and the extent of' this decline isquite large. In fact, 
the size of the estimated decline isso large it virtually assures that the program 
must have provided most of the total contraception which did occur in the 
country over the studied time period. 

V 
The Impact of NFPP on the Birth Rate of Java-Bali 

The Indonesian data are specific by province for tie period 1971 to 1976. 
Table 5-1 presents the estimated TFR and CBR for provinces of Java-Bali in 
1971. The female base population distribution and the values of expectation 
of life at birth used to select the West Model life table functions for surviving 
the population are given in Table 5-2.12 Tables 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 show the age
specific marital fertility rates, by province, for 1971. Also shown are the age
specific proportions married in 1971 and 1976 as well as proportion sterile at 
each age. 1

3 

Given in Tables 5-6 througlh 5-1I are the basic parameters, by province, for 
determining the exponential decay curve. 14 Column I gives the "a" parameter 
or the proportion not immediately discontinuing use. Colunm 2 presents the 
"r" Parameter or the annual rate of discontinuation. The averaie duration of 
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Table 5-1. TOTAL FERTILITY RATES AND CRUDE BIRTH RATES 
FOR JAVA-BALI: 1971. 

Tots I Crude Fem le
 

Province fertility birth crude
 
ra te rate birth
 
r..e .ra. . rate(a) 

Jakarta .... 5175 44.7 44
 
West Jova. . . 627 49.6 47. 
Central Java 5320 39.9 38.UQ 
Yogyakarta 4755 33.9 32.1 
last Java. 4850 38.6 36.6 
Bali ..... 5950 44.4 12.9 
Java-Bali. . . 5200 _ 39.0 -. 

(a))Female births to female population. 

Source. Figures are the av,'rage of those found 
from the 1971 Census (CBS, 1976) and the 1973 Fer
tility-Mortality Survey (McDonald, Yasin, and Jones, 

1975).
 

Table 5-2. AGE DISTRIBUTION, TOTAL FEMALE POPULATION, AND 
EXPECTATION OF LIFE AT BIRTII FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Province
 
Age West CentralIEs
Jakarta West Ja Yogyaka rta Ja v Bail 

Java Ja va Java 

1971 jOpu- 2,249,298 10,986,985 11,185,362 1,280,932 13,127,053 1.071,092
 
latIon
 

Percnt 
0-4. . . . 17.0 16.7 14.9 12.9 14.2 16.8 
5-9. . 14.2 15.8 15.5 14.0 14.6 15.0 
10-14. 
 11.9 11.1 11.6 12.6 10.5 9.9 
15-19. . . 15.8 9.2 9.2 9.8 8.7 9.5 
20-24. . . 10.1 7.9 6.5 6.4 6.9 8.0 
25-29. . . 9.0 8.5 7.7 7.2 4.6 8.1 

30-34. . . 7.3 6.9 7.2 6.8 7.9 6.5 
35-39. . . 6.0 6.7 7.2 6.8 7.7 6.0 
40-44. . . 4.2 5.1 5.4 5.6 5.7 4.9 
45-49. . . 2.7 3.5 4.1 4.2 4.3 3.6 
50-54. . . 2.1 3.1 3.6 3.9 3.7 3.5 
55-59. . . 1.1 1.5 2.2 2.6 2.2 2.1 

60-64. . . 1.1 1.9 2.3 2.8 
 2.5 2.7 
65-69. . . 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.8 1.1 1.3
 
70-74. . . 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.6 0.9 1.2
 
75-79. . . 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.5 
80+. . . . 0 2 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.5
 

0 
e 1971. . . 46.0 42.6 45.6 47.0 
 46.2 46.0
 

e0 1976. .. 50.0 51.6 47.5 47.2 47.043.0 47. 



Table 5-3. AGE-SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES AND MARITAL
 
FERTILITY RATES FOR JAVA-BALI: 1971.
 

Province
 

Age Jakarta West Jav Central Js Yogy. k.r.9 Ems J." Bali 

ASFR ASFR(N) ASFR ASFR(N) ASFRIASFiR(i)b ASFR ASFR(N%) ASYR ASFR(N) ASYR ASTR(M) 

15-19. . . 140 498 208 468 140 413 68 519 1 425 124 697
 
20-24. 266 399 309 380 277 370 253 453 250 345 295 440
 
25-29. . . 268 322 285 321 262 298 252 298 222 261 298 356 
30-34. . . 198 232 229 258 203 2331 199 230 170 198 2222,-6 
35-39. . . 110 132 1 145 170 115 137 117 135 105 128 152 178 0 
40-44. . . 41 56 65 85156 73 48 59 54 75 80 100 
45-49. . . 12 18 13 1 16 14 L 19 --- 19 19 25 

z 
zz 

0 

Table 5-4. AGE-SPECIFIC PROPORTIONS MARRIED FOR JAVA-BALI: 1971 AND 1976. 
Province
 

Age Jakarta West Java Cn aIJava Yoykarts iLast Jewa Ball 

1971 1976 1971 1076 1 1971 1976 1171 1976T 1971 1 1976 1971 1 1976 

15-19. . . 0.281 0.243 0.444 0.407 0.331 0.2591 0.131 0.134 0.369 0.311 0.178 0,iO 
20-24. . . 0.667 0.592 0.814 0.776 0.748j 0.6791 0 559 0.530 0.725 0.689 0.670 0.624 
25-29. . . 0.837 0.780 0.889 0.875 0.878 0.8401 0.847 0.782 0.852j 0.838 0.838 0.29 
30-34. . . 0.854 0.861 0.889 0. 66 0.870 0.8611 0.866 0.8&17 0.8601 0.856 0.851 0.855 
35-39. . . 0.831 0.8351 0.851 0.859 0.838 0.848 0.866 0.829 0.822 0.841 0.855 0.854 
40-44. . . 0.737 0.7681 0.763 ).793 0.764 0.7701 0.811 0.805 0.720 0.747 0.799 0.783 

___~~ __ _ _ _ _4_ _ _ _1_ _ _ _ 
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Table 5-5. AGE-SPECIFIC PROPORTIONS 
STERILE FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Ae Propo rt ion 
Age sterlI(a) 

15-19 years. . . 0.051 
20-24 years. . . 0.038 

25-29 years. . . 0.076 
30-34 years. . . 0.123 

35-39 years . . 0.210 
. 0.47240-44 year. . 

across(a)Assumed constant 

provinces and time. 

Table 5-6. PROPORTION OF ACCEPTORS NOT IMMEDIATELY 

ANNUAL RATE OF DISCONTINUATION,DISCONTINUING, 

AND AVERAGE DURATION OF USE BY AGE
 

FOR JAKARTA.
 
AverageProportion not Annual rate 
duration


Method immodia toIy of discon-
of use
tinustion
discontinuing 


Pill
 
.629 
 1.33


15-19. . . .837 
1.89
.447
.844
20-24. . . 
2.19
.379
.831
25-29. . . 
2.35
.346
.812 


.325 

30-34. .
 

2.50
.813 

.265 


35-39. . . 
2.88
.763
40-44. . . 

IUD
 
2.38
.409
15-19. . . .975 
3.82
.255
.975 

. . .975 .1()5 5.91
20-24. . . 

25-29. 

.108 Q.03
.975
30-34. . . 
.067 14.55.97535-39. . . 

13.73
.071
.975
40-44. . . 

Condom
 
0.78
.677
.527 


.693 

15-19. . .
 

0.86
.596
20-24. . . 
1.26
.492 
. . .62025-29. 

1.34
.458 
. .61330-34. . 
1.29
.486
.626 


.353 

35-39. . . 

1.85
t
.L53
40-44. 


Note. Average duration of use is in years. 
the Indonesian QuarterlySource. Based on data from 

Acceptor Survey.
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Table 5-7. PROPORTION OF ACCEPTORS NOT IMMEDIATELY I)iSCON-

TINUING, ANNUAL RAT OF DISCONTINUATION, AND AVERAGE
 

DURATION OF USE BY AGE FOR WEST JAVA.
 
Proportion not Annul rate Average 

Method Immedately of di con- duration 
discontinuing tinuation of use 

-
pill 
15-19. . . .975 .400 2.44 
20-24. . . .975 .284 3.43 
25-29. . . .975 .242 4.03 
30-34. . . .958 .220 4.35 
35-39 . .60 .206 4.66 

40-44. . . .900 .139 6.47 

IVD 
15-19. . . .939 .247 3.80 
20-24. . . .927 .154 6.02 
25-29. . . .939 .100 9.39 
30-34. . . .934 .065 14.37 
35-39. . . .928 .040 23.20 
40-41. . . .930 .043 21.63 

Condom 
15-19. . . .764 .535 1.43 
20-24. . . .865 .293 2.95 
25-29. . . .900 .208 4.33 
30-34. . . .889 .194 4.58 
35-39. . . .907 .205 4.42 
40-44. . . .948 .149 6.36 

Note. Average duration of use Is in years. 
Source. Based on data from the Indonesian Quarterly 

Acceptor Suroy. 

Table 5-8. PROPORTION OF ACCEITORS NOT IMMEDIATELY DISCON-
TINUING, ANNUAL RATE OF DISCONTINUATION, AND AVERAGE 

DURATION OF USE BY AGE FOR CENTRAL JAVA. 
Proportion not Annual rate Average 

Method Im.ediately of diacon- duration 
discontinuing tinuation of use 

Pill
 
15-19. . . .921 .440 2.09 
20-24. . . .929 .313 2.97 
25-29. . . .915 .266 3.44 
JO-34. . . .894 .242 3.69 
35-39. . . .896 .277 3.93 
40-44. . . .840 .153 5.40 

IUD 
15-19. . . .975 .243 4.01 
20-24. . . .975 .152 6.41 
25-29. . . .975 .098 9.95 
30-34. . . .975 .064 15.23 
35-39. . . .975 .040 24.38 
40-44. . . .975 .042 23.21 

Condom
 
15-19. . . .712 .750 0.95 
20-24. . . .806 .512 1.57 
25-29. . . .836 .836 2.28 
30-34. . . .828 .343 2.41 
35-39. . . .846 .364 2.32 
40-44. . . .883 .265 3.33 

Note. Average duration of use Is In years.
 
Source. Based on data from the Indonesian Quarterly
 

Acceptor Survey.
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Table 5-9. PROPORTION OF ACCEPTORS NOT IMMEDIATELY DISCON-

TINUING, ANNUNL RATE OF DISCONTINUATION. AND AVERAGE
 

DURATION OF USEBY 


Method 

Pill
 
15-19. . . 

20-24. . . 

25-29. . . 
30-34. . . 

35-39. . . 
40-44. . . 

15-19. . . 
20-24. . . 
25-29. . . 
30-34. . . 
35-39. . . 
40-44. 


Condom 
15-19. . . 
20-24. . . 
25-29. . . 
30-34. . . 
35-39. . . 
40-44. . . 

Proportion not 

itmediately 


dliscontinuing 


.667 


.673 


.663 


.648 

.649 

.609 


.975 

.975 

.975 

.975 


.975 


.975 


.688 


.756 

.786 

.717 

.793 

.828 


AGEFOR YOGYAKAIRTA.
 
Annual rote 
of discon-
tinua tlon 

.076 


.054 


.046 

.042 

.039 

.030 


.273 
.170 

.110 

.072 


.045 


.047 


.750 


.568 

.402 

.375 

.398 

.289 


Average 
dur: tIon 
of us,
 

8.78
 

12.46
 
14.41
 
15.42
 
16.64
 
20.30
 

3.57 
5.74
 
8.86
 
13.54
 

21.67
 
20.74
 

0.89
 
1.33
 
1.96
 
2.07
 
1.99
 
2.87 

Note. Average duration of use Is In years.
 
Source. Based on data from the Indonesian Quarterly
 

Acceptor Survey.
 

Table 5-10. PROPORTION OF ACCEPTORS NOT IMMEDIATELY DISCON-

TINUING, ANNUAL RATE OF DISCONTINUATION, AND AVERAGE
 

DURATION OF USE BY AGE FOR EAST JAVA.
 

Method 
Proportion wot 
Immediately 

Annual rate 
of discon-

Average 
duration 

discontinuing tinus tio of use 

Pill 
15-19. . . .931 .440 2.12 
20-24. . . .939 .313 3.00 
25-29. . . .925 .266 3.48 
30-34. . . .903 .242 3.73 
35-39. . . .905 .227 3.99 
40-44. . . .848 .153 5.54 

IUD 
15-19. . . .975 .247 3.95 
20-24. . . .975 .154 6.33 
25-29. . . .975 .100 9.75 
30-34. . . .975 .065 15.00 
35-39. . . .975 .041 23.78 
40-44. . . .975 .043 22.67 

Condo. 
15-19. . . .704 .705 0.94 
20-24. . . .798 .467 1.71 
25-29. . . .829 .331 2.50 
30-34. . . .820 .309 2.65 
35-39. . . .837 .328 2.55 
40-44. . . .874 .238 3.67 

Note. Average duras:on of use Is In ysars.

Source. Baaed on data from the Indonesian Quarterly
 

Acceptor Survey.
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Trable 5-11. PROPORTION OF ACCEPTORS NOT IMMEDIATELY DISCON-
TINUI'G, ANNUAL RATF OF DISCONTINUATION, ANI) AVERAGE 

DURATION OF USE BY AGE I:')R BALI. 
Proporzlon not Annual rate Averge 

Met hd Ia ediate Iy of discon- duration 
discontinuing tinua tlon Ifuse 

15- hg.. . .724 .343 2.0'9 
20-24. . .730 .246 2.97 

25-29. .719 .209 3.44 

30-34. .702 .190 3.69 
35-39. .7G4 .179 3.93 

40-44. .660 .120 5.50 

IUD 
15-19. .975 .153 6.37 

20-24. .975 .096 10.16 
25-29. .975 .062 15.73 
30-34. .975 .040 24.38 

35-39. .975 .025 39.00 
40-44. . . .975 .027 36.11 

Condon 
15-19. . . .764 .494 1.55 

20-24. .865 .271 3.19 
25-29. .899 .192 4.68 

30-34. . . .889 .179 4.97 

35-39. .. .907 .190 4.78 

40-44. .. .948 .138 6.87 

Note. Average duration of uqe i in years. 
Source. Based on data from the Indonesian Quarterly 

Acceptor Survey. 

use, column 3, is calculated by dividing a by r. It can be interpreted as the 
number of years, on the average, that an acceptor of a certain method and age 
will continue using.1 5 

Values of postpartum allenorrhea (PA) are based on Teachman (1977) and 
are assumed to be constant across provinces. For the pill, overlap is estimated 
as .059 months; for the IUD, .161 months; and for condom users, .128 

months, rhe first .161 months of IUD use, for instance, do not provide pro
tection from pregnancy since an average woman is still in a state of amenor
rhea. 

Table 5-12 presents the adjusted number of NFPP acceptors by method, 

province, and year. 16 Table 5-13 shows the method distribution over time by 
province and method. The age distribution by method (assumed constant over 
province) is given in Table 5-14. Since the NFPP actually became active in 
1968 (though at a considerably reduced level), in 1971 there vere still con
tinuing users from previous program years. These continuing users cannot be 
ignored, since they represent valid program contraception. Fortunately, 
TABRAPand CONVERSE contain a facility which can handle individual users 
(by treating them as a special group of acceptors). Table 5-15 presents the 
number of initial users in 1971 by method and province as well as the propor
tion of married women in each age class using all methods combined. 



Table 5-12. ADJUSTED NUMBER OF FAMILY PLANNING ACCEPTORS 
BY YEAR AND METHOD FOR JAVA-BALI. 

_[Hundreds] 

Province
 

Year Jakarta West Java Central Jivw 

Pill I UD Condom Pill 7IUD Condom Pill U CondomIUD

1969-70 . . 29.5 30.6 1 29 

Codo I I36. 113 8.0 17.1 
 45 8.0 
1970-71 . . . 49. 16U 31.1 271.6 87 41.5 101.4 131 39.1 
1971-72 . . . 114.s 203 18.3 736.5 172 32.7 418.0 565 59.8 
1972-73 . . . 270.7 178 136.4 1439.5 209 113.2 1061.7 927 197.0 
1973-74 . . 343.4 130 229. 2046.9 166 228.1 1459.6 335 431.4 
1974-75 473.5 122 223.3 2278.4 129 303.1 1916.8 474 872.5 
1975-76 . . . 603.6 145 216.9 1 3370.7 155 1 389.2 3027.3 453 1193.9 
1976-77 716.4 171 154.7 1 5142.1! 246 224.9 3328.6 511 1005.6 

Province
 

Year Yogyzkarta East Java B.1i
 

IUD Condom Pil
- l 11 Pil U Condom U -

1969-70 6.7 18 7.2 41.1 59 20.7 7.7 27 0.8 
1970-71 15.3 28 18.3 305.1 256 63.0 20.1 102 5.6 
1971-72 . . . 36.3 121 24.7, 1334.3 876 51.0 51.6 187 12.8 
1972-73 97.6 162 94.9 2857.1 2057 161.1 d.5 269 27.1 
1973-74 . 180.8 105 212:1 4086.2 1 1408 512.5 134.9 287 47.1 
1974-75 93.7 48 205.0 4788.2 701 661.9 110.0 199 109.3 
1975-76 130.1 61 193.8 4286.1 '190 614.1 119.6 223 74.2 
1976-77 . . . ;,34.6 67 194.6 3543.8 2310 459.4 101.4 258 50.2 

Source. Based on BKKBN monthly service statistics repolts. Adjustments based on information In 
Nurhayati, Parsons, and Teachman (1977). 



Table 5-13. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF METHOD OF FAMILY PLANNING
 
ACCEPTORS FOR JAVA-BALI: 1969-70 TO 1976-77.
 

Province 

Year Jakarta We!,t Java Central Java 

P1ili IUD t Condo- Piil IUD ! Coodo. Pilli IUD COndo. 
1969-70 20.3 13.2 16.5 45.3 42.9 i 11.8 I 24.5 64.1 11.4 0
1970-71 . . . 20.6 66.4 12.9 67.9 21.7 I 10.4 37.3 4a.3 14.4
1971-72 33.9 60.7 5.4 78.3 18.3 3.5 40.1 54.2 5.7 
1972-73 . . . 46.3 30.4 23.3 81.7 

> 
11.9 6 48.6 ;2.2 I 9.01973-74 48.8 18.5 32.7 83.9 6.8 I 9.3 53.5 30.6 15.8 

1974-75 . . . 57.8 14.9 27.3 84.1 4.8 11.2 58.7 14.1 26.7

1975-76 . . . 52.5 15.0 22.5 86.1 4.0 9.9 64.8 9.7 25.5
1976-77 . . . .38.7 16.4 14.8 91 6 4.4 4.0 68.7 10.5 20.8
i i ,____ > 

Province
 

Year Yogyaka r t1 East Java Bali 

il1 IUD Condom Pill IUD Condo. Pi IUDZ rCondo. 
1969-70 21.0 56.4 22.6 34.0 1 48.8 1'17. 21. 76.1 2.3 
1970-71 . . . 42.0 76.9 5U.3 48.9; 41.0 10.1 15.7 79.9 4.4
1971-72 . . . 19.9 66.5 13.6 59.0 1 38.7 2.3 20.8 74.1 j 5.1 
1972-73 . . . 27.5 45.7 26.8 56.3 40.5 3.2 25.0 68.2 6.9
1973-74 . . . 36.3 21.1 42.6 67.1 i 23.1 28.8 61.2 10.0 
1974-75 . . . 27.0 13.0 59.1 77.8 1 11.4 , 10.8 i 26.3 47.6 26.1 
1975-76 . . . 33.8 15.8 50.4 70.4 19.5 0.1 28.7 53.5 178
 
1976-77 . . . 41.4 15.0 43.6 56.1 36.6 7.3 24.8 63.0 12.3 

Source. Based on Table 5.
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Table 5-14. AGE-METHOD DISTRIBUTION
 
OF FAMILY PLANNING ACCEPTORS.
 

Age U o 
Pill IUD Condom,
 

15-19 years. . . 7.6 2.5 4.8 
20-24 years. . . 23.0 18.0 19.7 

25-29 years. . . 28.3/ 29.4 23.8 

30-34 years. . . 22.1 31.4 28.1 
35-39 years. . . 15.7 14.7 17.6 

40-44 years. . . 3.3 3.2 6.0 

Source. Based on date from the Indoneslln
 

Quarterly Acceptor Survey. 

All of the acceptor data refers only to program sources of activity. No men
tion is made of nonprograni contraception (either traditional oi modern). The 
omission is due to the virtually complete lack of information on nonprogram 
sources of cor traception in Indonesia. This pertains both to the number of 
users and tile length of use. In Table 5-16, the most recent and detailed sum
mary of nonprogral use is given. Columnis 2 and 3 are the most critical since 
they give the percent 01f nLdernole hetIods being used come from pro-I which 
grain sources. In all provinces the ove rwhielining imajority of all modern contra
ception is supplied by the prograni only iii Jakarta does tie percentage slip to 
under 80 percent. Even considering all contraception (traditional and niod
ern), the program supplies most of the contraception. In th2 two special prov
inces, Jakarta and Yogyakarta, the percentage dips below 50 percent, but in 
die larger remaining provinces, program sources of contriception account for 
more than 60 percent of all contraception, an astour'ding figure since the pro
gram had been in effective existence for only live years by 1976. 

These figures must remain illustrative, howeve, since there is no way to 
convert them into estimates of births averted or woman-years of protection 
provided. The effect of nonprograrn sources of contraception must therefore 
be calculated as a residual, estimated after the impact of program contra
ception has been taken into account. The data in Table 5-16 merely serve to 

show that the level of program activity is quite high with respect to nonpro
gram activity (regardless of the relative effectiveness of each). 

AlI
 

Woman-Years of Protection 

Table 5-17 presents the woman-years of protection (WYP) provided under 
two assumptions about the number of acceptors. The first, called the high pro
gram estimate, gives the WYP that would have occurred from program sources 
if all of the parameters in Table 5-16 are correct. The second, termed the low 



Table 5-15. NUMBER OF INITIAL USERS AND PROPORTION OF WOMEN USING 
0ALL METHODS COMBINED FOR JAVA-BALI: 1971. -.1 

Karrled women
 

Nunoer using
 
Province Proportion by age using all methods combined contractptive,
 

by method 

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 nil IUD Condom > 

z 
Jakarta . . . 0.012 0.035 0.047 0.058 0.036 0.013 3,450 21,694 1,899 Z 
West Java . . 0.004 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.007 0.002 20,301 9,210 497 
Control Java. 0.003 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.006 0.002 7,344 16,067 1,802 
Yogyakarta. . 0.014 0.025 0.021 0.023 0.012 0.004 1,113 3,818 913 
est Jove . . . 0.006 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.009 0.003 21,400 27,573 3,030 
Bali . ......... 0.023 0.044 0.054 0.069 0.037 0.011 1,485 11,597 405 

Souice. Based on number of acceptors prior to 1971 survived forward using continuation rates > 
from the Indonesian Quarterly Acceptor Survey. 
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Table 5-16. ESTIMATES OF USE OF FAMILY PLANNING BY 
CURRENTLY MARRIED WOMEN AGED 15 TO 44 

FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Percent 

nodern Prog ram Program 
methods methodH methods 

to total to total to modern 

methods methods methods 

Jakarta ..... .68 .48 .71 

Weat Java . . . .85 .63 .81 

Central Java. . . .87 .68 .09 
Yogyakarta. . . . .35 .46 .89 

East Java . . . . .89 .69 .90 
Ball... .... ... .. 98 .85 .88 

Java-Ball . . . . .84 .73 .88 

Source. Sinquefield and Sungkono (1977). 

prograni estimate, gives tile WYP that would have occurred from prograni 
sources it all of the parameters in Table 5-16 are correct but assuming a 25 
percent tletltioll in reported acceptors. The low prograin estinate is a con

servative figure that with the high progranil estimate should bound the trtt: 
value of WYP supplied by the progralnl. 

Columln I shows the WYP beyolld structural protection such as sterility, 
delayed age dt marriage, and so ol, provided ill eac: year by the national fani
ly planning program and assuming the high program estimate. It is apparent 
that in each province a vast increase in WYP supplied by the program came 
about between 1971 and 1976. In Jakarta, program protection increased 258 
percent between 1971 and 1976. West Java experienced an 831 percent in
crease in prograi-based cont raceptiol. The corresponding percent increases 
in WYP provided between 1971 and 1976 for Central Java, Yogyakarta, East 
Java, and Bali are respectively 1051, 558, 833, and 458. If the high program 
estimates are accurate, each province has undergone a significant increase in 
the ariount of program source contraception provided. Colun 2 indicates 
that sharp increases in WYP also occurred by assuming the low prograll esti
mates of number of accpiors. 

Columns 3 and 4 indicate tile percent of married women of reproductive 
age (MWRA) protected ill each year by program sources of contraception un
der the two assumptions of program activity. As expected, in each province 
the proportion of fecund, exposed women (which, in Indonesia, isessentially 
equal to MWRA) protected by program contraception increased sharply dur
ing the five years of program activity. On the basis of this information alone, 
considerable fertility reduction in each province can be attributed to the 
NFPP. A more accurate idea of the actual extent of such fertility declines is 
gained by examining the birth rates that CONVERSE estimates would have 
occurred given tile levels of WYP shown in Table 5-17. 
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Table 5-17. ESTIMATES OF WOMAN-YEARS OF PROTECTION AN
 
PERCENT OF MARRIED WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE AGE
 

PROTECTED UNDER TWO ASSUMPTIONS
 
OF PROGRAM ACTIVTY.
 

Assumptions of program activity 

Percent of married woen
P e Woman years of protection of rproductive age 

Province provided by program protected by program 

/High program Low p-ogram High program 10. programJ 
estimate estimate otimate esti.ate
 

1971. . . 46,522 37,163 5.67 5.20 

1972. 64,402 53,839 8.84 7.39 
1973. 91,537 73,274 12.33 9.87 
1974. 118,049 92,41:1 15.61 12.22 
1975. . . 145,234 112,198 18.86 14.57 

West lava 
1971. . . 66,471 57,559 1.79 1.55 
1972. . . 156,580 123,567 4.17 3.29 
1973. . . 290,063 222,483 7.64 5.86 
1974. . . 439,888 334,330 11.46 8.71 
1975. . . 618,935 467,596 15.92 12.03 

Central lava 
1971. . . 60.376 51,651 1.73 1.48 
1972. . . 166,899 130,434 4.76 3.72 
1973. . . 326,867 249,729 9.28 7.09 
1974. . . 498,821 378,185 13.88 10.52 
1975. . . 695,022 525,054 19.56 14.78 

Yogyakarta
 
1971. . . 12,370 10,727 3.54 3.07
 
1972. . . 23,967 23,265 6.83 6.62
 
1973. . . 44,411 41,485 12.60 11.77
 
1974. . . 66,817 57,186 18.87 15.15
 
1975. . . 81,366 67,278 22.87 18.91
 

East Java
 
1971. . . 134,765 114,164 ?.14 2.66 
1972. . . 380,474 296,020 8.83 6.87 
1973. . . 741,986 565,900 17.15 13.08 
1974. . . 1,090,477 825,895 25.10 19.01 
1975. . . 1,367,378 1,032,732 31.34 23.67 

Ball
 
1971. . . 23,405 20,909 7.69 6.87 
1972. . . 46,659 38,085 15.14 12.36 
1973. . . 74,236 60,574 23.80 19.42 
1974. . . 106,452 82,554 33.72 26.15 
1975. . . 130,725 100,631 40.92 31.50 
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VII
 
Birth and Growth Rates
 

Table 5-18 gives CBR and TFR estimates for the years 1971 through 1976 
under several different assumptions. Column I gives the CBR values that would 
have occurred if no NFPP effort were supplied (beyond the initial users). This 
colum indicates the fertility decline that call be attributed to reduced ex

posure which in turn is due primarily to an increase in the age at marriage. 

(Note that the CBRs presented here are female CBRs. What is normally pre

sented as the CBR - birdis to 1.000 total population -would be somewhat 
higher.) Without the NFPIl or other forms of contraception, reduced fer
tility would have occ'irred in West Java, Central Java, East Java, and Bali. 

Little or no change in fertility would have been expected in Jakarta 
and Yogyakarta. Columns 2 and 3 give the CBRs that would be expected 
it the high estimate path and the low estimate path had occurred and 
reflect the impact of ,iti reduced exposure and contraception. 

The figures in parenttheses next to the 1976 CBR estimates in columns 
2 and 3 represent the nlc traditional CBR measure (as opposed to the 
female CBR). If the hilh .rogran estimate is to be believed, the CBR 
in 1076 for Jakarta was 38.0. For West Java, Central Java, and Yogyakarta, 
the values are respectively 38.4, 29.1 ,and 26.8. East Java shows a CBR 
of 24.8 and Bali a CBR of 26.8. The low program 1976 CBR estimates 
are Jakarta, 39.6: West Java, 40.2; Central Java, 30.8; Yogyakarta, 28.2; 
East Java, 27.1 ; and Bali, 30.7. Whichever path is accepted, the five-year 

CBR changes indicate significant fertility decline in each province. The 
reductions seem particularly shrp in East Java and Bali, followed by Central 

Java and Yogyakarta; smaller declines have probably come about in West 
Java and Jakarta. 

Columns 4 and 5 show the TER path associated with the CBR changes 
for the high and low program estimates respectively." Given the neces
sary relationship between CBR and TFR, those provinces with the greatest 
CBR decline experienced the largest TFR decline. If the high program esti

mate is used, Jakarta pared completed family size by .7 children; West Java 

by 1.2 children; Central Java by 1.4 children; Yogyakarta by 1.2 children; 
East Java by 1.7 children; and Bali by 2.5 children. These are truly re
markable declines. Even if the low estimates are used, the declines in TFR 

from Jakarta to Bali reads 0.5, 0.9, 1.1, 1.0, 1.3, and 1.9. There seems 
to be little doubt that the NFPP has had a significant impact on provincial 
birth rates. 

Table 5-19 lists the reduction below potential CBR (where potential CBR 
refers to the fenale CBR that would have occurred in the absence of contra
ceptive practice after 1971, i.e., reduction due to increased exposure alone) 
attained by the high and low program estimates. This figure thus shows the 



Table 5-18. ESTIMATES OF CRUDE BIRTH RATES AND TOTAL FERTILITY RATES 
UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Crude birth rates Total fertility rates 

Province No contraceptiv
services provided 

High estimate 
of program 

contraception 

Low estimate 
of program 
continuation 

High estimate 
of program 

contraception 

Lov estimate 
of program 

contraception > 

Jakarta 

1971. 

1972. 

1973. 

1974. 

1975. 

:976. 

. 

44.1 

44.1 

44.0 

44.0 

44.0 

43.9 37.5 

44.1 

43.1 

41.4 

39.9 

38.6 

(38.0) 39.1 

44.1 

43.4 

42.1 

40.9 

40.0 

(39.6) 

5.2 

5.1 
4.9 

4.8 

4.6 

4.5 

5.2 

5.1 
5.0 

4.9 

4.8 

4.7 

> 

West Java 
1971. 

1972. . . 

1973. . . 

1974. . . 
1975. . . 

1976 . . 

47.6 
46.8 

45.8 

45.1 

44.5 

44.0 37.1 

47.6 
46.1 

43.9 

41.6 

39.5 

(38.4) 38.9 

47.6 
46.3 

44.4 

42.5 

40.7 

(40.2) 

6.3 
6.2 

6.0 

5.7 

5.4 

5.1 

6.3 
6.2 

6.1 

5.8 

5.6 

5.4 

z 
Z 

z 

,. 

X 

Central 
1971. 

1972. 

1973. 

1974. 

1975. 

1976 . 

Java 
. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. 

38.0 

37.2 

36.5 

35.8 

35.2 

34.6 

38.0 

36.7 

34.7 

32.3 

30.1 

27.7 (29.1) 

38.0 

36.8 

35.1 

33.2 

31.4 

29.4 (30.8) 

5.3 

5.2 

4.9 

4.6 

4.3 

3.9 

5.3 

5.2 

5.0 

4.8 

4.5 

4.2 

> 

Yogyakarta 
1971. . . 

1972. . . 
1973 . . 
1974 . 

1975 . . 
1976 . 

32.1 

32.1 

32.2 

32.1 

32.2 
32.1 25.3 

32.1 

31.3 

30.1 

27.9 

26.2 
(26.8) 26.7 

32.1 

31.5 

30.2 

28.3 

27.2 
(28.2) 

4.7 

4.6 

4.4 

4.0 

3.7 
3.5 

4.7 

4.6 

4.4 

4.1 

3.8 
3.7 



Table 5-18. ESTIMATES OF CRUDE BIRTH RATES AND TOTAL FERTILITY RATES 
UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI-Continued. 

Crude birth rates Total fertility rates 

High estimate Low estimate High estirate Low estimate 
Province No contraceptive of program of program of program of program
 

services provided contraception continuation contraception contraception
 

East Java
 
36.6 4.8 4.8 

1972. . . 35.9 34.9 35.2 4.7 
1971. . . 36.6 36.6 

4.7
 

1973. . . 35.3 31.9 32.8 4.3 4.4 

1974. . . 34.7 28.4 29.9 3.9 4.1 

1975. . . 34.1 25.4 27.6 3.4 3.8 

1976. . . 33.7 23.3 (24.8) 25.6 (27.1) 3.1 3.5 

Bali
 
1971. . . 42.9 42.9 42.9 
 6.0 6.0
 

1972. . . 42.4 40.6 41.0 5.7 5.8 

1973. . . 42.0 36.6 37.9 5.1 5.4 

1974. . . 41.5 32.1 34.5 4.5 4.9
 

1975. . . 41.2 28.5 31.7 3.9 4.4 

1976. . . 40.9 25.9 (26.8) 29.8 (30.7) 3.5 4.1 
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Table 5-19. CRUDE BIRTH RATE REDUCTION BELOW POTENTIAL 
UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Crude birth rate reduction 
below potential 

Province 

i1gh program Low program 
estimate estimate 

Jakarta
 

.• 1.0 0.7
 
1973. 2.6 1.9
 
1974, 4.1 3.1
 
1975. 
. 5.4 4.0 
1976. 6.4 4.8
 

West Java
 
• 0.7 0.5
 

1973 . . 1.9 1.4
 
1974. . . 3.5 2.6
 
1975. . . 5.0 3.8
 
1976. . . 6.9 5.1
 

Central Java
 
T972. O.. 0.4
0.5 
1973. . . 1.8 1.4
 
1974. 
. . 3.5 2.6
 
1975. . . 5.1 3.8
 
1976. . . 6.9 5.2
 

Yogyakarta
 

... 0.8 
 0.6
 
1973. . . 2.0 2.0
 
1974. . . 4.2 3.8
 
1975. . . 5.9 4.9
 
1976. . . 6.8 5.4
 

East Java
 
Y .1.0 0.7 

1973. . . 3.4 2.5 
1974. . . 6.3 4.8
 
1975. . . 8.7 
 6.5 
1976. . . 10.4 8.1 

Ball 

" 972... 1.8 1.4 
1973. . . 5.4 4.1 
1974. . . 9.4 7.0
 
1975. .. 12.7 
 9.5
 
1976. . . 15.0 11.1
 

fertility decline attributable to contraception alone. In both tile high and low 
program estimates, Bali and East Java record the highest CBR reductions. In 
all, the CBR declines over potential are significant. At the least, Bali's CBR de
cline attributable to contraception was II points, or an average of over 2 CBR 
points per year. If the high program estimate is believed, the rate of decline 
was an average of 3 CBR points per year. The high and low program estimates 
a!so show at least an average of I CBR point decline over the evaluation period
for every other province. For East Java. the average CBR decline due to coji
traception may have reached 2 CBR points per year (high program estimate). 
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Table 5-20. PERCENT CBR DECLINE FROM NO-PROGRAM PATH 
UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Eit imated crude hirth 
ra , it- itue 

Prov i nit 
High program lInw program 

vs t reat(0St [mate 

(a ) 

14.6, (13.2) (b) 10.9) (9.4) (b)
Jakarta. . . .. 

West .lava. . . 15.6 (1.1.1) 11.6 (10.5) 

Central Java - 19.9 (17.8) 15.0 (13.3) 

Yogyakarta . - 21.2 (19.3) 16.8 (15.8) 
East -Java. . . 130.9 (28.2) 24.0 (21.0) 
Ball ..-. -... 36.7 (33..2) 27.1 (24.6) 

(a) Percentage decline in (rude birth rate. 

(b)Women years of protetction as percer.tage of married 

women of reproduct ive age in 1975. 

Table 5-20 gives the percent reduction in fertility in 1976 over and above 

that which would have been expected in the absence of additional contracep

tion after 1971. Again, tle figures are given for the high and low program 

paths. Considering the high program estimate, Bali once again has the largest 

decline (36.7) in fertility, followed by East Java (30.9 percent), Yogyakarta 

(21.2 percent), Central Java (19.9 percent), West Java (15.6 percent), and 

Jakarta (14.6 percent). 19 Examining tile low program path, a pattern simiar 

to ( hough lower than) the high program path emerges. Even if the low program 

estimates are used as "best" estimates, truly significant declines in fertility 

(due to contraception) have occurred. All provinces show at least a 10 percent 

decline over the five-year period, and 25 percent reductions are evident in East 
Java and Bali. 

The data in Table 5-20 are the source of another interesting analysis. If it 

can be assumed that the potential fertility of contraceptive users is equal to 

that of fecund, exposed women in the general population, the percentage 

reduction in fertility (measured as births to fecund, exposed women) is equal 

to the change in the proportion of WYF to fecund, exposed women (FEW). 20 

this is: 2 1 
Mathematically, 

B [1 - (WYP 2 - WYPI)/FEW2 ] (3) 

FEW FEW 

where B and B2 are births, at respective time points, to fecund, exposed 
women. 

Rewriting the terms of the proof (see note 21), it is: 
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CBRt ('BRt II - (WYP, - WYI, )/MWRA t ] (4) 

Moving trom equation 3 to 4,some bias is introduced since births to 1e
co'id, exposed women may, in different populations, be related to di fferent 
CBRs because of varyiing age patteo."s and since CBR t and ('BR vill have 
slightly difTerent denominators (see note 21 ).In general, however, such biases 
should be small, given hiw,.l that Ihve beenthe correlations noted between 
most major lctility measures (Bogue, 1971 ).22 Solle Slmall bias is also iniro
duced by using MWRA in place o4 FEW.Giveii that these biases should be 

3
small,equation 4 provides a convenient link hetween WYIand ('BR (ecline.2 
The values in parentheses in Table 5-20 ,ie the CONVIERSI estimates of 

1975 percent WYP to MW RA. These ligures should 6,,, approxiMiately the same 
as the percentage reduction in fertility. Indeed, the two figures (percentage 
reduction in fertility aiid percent WYP to MWRA) are quite -ose. The impor
tance of equations 3 and 4 is that they show a linear relationship between 
WYP and 1fetilit decline, as evidenced by the data. Thus, t lie large increases 
in WYIP shown in Table 5-17, if true, must translate into significant fertility 
declines. The only way smaller ;-rtility declines co,'d hIve aboutconic is 
through tlit provision of less conltracept ive protection oi the part of the 
program. 

Another way of examining program impact is to consider tile effect on 
annal rates of growth. Of course, growth rates are affected by death rates as 
well as birth rates. Thus, any change in the growth rate call be explained in 
part by changing death rates. liI this analysis, the effects of changing death 
rates can be controlled for by examining the difference between the growth 
rate which would have occurred with mio further contraceptive services after 
1971 and tie growth rate under various birth rate paths. Table 5-2 1presents 
the data necessary for such an analysis. The differences between column I and 
columns 2 or 3 yield the impact on tIe growth rate attributable to the re
spective birth rate paths. 

Jakarta and West Java by 1976 still had annual growth rates of about 2.0 
perccnt or better under each birth rate path. 24 1InJakarta, the figures for the 
high and low progran estimates are, respectively, reductions of 0.6 and 0.4 
points. In West Java by 1976, the high program birth rate path reduces the po
tential growth rate by 0.6 points, and the low program birth rate path reduces 
the potential growth rate by 0.5 points. Each birth rate path also lh .s an ef
fect on the doubling time, the time required for aIpopulation with a certain 
growth rate to double in size. For Jakarta, the increasc;s in doubling time for 
high and low program birth rate paths (compared to the no contraception 
doubling time) are 5.8 and 3.6 years, respectively. For West Java, the cor
responding figures are 8.8 and 7.0 years. 

In Central Java and Yogyakarta, the 1976 growth rates are lower than either 
Jakarta or West Java. Comparing Central Java and Yogyakarta, the latter ap
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RATES UNDER VARIOUSTable 5-21. ANNUAL GROWTH 
ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI. 

Annual growth rate
 

Province family T IllKd Low 

pl nni ng program program 

Jakarta 
2.9 2.9
1971 .... 2.9 

2.8 2.8
1972 . ... 2.9 
2.7
2.9 2.7
1973 . ... 

2.9 2.6 2.7

1974 .... 

2.6
1975 .... 3.0 2.5 


1976 .... 3.0 
 2.4 2.6
 

Weat Java 
1971 . . . 2.8 2.8 2.8 

1972 . ... 2.7 2.7 2.7 

1973 .... 2.7 2.5 2.5
 

2.3 2.3
1974 .... 2.6 


1975 . . . 2.5 2.1 2.2 

1976 . . 1.9 2.0
 .. 2.5 


Central Java
 
2.1
 

. . . . 2.1 2.1 


1972 2.1 

1971 


2.0 2.0 

1973 . 2.1 1.9 2.0 
1.9
1974 . . . 2.1 1.8 


1975 2.1 1.6 
 1.8
 

. ..1 1.5 1.61976 . . . 

Yogyakarta
 
1971 . . . . 1.5 
 1.5 1.5
 

. . 1.5 1.4 1.51972 . . 

1973 . . . . 1.5 1.3 1.3 

1974 . . . . 1.5 1.1 1.1
 

1.0
1.5 1.0
1975 . . . . 

. 0.9 1.01976 . . . 1.5 

East Java 

1971 . . . . 2.0 2.0 2.0 

1.9
1972 . . . . 2.0 1.9 

1973 . . . . 1.9 1.6 1.7
 

1974 . . . . 1.9 1.3 1.4 

1975 . . . . 1.8 1.0 1.2
 

1.1
1.8 0.9
1976 . . . . 

Bali 

1971 . . . . 2.4 2.4 2.4 

2.3
 . 2.4 2.21972 . . . 
2.0
 . . . . 2.4 1.91973 

1.7
1.5
1974 . . . . 2.4 
1.5
2.4 1.2
1975 . . . . 

1.0 1.3
1976 . . . . 2.3 

pears to have the lowest growth rates. The high and low program growth rates 

for Central Java are respectively 1.5 percent and 1.6 percent while the same 

rates fur Yogyakarta are 0.9 percent and 1.0 percent. Examining the reduc

tion in growth rate below potential in 1976, Central Java shows values of 0.6 

and 0.5 points for the high and low program estimates. In Yogyakarta, these 

vaics are 0.6 and 0.5 points. As for increase in population doubling time, for 
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tire high program CBR path file Central Java value is 13.3 years and the Yog
yakarta value 46.7 years: for the low program CBR path. 10.4 isthe Central 
Java value and 23.3 is the Yogyakarta value. 

Fast Java and Bali show low 1976 growth rates which compare quite f'av
orably with those for Yogyakarta. In East Java. high and low program growth 
rates are 0.9 and . I percent respectively. Iin Bali, the corresponding figures 
are 1.0 mid 1.3 percet. In 1970, East Java growth rates represen' reductions 
below potential of 0. ) and 0.7 points "espectively: iin Bali, these values are 1.3 
and i.0 points. The number of years in increased doubling time are 38.9 and 
24.7 respectively l'or East Java anld 3Q.6 anld ;.4 for Bali. 

In general, the growth rate analysis paral,,s that of the (BR analysis. Lx. 
amining the high and low birth rate paths. the provinces with the best records 
are located in tie East (Bali, East Java, and Yogyakarta ). The worst records 
clearly belong to Jakarta aiid Wet Java. Inl Bali, East Java, and Yogyakarta,
tile low aiid high program estimates would appear to have significantly in
creased the population dou bling time with smaller increases in Central Java, 
West Java, and Jakarta. As for red Ctioll of the growth rate below potential, 
East Java and Bali have the best records. The remain ing provinces are fairly 
well groupd togelher on this measure. 

VIII 
Protection Provided by Various Methods 

Another interesting and valuable statistic is the distribution among methods 
of tire WYP needed to accomplish a given birth rate decline. Table 5-22 re
ports these data for tie high and low program estimates of the CBR path. 25 

The most imnirediate observation is the shift! toward more reliance on the pill 
to Meet WYP relirCirelrrts at the expense of the IUD. In 1971, four prov
inces (Jakarta, (entral .lava, Yogyakarta, and Bali) were dependent oil the IUD 
It0r nrore thall 50 percent of WYP (ald still registered an 11.9 percent decline 
in tile percenlage W,WYP attribulable to tihe IIU)). By 1t75, only two prov
inces, Yogvakarta and Bali, were not meeting the majority of their WYP re
quirements by tlhe pill. ('ondom use (as measured by the percent of WYP ac
counted fo(r) has increased in Jakarta, ('entral Java, Yogyakcta, and lali. In
creased condom usage has been greatest in Yogyakarta where fully onre-third 
of* tire contraceptivc protection from miodernr methods in 1975 fromcame 
this source. 

In view of' the data in Tables 5-6 through 5-I1 indicatintg a much lengthier 
pattern if"effective use Oin the part of IUD users when compared to pill and 
condom users, the figires in Table 5-22 indicate that tile NFPP has not chosen 
the easiest path to fertility decline by shiftinlg focus to tile pill. The NFPP has 
had toLrecruit more acceptors to reach a cc tain WYP level than if the 1971 
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Table 5-22. DISTRIBUTION OF WOMAN YEARS OF
 
PROTECTION BY MAJOR METHODS, 1971
 

AND 1975 FOR JAVA-BALI.
 
Method 

Province 
Pill IUD Condom 

Jakarta 
.... 19.2 70.5 10.3 

1975 . . . . 49.0 33.3 17.8 

West Java 
T7. .. 65.5 26.7 7.8 

1975 . . . . 82.8 9.6 7.6 

Centrol Java 
1971 .... 31.1 63.3 5.5 
1975. . , . 54.6 28.6 16.8 

21.7 58.4 19.9 

1975 . . . . 29.0 37.3 33.7 

East Java 
"m '. . .1 . 47.4 45.4 7.2 
1975 . . . 61.7 31.7 6.0 

Bali 
-- 71 .... 15.3 81.7 3.0 

1975 . . . . 20.5 69.8 9.7 

pattern of reliance on the IUD had been retained. The rj~pid shift to resupply 
methods, then, makes the .:stiniated CBR decline under the high and low pro
gram estimates even more remarkable. Not only were the CBR declines 
achieved with a changing method mix, but they also were reached in the face 
of increasing numbers of MWRA. Column I of Table 5-23 shows that between 
1971 and 1976, MWRA increased in every province, meaning that increased 
program effort would have been needed merely to hold tile CBR stable (even 
without the shift in method nix toward pills). Tile impact of the NFPP in re
cruiting and keeping acceptors is shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5-23. 
Thse columns idicate thiat under tile high and low program estimates, the 

number of women eligible for acceptance (which includes past but not cur
rently using family planning acceptors) declined in every province where it 
would have been expected to increase oin the basis of MWRA alone. 

What do these figures mean for Java and Bali as a whole? In analyzing fer
tility change, the whole is necessarily the sum of tile parts. TABRAP or 
CONVERSE estinates the births and total female population for each prov
ince. After summing births and population, divide tile two stuns to arrive at 
the Java-Bali birth rate under various change paths. First note that, in 1976, 
the potential female CBR (i.e., that CBR of Java-Bali which would result if 
there were no further contraceptive services provided after 1971) is 37.7. 
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Table 5-23. ESTIMATES OF MARRIED WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE
 
AGE AND NUMBE{R OF ELIGIBLE WOMEN UNDER
 

VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS FOR JAVA-BALI.
 
Women eligible for acceptance
 

ProvinM 


Jakarta
 
1971 


1972, . 

1973 .... 


1974 .... 


1975 .... 


West Java
 
971. .
 

1972 .... 


1973 .... 


1974 .... 


1975 .... 


Central Java 

1971. . 
1972. . . . 

1973. . . . 
1974. . .
 

1975 . . .
 

Yogyakarta
 
1971,. 


1972. . .
 

1973 . . .
 

1974. . .
 

1975. . . .
 

East Java
 
1971. . . .
 

1972 .. . .
 

1973 . ... 

1974 . ..

1975. . . . 

Ball
 
1971 . . . .
 

1972 . .. .
 

1973 . . .. 

1974 , . . . 

1975. . . . 

(a)Age 15-44.
 

Married avmenI
 
%men(a
vef repro- ) 


ductive age
 

714,667 


728,532 


742,394 


756,242 


773,064 


3,713,481 


3,754,915 


3,796,641 


3,838,461 


3,888,468 


3,489,922 


3,506,289 


3,522,276 


3,593,742 


3,552,465 


349,425 


350,909 


352,467 


354,092 


355,778 


4,291,872 


4,308,874 


4,326,499 


4,344,529 


4,363,043 


304,355 


308,135 


311,916 


315,694 


319,465 


Igh program Low program
estimate 
 estimate
 

687,684 687,624
 

684,066 689,667
 

675,152 687,389
 
666,964 685,433
 

659,269 68,676
 

3,683,478 3,683,478
 
3,668,H23 3,684,224
 

3,609,348 3,651,138
 

3,518,296 3,594,149
 

3,428,884 3,538,220
 

3,464,709 3,464,709
 

3,423,441 3,438,813
 

3,307,968 3,356,961
 
3,170,836 3,258,549
 

3,038,691 3,163,500
 

343,581 343,581
 

334,070 337,011
 

325,037 323,726
 

301,225 307,363
 

288,099 298,784
 

4,239,840 4,239,b40
 

4,124,053 4,159,424
 
3,838,737 3,951,517
 

3,318,587 3,717,112
 

3,262,230 3,530,145
 

290,868 290,888
 

277,322 281,924
 

254,482 265,973
 
227,649 246,976
 

206,634 232,279
 

The CBR expected under the estimated actual or predicted path is 33.9, or a 
reduction of 3.9 CBR points below potential. The high program estimate of 
contraception provided yields a 1976 CBR of 29.4, a reduction of 8.3 CBR 
points below potential. For the low program estimate of protection provided, 
a C13R of 31.5 is expected, or a 6.2 CBR point red uct ion bc)ow potential. 
Thus, as expected from the provincial data, there has been a significant de
cline in feirtility over the entire island area. Taking the high or low estimates 
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of program activity as accurate, considerable reduction in the CBR can be 

attributed to the NFPP. The high estimate indicates an average yearly CBR 

decline of 1.7 points; the low estimate indicates a decline of 1.2 CBR points 

yearly. 

IX
 

The Socioeconomic Context of Indonesia's Fertility )ecline 

The rapid decline in fertility levels in Java and Bali take on particular sig

nificance since the decline appears to have occurred in the absence of signifi

cant socioeconomnic development. Before 1971, Java and Bali appear to have 

recorded little socioeconomic development or fertility change. Consequently, 
Java-Bali would appear to support the notion that a family planning program 

alone can have significant impact on the birth rate. 
Sociologists, economists, and demographers have long argued over the ne

cessity oi economic and social development in fertility decline. Beginning with 

the development of thie theory of demographic transition (Notestein, 1945), 
researchers have emphasized the role of social and economic development. 

Theorists such as Thompson (1946), Blacker (1947), and Davis (1949) have 

surveyed world economic and fertility data and arrived at the.conclusion that 

various levels of development (usually equated with industrialization) are in

vetsely related to levels of fertility and mortality. On a more quantitative level, 
a set of social and economic variables wh:chsome researchers have identified 

are usually inversely related to fertility levels (Kasarda, 1971 ; Ekanem, 1972; 

Bell, 1976; Adelmnan and Morris, 1966).26 The set of economic and social 
measure of income, literacy, urbanization andvariables usually incltdes some 

industrialization. 
These quantitative studies, however, have most always been based on cross

sectional data. Other researchers (Heer, 1966, and Janowitz, 1973) indicate that 

for single nations, over time, there does noi seem to be a univariate relation

ship between socioeconomic development and fertility. Recognizing these 

problems, investigators have tined to examining historical declines in fertility. 
d Western nations, the assumed inverse relationshipWith respect to develop 

between socioeconomic development and fertility has been called into ques

tion. It is in the developing world, however, that these relationships have 

undergone closest examination. The Third World nations have provided the 

test tube situation for the efficacy of deliberate fertility control programs. In 

high birth rates and explosive growth rates, organizedthese nations, with 
national tamily planning programs have been accepted as a means to cope 

with population growth (Ravenholt and Brackett, 1976). It is the evaluation 

of these programs that offers some evidence of the relationships among family 

planning, socioeconomic development, and fertility. 

http:1966).26
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Unfortunately, however, the answers have lot been clear. Couon triLs stIC 
as Taiwan, Japan, and Soulh Korea (which have iccently experienced rapii
fertility declines) have not oilv had family planing pro)grams but also tin 
questionable social and econoimic growth. No methodology has yet been de
veloped which can adeqtlely sepalate the two components ol a ilacro level 
As sncIh, tne saMIle data sonIrCes mahilead dil'renl investigators to dilelell 
conclnsions. Ftr exaniple, leachnimami. Ilogami, aind Itogte ( 1978) argne that fht
recelt decline in (olo iibaf'ertility call be attlibuted to [lie I'aliily planniming 
programi, regardless of' socioeconmic Change. Potler (1977), however, feel,that the Colombianfertility decline cannot he separltcd trotl socioec,.>lontlic 
development in the cotntry.

Indonesia, however, ma' Ie a case of' fertility decli mein the preience o1'f1 
I'amily planning pro-grami and withont siglicant sociocmtmtmtlic develop0ment,
In terms of per capita gross natioll:l il lduct, literacy, urbalmi/ation, and a1gri.
cultural e hmplovment, Indonesia has reimained ranks 0of less devellmloL101g the 

oped nations. For instance, estimates of the 
 1974 per capita gross natiotal 
product of Indonesia are arould S100 (U.S.), with 10 percent of' the popula
tion coitrolling 37 to 3t8 percent of"tie velth. 2 7 Suchi figures are certainly 
extreme, even in thic developing wo' hd. A variety f'statistics clearly establish 
Indonesia's less developed statns; m1ost of' the following fignres are for tile
196-I 971 period. just preceding ile years of the impact evalnationl. ideally,
it would be hest also to have 1)76 lleasurellIeltS Ol thle variables Ilsed: al
thotgh ,a1976 intercensal populatiolln S'urvey was conducted, tile needed labU
latiomIs have not Vet heen mitaLe. (iveM (le short period of tinle covered by
the inplact evaluation (five years) and the fact that economic aLd social
changes tondoulbtedly need a certain length of time to be translated into a
behavioral reaction such as reduced fertility, tile 1961-1971 data should pre
sent a relatively accurate picture of' the econoinliC and social cotiditions upon

which the estimated fertility decl imes are based.
 

Urbanism
 
In 1961 , Java-Ilali wa:.i 84.4 percent rural. By 
 1971, this figure had only

decreased to 82 percent, This imeans that the percent urban only increased
 
from 15.6 to 18 percent, or an increase of 2.4 percentage poin ts. Over the
 
entire ten-year period, the urban pl)opulation 
 of Java-Bali increased at an an
nunal rate of' 3.4 percent coipared to 1.6 perceiit annual growth rate for lthe 
rural population; the urbani population grew roughly twice as fast as the rural
population. While this imay seem to be a large disparity, it is quite miniunal 
when compared to the 5 to 10 percent annual increase in urban population
often noted in other developing countries. 

Overall, between 1961 and 1971, the urban population grew by sotne four
million, of which only one million, or 25 percent, can be attributed to mi
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gration. Consequently. much of Java-Bali's increase in urban population can

inot be attributed to personls Moving from rural to urban areas where tratli

tional theory holds that new values and lifestyles May be translated into low

ered fertilitV iustcdil, most of1tile rban populatiOii increase was due to the 

fertilitv of rhal resideit s. 

At aily rate, the impact data' might indicate that urbanization in Indonesia 

is not overly conducive to fertility decline. While urban ferm ility during the 

1961-1971 decade was lower than rural fertility (TFR of 4.7 vs. TFR of 5.4), 

the largest fertility ieductions between 1971 and 1976 took place in the rural 

provinces. In Last Java (86 percent rural in 1971,)and Bali (90 percent urban 

in 1971), fertility declines far outstripped those inthe 100 perceilt urban Ja

karta special province. It is in Jakarta, the capital city, with the largest concen

tration of health centers, physicians, retail drug outlets, and so on that the 

greatest amount of fertility control would be expected to occur, but where 

fertility reduction has been minimal. Jakarta, however, has relied more heavily 

on the private sector for cuntraceptive services than the other provinces. In 

1976, only 71 percent of' all modern methods were supplied by the program, 

compared to 90 percent in F.ast Java and 88 percent in Bali. 

These data would seem to indicate that Java-Bali has not been urbanizing 

quickly and that such urbanization if it had occurred lay not have been a suf

ficient cause for fertility reduction. File comparisons are tenuous, of course, 

but it seems to be the case that heavy program efforts in rural areas produce 

greater fertility decline than in urban areas. 

Literacy 
Literacy is one area in which Indonesia has shown some solid progress. In 

1961 59 percent of tile male population and 33 percent of tile female pop

ulation were able to read and write in some language. By 1971, these figures 

had increased to 70 and 46 percent, respectively. Still,43 percent of the popu

lation was completely illiterate in 1971. The increase in literacy stems from 

the increase in the number of persons (10 years of age or older) completing 

elementary school. Ili 1961. only 28 percent of' the population had finislied 

elementary school. By 1971, the percentage had increased to 50 percent. 

These figures are balanced somewhat, however, by the virtual stagnation in 

higher education. Ii 1971, only 1.2 percent If Java-Bali's popltion 10 years 

of age or older had completed high school compared to 0.6 percent in 1961. 

The increase in literacy has uncertain implications for fertility in Indonesia 

since, contrary to general transition theory, higher education is associated with 

higher fertility. For the 1960-1970 decade, individuals with no schiool on Java-

Bali had an estimated TFR of 4.8. Those who had coMpleted elementary 

school had an estimated TFR of 5.6. It nay be, then, that increased literacy 

is a factor favoring higher fertility as opposed to lower fertility. 



Table 5-24. GROWTH !.NPERCAPITA GROSS SECTOR PRODUCT FOR INDONESIA,
 
1961 TO 1971 (USING GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT).
 

( a 
Number employed ) Gross sector product(b) Per capita gross sector 

Sector_ _ercen___ product(a) 
1961 1971 Percent 1961 1971 
 Percent 
 l - Percent 

change I _ change_- I6_19 change t=,173,173 1 .20 15.92-
Total ..... .......... 31,072 37,617 
 17.3 393.4 579.0 47.2 12,266 15,392 25.5
 

Agriculture .. .. .. ..... 23,516 24,772 5.3 213.9 281.0 31.4 190961 11 J43 24.7>
mining . ............ 69..87 90 3.4 
 14:6 34.0 132.9 167,816 377:778 125.1 z 
Manufact urlng..,856 2,932 57.9 36.6 58.0 58.5 19,720 19,782 0.3 Z 
Construction .... .. .582 737 26.6 10.2 18.0 1 76.5 17,526 24,423 39.4 Z 
Electricity and gas. . . -25.5 1.2 3.0 150.0 23,529 78,947 235.5 
Trade and finance.... 4,209 91.8 77.7 131.0 68 6. 35,415 31,123 -12.1 
Transportation and 1V 
comunication..... 
 916 32.6 14.5 22.0 51.7 20:984 24,017 14.5 

Services ... ...... .. 3095 3 26.8 24.7 32.0 29.6 7,991 8,157 2.2 

(a)In thousands.
 

(b)In billions of rupiah (excluding Income from public administration).
 

0 
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Income and occupational structure 
Table 5-24 reports the basic income and occupational structure of employ

ed persons in nlum)esia for the 1961 and 1971 periods. 2 8 Colunmnus I and 2 

indicate that there was an absolute increase in tie numbers of those employed 
this into ain agriculture. Despite this, the growth in total labor force turns 

from 73 to 66 percent. Column 3 shows that tanufacturingrelative decrease, 
and trade and finance positions were the fastest growing occupations during 

tire decade though their absolute numbers are still relatively small. 2 9 The gen

eral trend is thus a small outflow fromn agriculture into other occupations, 

although the vast majority of Indonesians still earn their living from the land. 

Indeed, tite shift frot agriculture (in relative terms) is quite small when coin

pared with declitnes in other developing countries. File 7 percent decline noted 

in Indonesia is small in relation to the 17 percent decline found in Colombia 

for the period 1961-1974. 
It should also be noted that the flow from agriculture may well be the 

result of "push" as opposed to "pull" factors. In other words, farmers exper

iencing difficulty in earning a living front the already intensely ctlhiVated rice 

lands miglt be forced out of the ocCupation rather thall enticed by tile profits 

in other jobs. White (1976) describes a process by which marginal agricultural 

workers are forced into a multiplicity of other tlades, tite choice depending 

upon the relative possible gains. These people are not absorbed by a rapidly 

enlarging industrial or manufacturing sector which might encourage fertility, 

but must constantly move between alternative low paying tasks. 

This problem is illustrated in column 9 of Table 5-24 which shows a decline 

in per capita income for those employed in trade and finance. The trade and 

finance sector contains a wide variety of small traders who buy and sell when

ever they can gain a profit. It is often the only job available to unskilled farm 

labor who no longer have land to work. Although the gross sector product for 

trade and finance went up significantly (69 percent), 	tie increase inthe num
rapidly (92 percent), rebers of those employed in this sector went up more 

sulting itt a decrease in per capita sector product. In fact, in all sectors of the 

economy, mucth of the increase ingross sector product for tile period was ab

sorbed by increasing 	numbers employed. (Trade and fitnance was the only 

sector in which per capita sector income actually decreased.) 

In agriculture, per capita income increased 25 percent from 9,096 rupiah 

to 11,343 rupialh. Overall, between 1961 and 1971 , per capita income went 

up 26 percent from 	 12,266 rupiah to 15,392 nipiah. Since Table 5-24 is in 
inagricultural earnings perconstant 1960 Values, tile 1961 to 1971 increase 

employed person (note that these figures seem slightly high since they ex

base) of 2,247 rupiah corresponds toclude nonemployed persons frot the 
an increase of $50 (U.S.). These gro\ tlh figures are not particularly impres

sive, especially since 	 they occurred over a ten-year span. They are even less 

realizes that the average household size in Indonesia forimpressive when one 

http:periods.28
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this period was 6.1 perst)lls, wilich considerably dilutes the effect of the in. 
collie incieases. 

The image that emcrges frot these data is one of a Country experiencing 
slow economic developmenmt. A large proportion of the employed labor force 
was, as of' 1971 , still engaged intraditional agricultural pursuits. Furthermore, 
the reinlbursement flom these pursuits increased onily slightly over tie period. 
There appears It)have been )no)dynamiic industrial or maimulacturing growth to 
sptr nounauricilt nra I ei m)loymiet and income growth. The entire ecollollic 
tout showed little tendencV to change oi progress, especially whel absolute 

anld not relative gr)wth ileastues are considereld .30 As a coniseqtuence, one 
can find litl rationale fOr hypotlmesi/ing that economic growth could have 
been a strong causative force in the fertility decline registered on Java-Bali. 

x 
The Role of the Private Sector 

E'ach of the above sections seems to point ratlier strongly to the role of the 
Indonesian NFPP in Java-Bali's estimated fertility decline. This conclusion fol
lows from the fact that there is little developmental evidence to indicate that 
contraceptiol Would have been practiced privately oila scale large enough to 
account for the ('BR declines toted above for the provinces of Java-Bali. To 
be sure, some sort of' birth control must have been in f'()rceduring the 1961
1971 decade, since the TFR estimates (for tilearea as a whole, 5.2) are well 
below natural fetility levels. Almost certainly, however, the contraceptive 
protectiol needed to reduce fertility from natural levels was the result of tra
di tiona I practices such iswi tli drawal, abstinence, aid ext eted breast-feediig. 
Prior to i)68, Indonesia's population policy was decidedly pronatalistic (see
 
the hitroductioti ). Filmily plauminlg 
 was viewed as unnecessary aid perhaps 
even as illllmural. 

The data i-,, tile preceding sect ions also show liathere is little a priori rea
son to believe socioectinomic development could have spurred a dematd for 
family planning services fron tIme private sector. There is evidence that, even if 
such a dentand had been created, the private sector could hardly have supplied 
the required ant outt of contraceptiot to reach the estimated 1976 CBR levels. 
Besides time purely economic drain on families to purchase contraceptives 
(which are provided free of charge by the NFPP), there are organizational 
constrainits. For one, Ildomesia does not manuLfacture either pills or condomis 
at the present time. Today, every cycle of pills distribtied has to be imported 
(mostly through the assistance of U.S.A.I.D.) ;iswell as every IUD in
serted. 3 

' Additionally, iutil very receittly, pills had to be prescribed by a phy
sician (private supplies are still subject to this condition), and IUDs must still 
be iitserted by a physician or qualified midwit'e. Presently, there is only omie 
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doctor per 21,000 population and one midwife per 25,000 popu lation, and tile 
problem is compounded by their heavy concentration in urban areas, especial
ly Jakarta. Even if a patient had access to a physician (some of whom will not 
prescribe family planning), she would have trouble 'inding a place to have her 
prescription filled. In !973, there were only 867 pharmacies on Java-Bali (613 
outside of .akarta ) or ooe for every 150,000 people (one for every 200,000 
people outside of Jakart;,). It is only by relying on goveriment-controlled 

health facilities (which flow number over 2,700) that the NFPP has been able 
to supply contraceptives to large ntumbers of fainily planning users. 32 

Tie charactersitics of the family planning acceptors over the 197 1 to 1975 
period also argue against a substitutability hypothesis. Based on interviews of 

family planning acceptors for this time period (taken from the Quarterly Ac

ceptor Survey). 90 percent are from rural areas, 44 percent are illiterate, 66 

ercent have never finished elementary school, and 89 percent are employed 
ither in agricultural or general labor or do not work. These are hardly the 

;haractcristics of women who would be seeking family planning services in 
file private sector. especially given the infrastructtre problems noted above. 

Although there is very little hard data to rly on in the way of' nonprograin 
contraception, it would seem impossible for tie private sector to have pro
vided tie contraception required to meet the 1976 estimated CBR levels. Nor 
is the medical infrastructure sufficiently well developed or the characteristics 
of acceptors of the predicted sort for private practice contraception to be 
probable on an y large sca le. The only remai i g possibility would be abortion. 
lit Indo;,esia, however, abortion is allowed only for medical reasons. It is 

against both religious and ethical standards and, even though there are no es
timates of illegal abortions, they certainly could not be of a magnitude re

qutired to meet CBR estimates. 

Notes 

1Prior to 1968, family planning services were available through the Indo
nesian Planned Parenthood Association which was formed in 1957. Although 
open government support was not given, the association was able to function 
without fear of reprisals. Tile lack of funds and general support, however, re

stricted most of the family planning activities to urban areas where contracep
tives could be sold for a profit. 

2This decision was reached despite the higher growth rates occurring in tile 
Outer Islands. Bali's geographic position directly to the east of Java and its 
population density were tile major reasons for its inclusion in the original pro
gram. Since the 1974/75 fiscal year, the program has expanded to ten of the 
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twenty Outer Island provinces with the remaining ten to be included at a 
later date. 

3The impact analysis is limited to the provinces of Java-Bali since it is only 
here that the NFPP has been in existence long enough to have had significant 
impact. 

4Also important in the development of fileTABRAP/CONVERSE model 
is the work of Robert Pot ter. For an extended discussion of the model as well 
as illustrative applications, see Nortman and Bongaarts (1975). 

5Ail calculations are performed using female births and female population. 
The birth rate changes intist, therefore, be stated iii tcrns of a female crude 
birth rate. 

6 Abstinence is adjusted for by considering only women in a conjugal union 
and estimating births by age-specific marital fertility rates. Sterility is ac
counted for by adjusting the age-specific marital ferti!ity rates downward. 

7 The attrition rate used is assumed to take account of any reason for dis
continuation including accidental pregnancy. As such , these reasons need not 
be built into a model, and the attrition schedule will yield estimates of effec
tive woman years of protection, i.e., those free froni pregnancy (or more spe
cifically a live birth). 

8The determining parameters of this curve, "a" and "r'', can best be esti
mated by log-regression of life table continuation rates. A program, CONTIN-
UE, has been made available by tie Population Council to carry out sucli a 
calculation. The life table continuation rates used here are all segment, age
method-province-specific rates calculated from fie Indonesian Quarterly Ac
cptor Survey. For a hill discussion of these and other contraceptive effective
ness rates, see Teachman et al. (1977). 

9 Actually, a user may postulate a prioportion of required contraception 
tha will be supplied by program sources. This is not the same as estimating 
contraceptive protection provided from acceptor and continuation rate data, 
the procedure used by CONVERSE. When PROJTARG is given a proportion 
of required contraception to be supplied by program sources (specific by age 
and method), it then calculates tie number of needed acceptors by dividing 
the woman-years of' protection required by an average duration of use for a 
particular method. Note that this procedure produrces a biased estimate of re
quired acceptors by allocating all the protection from a method into the year 
of acceptance. For a detailed analysis of this bias, see Hogan (1976: Appen
dix B). 
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1oIn other words, instead of calculating acceptors based oil a fixed birth 

rate target (TABRAP), ('ONVI'RSI' calculates a birlh rate based ou a fixed 
path of acceptors. tUse-piC-acceptor, with a certain length o'l use wlich averts 
births (calculated Iiom same atitiou schedule used ii,the TrABRAl), is mul
tiplied by nuiher of lcceptors (oil aii age-specific, method-weiglted basis) to 
get births averted. It is then a simple matter to calculate the estimated f'eale 
crude oirth late. 

''A mnale to female sex ratio at birth of 1.05 is used to keel track of 

female bit Its. The value 1.05 is specific to Indonesia aiid can be changed ac
cording to the situation. 

12lI,this analysis, net iuigration between proviuces isassumed to be incou

sequenutial during tile 1)71 and 1976 periods. This assumption is probably 
correct for all provices except Jakarta, which experienced some growth due 
to uet inigratioli. No attempt was made to estimate the aillOtlt of' let llligia

tion, since neither TABRAP uor ('ONVERSE can handle such data. 

13 Unlike PROJIAR(, TABRAP does not reIulire the termiuial yeai age
specific utarital fertility rates. Rathei. those years are calculated as the result 
of age-specific bi ths averted. 

14 Between 1971 and 1075, the Indonesian program was essentially a three

inetliod prograi: pill, Il). and condoml. During this title, a few women se
lected f'oaiu. but their niumbers are so small that they cau be ignored. hi 'iscal 
year N974/75, stcriii/atiol and iijectibles were introduced but. again, their use 
was incomsequential. Ahortionexcept for medical putrposes, is now allowed in 
Indoniesia alld thus (Jtoe,': as a progranm nietliod of' contraception.[ot serve 

15TIhe values showu for older IUD.l) acceptors are very large. They represent 

the average duration of use that would occur if' these wolmiel continued at a 
rate iiidicated by their first years of experience and were not affected by sec
ondary sterility. The actual duration of' effective use is much shorter, of 
course, since these women are necessarily decremented by the onset of secon
dary sterility. 

6
1The number of' acceptors repoted by the program are adjusted down
ward using method-specific rates of overreporting estimated from the Ido
nesian Quarterly Acceptor Survey (see Nurhayati, Parson, atid Teachlman, 
1977). CONVERSE calls for calendar year (midyear input) estimates of ac
ceptors. Since the indonesian f'iscal year runs front April to March, calendar 
year estimates are calculated as .25 of one year plus .75 of the next. For in
stance, calendar year 1973 acceptors would be .25 of the 1972/73 acceptors 
plus .75 of the 1973/74 acceptors. 
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17Thus, they are not yet the true indicators of program input. 

tSCalculated from estimated ASFR's output by CONVERSE and TAB-
RAP. 

9 The size of" the reductions follows an east-west ,.xis with "he eastern 
provinces experiencilng the largest decline-. in fertility. 

20Arguments canl bc made for assuming both higher and lower fertility 

than the general popdation. 

21 To prove equation 3, first note that BA (births averted) between titne 

and tine 2 is eq ual to: 

BA 	 = 1B1 (WYIP2 - WYPI)]/FEW2
 

= (BI WYP2 - WYP)I )/FIW
 2 

where 	 BA = births averted between tine I and time 2
 
WyP2 = woman years of protection provided in time 2
 
WYIP = woman \ears of* protection provided in time I
 
FEW, = 1-ctnd, expeosed women in time 2
 

This follows if one accepts the tact that births averted at any time isequal to 
births to fecund, exposed women multiplied by WYP (see Nortman and Bon
gaarts, 1975). Thus, if' l1 /FW I > B2 /FI'W, the difference must be due to 
births averted as defined above, or: 

B2 /FEW, = 1B3 - (B WYP 2 - B3WYP)/FEW2 ]/FEW, 

= BI /FEW I - (B, WYP, - B ,WYP)/(FEW, FEW2 ) 

When written, equation 3 becomes: 

B2 /FEW, = B, /FEW, - (13, /FEW,)[(WYP 2 - WYP, ) / FEW2] 

= B I/FEW, - I(BI )(WYr- 2 - 13,WYP, )/(FEWI FEW2)I 

= BI /FEW, - (B WYP 2 - B, WYP,)/(FEW, FEW2 ) 

thus proving the equality. It should be realized that fertility decline as used 
here is measured as the difference between B2 /FEWI and BI FEW , i.e., using 
the same base of women so that the difference between the two must be due 
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to births averted. Any real change in fertility isactually due in part to births 
averted and changes in FEW. Equation 3 will not strictly hold if fertility is 
measured at time 2 as B2 /FEW 2 . The bias introduced however, will be small 
to the degree that FEW issimilar to FEW,. 

22According to CelUations 3 and 4, fortility and WYP are linearly related 

without effect from age-method mixes. Another way of saying this is that a 

woman-year of protection has the same effect oil the birth rate no matter the 
age of the woman or the method she uses. That method has no effect is self
evident: a year of effective protection is the same no matter what its source. 
For age, consider the fact that. BA = WYP(B/FEW); by age, this is: 

N 
BA = " WYP i(Bi /FEW i ) 

i=l 

The crucial assumption is that Bi/FEW i is the same for all age groups so that: 

N 
=BA = B/FEW WYP i (B/FEW)WYPi=l 

Bogue, Edmonds, aLtd Bogue (1973) argue that B/FEW isindeed the same for 
all age groups (estimated to be 500 births per 1,000 fcCund, exposed women). 
An alternative perspective has been put forward that forms an integral part of' 
the TABRAP/CONVERS E. In this view, births averted are equal to WYP mutl
tiplied times potential fertility (ninie mnontlhs later). The true difference be
tween this and the above formtI.tion is that l)tential fertility is not measured 
as births to fecund, exposed women, but rather as the age-specific marital fer
tility rate adjusted for sterility. This view holds that m')st of the women who 
accept family planning would in other circumstances normally reduce their 
fertility below the 500 births per 1,000 FEW most often used as an estimate 
of B/FEW. As such, the potential fertility of acceptors is held to be equal to 
that measu red in the general populationt. One result is that births averted is, to 
soeIC extent, depeldent on tih age structure of acceptors (i.e., the degree to 
which the adjusted age-specific marital fertility rates are differentially weight
ed) although nethod would again have no effect. To date, no solid evidence 
has been put forward showing the differences that can result from using the 
two assumptions oil the same data. Tablu 5-20. It, ,er, shows that the line
arity assumptio, is not greatly violated by the TABRAiP/CONVERSE calcu
lations in the analysis here. This is expected, since the age distribution of ac
ceptors over time is assumed to be constant. This assumption necessarily 
yields fertility reductions that are a linear function of WYP (again, see Table 
5-20). However, the births averted which are estimated under this procedure 
may differ (in a constant amount over time) from those calculated under the 
alternative procedure. 
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23Again, when the age distribution of acceptors over time does not change,
TABRAP/CONVERSF should yield linear fertility reductions with respect to 
WYP. 

24 These calculations are carried out assuming no nt migration. The values 
presented are thus aSSLI ined free of growthIfroli this factor. 

25 The distnibution betwee:i methods is the same for the high and low pro
grain estimates since the low program estimate is a uniform reduction of 25 
percent in the high program acceptors. 

26 See also work on the micro level. 

27 Current per capita GNP figures are higher but probably do not represent 
anl improved standard of living since most of the GNP increase comes from the 
sale of crude oil. 

28hIncome data are not reported for Java-Bali alone. Later results will show 
that Java's per capita inicoic is more likely lower than reported for the nation 
as a whole. 

29 Trade positions are often no more than those of very small-scale middle
man operations. Manuflcturing is defined as any group of five or more em
ployees working to prodtlce a finished product. 

301 1h1971. the average income per employed person was $340 (U.S.). Us
ing the total population as base, the per capita income was in the S100-1 10 
(U.S.) range. These are very low figures even if they represent 20 percent gains 
over the 1960-1970 decade. With such a small initial base, even relatively 
large percentage gains do not translate into improved standards of living and 
greater purchasing power. 

31 It is doubtful that the massive supplies made available to the NFPP 
would have been supplied by foreign donors to the private sector. 

3 2Currently, a system of village supply is being set up. The goal is to make 
each community self-sufficient illthe distrib~tiomi of contraceptive supplies. 
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Chapter Six
 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF ORGANIZED
 
FAMILY PLANNING EFFORTS ON
 

KOREAN FERTILITY
 

Jay Olshansky, Robert Anderson, Jay Teachman
 

I 

Introduction 

There is no evidence which suggests the existence of a popular antinatalist 

movement at any time in Korea's history prior to the late I950s. In that era, 
under the conservative leadership of President Syngman Rhee, a commoner's 
ideas about reducing fertility were still best left unspoken, or at least kept 

within a limited circle of sympathizers. It was not until the 1960s that legal 

sanctions against contraception were removed, and the melting away of cul

tural and normative resistance to birth control could begin. 
This change in attitude came in the wake of accelerating population 

growth. It was not the result of demographic change alone, however, but was 

also due to concomitant pressures of changing social, political, and ecoriomi

ml conditions which eventually resulted in the emergence of a population 

control policy in the Republic. 
Urbanization is one particularly noticeable trend which reflects both demo

graphic and economic change. The percent of the population living in admini

strative areas of 20,000 or more grew from 9.2 percent in 1935 to 16.0 per

cent in 1940 (Kwon et al., 1975). Since the end of the post-Korean War per

iod of resettlement, urbanization has been proceeding at monotonically in

creasing rates. In 1955, about 24 percent of the population was living in Ko

rea's cities. That value increased to 28 percent in 1960, 34 percent in 1966, 

41 percent in 1970,and 48 percent in 1975 (ESCAP, 1975; Nortman and Hof

statter, 1976) with most of the growth being in the cities of Seoul and Pusan. 

129
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lconomic eltovthI has shown cqually impressive gains since the truce of 
1t)53. For the first eight years, econlomic growth was matched by, population 
growth, so there was no significant reinvestment of"capital f'or development. 
It took a series of five-year plans starting in I962 to begin Korean develop. 
ment. During the first five-year plan, growth exceeded 8 percent per year, a 
rate of which any developing country could be proud. The rates continued 
to climb, however, raising the average for the second five-year plan (1967
1972) to a lofty I1.4 percent per year (ESCAP, 1975). 

In October, 1961 , the Korean government announced its support of family 
planning in a directive to the Ministry of llealth and Social Aflairs. This mini
stry was given responsibility 'or the implementation of policy; it responded 
with the ortanization of' the Korean National Family Planning Program 
(KNFPP) which began to functioll at a imited level in 1962 (tilestructure of 
this orga nization will be discussed in a latei section). Since tile inception of 
die KNFPI, the total fertility rate (TFR) has ocen reduced by nearly one-hall 
from a level of 6.1 to 1900 to a low of 3.4 in !(075; the crude birth rate (CBR) 
has plumieted from an estimated 42 in tie period from 1960 to 1965 to an 
unprecedented low of' 24 in1975 (see Table 6-1 ), and population growth rates 
have slid from 3.0 percent per year in 1960 to 1 .8 percent in 1975. 

Ilow 11ittch the il fertility in rateof, reduction and the of" poplatini 

growth in Korea cal he attributed to tileactivities of' tie organized family 
planning programn? The data support the conclusion that tile reduction of fer
tility experienced in Korea betweei 1966 and 1975 would have been diffi
cult to achieve withiont the benefit of'well-organized family planning, support
ed by international as well as national resources. 

11 
1listorical View 

The growth of the nation's population was slow and fluctuating throughout 
tie eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with estimates of population size over 
this period ranging from 5.9 million in 1702 to 7.4 million in 1789, and back 
down to 6.8 million in 1864 (ESCAP, 1975). The onset of steady, rapid 
growth did not occur until the era of Japanese domination (1910-1945) when 
the crude death rate (CDR) declined from an estimated high of' 33.4 in 1910
15 to a low of 19.5 in the period from 1940 to 1945. This drop ilCDR, ac
conpanied by no significant change in the CBR. sent Korea into the "demo
graphic gap." 

In addition to declining mortality, the pronatalist Japanese colonialists did 
much to encourage high fertility. In their inforniative study, Kim et al. (1975: 
10) highlight some of the factors which encouraged and discouraged high fer
tility in those 35 years: 
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EncouragingFactors 
I. 	Early, universal marriage 
2. 	 Extended family system; emphasis on sons 
3. 	 Relative absence of contraception/abortion 
4. 	 Concubinage 

DiscouragingFactors 
1. 	Separation of couples due to migration (approx. 2.1 million persons 

from 1925 to 1950) 
2. 	 Mortality among parents 
3. Prohibition against remarriage for widows. 

To complete an understanding of the cow.'se of population growth in the first 
half of this century, it is necessary to comprehend these and other factors; 
however, it is beyond the scope of this examination to make such an expan
sive attempt. 

The period from 1940 to 1955 was marked by one social disturbance after 
another. First, there were great demands made of the labor force by the Japa
nese during World War I1.In general, conditions were not favorable for popu
lation growth during these years. The end of the war brought independence, 
and with it a massive repatriation and immigration movement transpired. 
Kwon et al. (!975) estimate that there were over 5 million repatriates and 
migrants into South Korea during the period from 1945 to 1949. This phe
nomenon inflated population growth to an artificially high 4.4 percent per 
year during this time period. Third, the Korean War (1950-1953) displaced 
much of the population, breaking up many families and leaving behind an 
estimated 1.3 million casualties. Due to the war and other events of the 
period, the rate of growth dropped to ai average of 1.0 percent per year from 
1949 to 1955, when the population totaled 21.5 million. 

Like the United States, Korea rebounded impressively from the hm. sliips 
of war with a "baby boom'" of its own. In the five-year period from 1955 to 
1960, the average annual CBR has been estimated at levels from 43 to 45 per 
thousand, with a high of47.3 for 1958. The TFR in this period was in excess 
of 6.0 and may have been as high as 6.3 if Kwon et al. (1975: 12) are correct. 
According to census figures, the total population reached 25.0 million in 
December, 	 1960. 

The degree to which this populace was prepared for a change in childbear
ing behavior in the years following 1960 is described by Kwon et al. (1975: 
110): 

.. the readiness of the Korean people for the acceptance and practice 
of contraceptives seemed to be fairly matured in the early 1960s and 
at the same time the socioeconomic conditions became favorable for 
the family planning program, compared to other developing countries. 
Korea had a very low illiteracy rate which is largely attributed to the 
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people's strong motivation for higher education. Korea encountered no 
religious or ethnic obstacks of family planning, and the nass-media sys
tern. .was well developed. Urbanization and secularization spread to 
some extent and, inore than anything else, aspiration for economic de
velopment and a better life prevailed among all the strata of the Korean 
people. However, the deeply rooted traditional attittdes toward the 
family and the desired number of children remained almost intact. 

This is the setting which greeted the implementation of Korea's official Iamily 
planning program in 1962. 

Iil
 

Family Planning Policy and Recent Demographic Change
 

Initially, the Ministry of' Health and Social Affairs had very few resources 
to work with. Its l'irst mo)dest elffort toward service lelivery in 1962 concen
trated ol setting up a network of' health centers and on coordinating plans 
with other agencies, both national and international. In September, 1963, 
the Econolic Planning Board assumed financial responsibility for the pro
grain. In a sense this marked the real beginning of the official program's role 
as provider of contraceptive commodities and services on a scale sufficient to 
achieve the goals of' the Miiiistry. 

45. 


b = vasectomy (3.91) 

w (:1.6 ) , condlom 

d (8.51,)=pill 


e=sevlf-supporting (10.0%)
 

4I,1319,O00 eligible couples 

Figure 6-1. PERCENTAGE OF MARRIED COUPLES AGED 20-44 WHO 
SHOULD PRACTICE FAMILY PLANNING IN 1971, BY METHOD. 
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Those goals, considered an integral component of economic growth, were 
published separately from the First Five-Year Plan for Lconomic Development 
and became known as the "Ten-Year Plan for 1962-1971 ."Figure 6-1, repro

duced from Kim et al. (1975: 194). encapsulates tile rcrised contraceptive 
use goals of the program as they vere written illthe Tell Year Plat itt1963. 
In more famlihiar terms, the 45 percent level of'Collacel)tive Use was assumed 
equivallent to the attiotlt of coitraception required to bring allual popula
tio growth do,, into t level of 2.5 percent by 1965, and 2.0 percent by 1971, 
or a decline of about 0.1 percettt per year. Table 6-1 depicts the trends in to
tal fertility rate, crude birth late, crude death tate, aid population growth 
nte ilich aCtually occurred betweeni 1966 aid 1975. These data show that 
the objectivs of tile p o.tgrai were very nearly net at every juticture. These 
cltattges, especially the 0.8 percetit dlop inl the growth rate itt the face of' a 
1.52 drop in the death rate, are even liore impressive whein viewed in terms 
of tite chaiges illcolitlaceptive practice that had to be achiew, i to accomplish 
thent. The atalysis which follows will COilsidCr greater detail.this cltange ill 

Befire turning ioa brief overview oft' the analytical model used and a stib
sequent analvsis of ,Iecontribution oforganized family planning to fertility 

Table 6-1. VALUIS OF OBSE'RVED AND INTERPOLATED TOTAL
 
FERTILITY RATE, CRUI)E BIRTII RATE, CRUDE DEATH
 

RATE, AND (;ROWTII RATE: 1966 TO 1975.
 

Total Crude Crude Growth 

Yeir fert i, y birth dealh) rate 
rat a rate rate 

1966 ...... 4.804 33.34 7.52 2.58
 

1967 ...... 4.676 32.49 7.26 2.52
 

1968 ...... 4.548 31 .65 7.05 2.46
 

1969 ...... 4.419 30.80 6.86 2.39
 

1970 ...... 4.291 29.95 6.68 2.33
 

1971 ...... 4.113 28.76 6.49 2.23
 

1972 ...... 3.935 27.57 6.34 2.12
 

1973 ...... 3.758 26.38 6.21 2.02
 
1974 ...... 3.580 25.19 6.13 1.91
 

1975 ...... :1.402 24.00 6.00 1.80
 

(a)TFR estimates for 1966, 1970, and 1975 are obtained from observed age-specific
 

fertility rates (see Table 2). Values fox other years are obtated by interpolation.
 

(b)CDR estimatex for 1966 and 1970 are 
found by dividing PIIOJTARG estimates of
 
births by actual population census counts. The value for 1975 was taken from
 
R.T. Ravenholt, T.c. Chao, and 1. Brackett (1977), World Fertility Patterns: Age-

Specific FertilityRate-iand Other Demographic [ats for Countries and Regions of 
the World, Washington, D.C.: Office of Population, U.S. Agency for International 
Development. Values for other years are found by itterpolation. The CDR and TFR 

estimates are consistert with Rogue-Palmo,e regression estimates of each other. 
Ic)The 1966, 1970, and 1975 values are- based on female CDR found by applying
 

stable populatior life table to precc ted female population. Values of eo used 

are 64,6 in 1966, 67.0 in 1970, and 69.0 in 1975. These are based on data found
 
in Economic and Social Comission for Asia vwadthe Pacific (1975)1, Population
 

of the Republic of Korea, Country Monograph Se.ies No. 2, Table 177. Values
 
reported here have been adjusted upward to account for higher male mortality.
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declines, a few changes in the emphasis and tilegoals of the KN FPImust be 
observed, since they bear significantly on the inte pretation of levels of pro
gain activity. After substantial growth of the progid,; between 1963 and 
1970, a five-year plan was Ministry of and Social Afprepared by tile lealth 
fairs. By this time the prograim was in full swing. A new goal was set to reduce 
the growth rate to 1 .5 percent per year by 1976. While this did no, represent 
a change in the trend, the means by which that goal was to be achieved were 
significantly altered. Instead of f'oCuLSillg the distribution of conattention on 
traceptives throtgh the in tional olgani/ation, the policy called for inore reli
ance on private inputs, with a stepl)inp-u p) of aicillary efforts such as educa
tion and conmunication. These shifls are recorded inthe govei nment's 1972 
report on the program (Ministry of Ilealth and Social Affairs, 1972). In the re
port, the following objectives are listed, among others: 

- to strengthen inlformation and education activities in order to in
corporate family planning as a part of the "New Community Move
ilment" 

- to expand the program not only through the health service net
works, but through the general hospitals, private clinics, and all pub
lic organizations in communities 

- to educate the younger generation to recognize the need of family 
planniig by incliding population probl ems in teaching materials, 
thus encouraging voluntary participation in family planning 

- to transform the national family planning program into aprivate pro
gram by the year 2000 and to continue as such thereafter. 

Clearly, the first two statements were intended to deal with the risiig de
imand for information and service, a problem that was anticipated to contin-
Lie. The third state ment is a product of the government's keen awareness 
of the large cohorts of' baby-booi children approaching the reproductive ages 
at the time of the plan's preparation and can be seen as spreading responsibili
ty for growth rates between the Ilealth and Education Ministries. Itisthe last 
of these statements which points most directly to the government's changing 
involvement with fertility control in Korea. 

Three pieces of evidence strongly support the contention that this policy 
has been taken seriously. First isthe acceptor targets provided for field work
ers and staff. The target proportion of self-supporting contracepting couples 
relative to all eligible couples was raised by 40 percent from 0.22 to 0.31 for 
1976. Second is the increased quantity of contraceptive sales in the private 
iiarket. The figures on such sales first became available for 1972. Since nearly 
all medical contraception (sterilization and IUD insertion) done under the,:s 

auspices of the program, there is no "marketing" sector for these methods. Of 
the 242,611 persons supplied with condoms per month in 1972, however, an 
estimated 56.2 percent were supplied by private sources; -imilarly, 28.9 per
cent of the 301,052 women supplied with oral pills in the average month of 
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1972 received these from outside-progran services. By 1976, though, these 
figures had increased to 63.2 percent and 43.2 percent, respectively. Third, 
the popularity of induced abortion, the only major source o1 birth control not 
firmly incorporated into this analysis, was boosted by its legalization in 1973. 
The increasing popularity of abortion had a direct effect on the number of 
contracepting couples enrolled ill the national program and who used modern 
Ieans of contraceptive prevention. 

In \Iew of these important factors, it could be expected that the organized 
program's contribution to declining f'ertility through the provision of conven
tional family planning services would have dropped some time after 1970. It 
would reflect the precision of the analysis to detect a relative change in pro
gram activities in the assessment of the contribution of the program to declin
ing birth rates over time. 

IV 
Analysis Strategy 

The research goal is to estimate as closely as possible the contribution of 
Korea's organized family planning program to the achievement of observed 
fertility declines between 1966 and 1975. This period coincides with both sig
nificant fertility decline and the full implementation offthe family planning 
program. An adequate specification of the role played by organized family 
planning in accomplishing Korea's rapid fertility decline is not only of aca
demic interest; it also ha3 significant policy implications concerning the ef
fectiveness of family planning programis in general. 

The analysis was carried out in two basic steps. First, woman-years of pro
tection (WYP) nleeded to meet the observed CBR declines was calculated on a 
year-to-year basis using IPROJTARG (for a thorough description of the PROJ-
TARG methodology see Chapter One of this volume). Second, WYP provided 
by the program was calculated for each year using CONVERSE (see Nortian 
et al., 1978, for a formal description of this computer model). The impact of 
the program can then be estimated by comparing required contraception with 
that provided by the program. 

In order to compute the WYP provided (given the observed reduction in 
CBR from 1966 to 1975), PROJTARG was supplied with age-specific values 
for the size, percentage married, and fertility of female population in child
bearing ages at the initial, pivotal, and terminal years.' The data and the cor
responding sources are presented in Table 6-2. 

As seen in Table 6-2, the proportion married declined among the younger 
age groups, but grew in the older age groups. The slight decline in these rates 
in the age groups from 15 to 34 illustrates the rising age at marriage in Korea, 



Table 6-2. POPULATION SIZE, PROPORTION OF FEMALES MARRIED,
 

AND FERTILITY RATES FOR AGES 15 to 49:
 

KOREA, 1966, 1970, AND 1975.
 

Year and Age of womnan 

parameter 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 

1966 (a) 
 C
 
Population aizea). . 1,308,035 1,096,472 1,128,900 983,807 818,323 686,881 557,151 -1
 

Proportion married(b). .
 3.8 47.7 89.8 93.9 89.2 82.7 75.2
 

Fertility rate(c). . . .0217 .2047 .3003 .2207 .1380 .0653 .0100 > 

1970
 
937,836 783,355 638,787


Population size . . 1,639,291 1,218,98i 1,116,525 1,080,987 


Proportion married(b). . 2.8 42.3 88.4 94.6 
 92.0 34.8 76.9
 

.0420 .0057
Fertility rate(c). . . . .0167 .1777 .3040 .2030 .1090 

z 
1975 Z
 

Population size(d) 2,137,096 1,622,204 1,223,779 1,112,363 1,054,586 928,090 
 760,882
 
76.9
Proportion married(b). . 2.8 42.3 88.4 94.6 92.0 84.8 
.0026
.0653 .0%56
.2685 .1546 
. . . .0095 .1543Fertility rate(c). 


(a)The 1966 population size values come from the Economic Commission for Asia and the Pacific (1975), Popu

lation of the Republic of Korea, Country Monograph Series No. 2, Tables 28 and 32, pp. 39, 44. Note that
 
>
 

this is a three-year, moving average centered on 1966. 


(b)

The proportion-married values for 1966, 1970, and 1975 are taken from T.H. Kwon, H.Y. Iee, Y. Chang,
 

and E. Yu (1975), The Population of Korea, The population and levelopment Studies Center, Seoul National
 

University, Table 111.4, pp. 48-49.
 

(c)The 1966 ASFR's are found in source (a), Table 185, p. 110. The 1970 *SFR's for 1975 were taken
 

from F.1. Choe and S.K. Kong, Changing Fertility and Contraceptive Behavior of Korean Women: Preliminary
 

Findings from the Korean National Fertility Survey. 1974 Korean Institute for Family Planning, 1977.
 

(d)The 1970 and 1975 population projections are from PRO.JTARG. While not exactly reproducing observed
 

population totals, these estimates are fairly accurate reconstructions of Korean population growth.
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a trend which has slowed since the earlier postwar years and is not expected 
to continue much longer. The increase in the proportion married among the 
older women is partly explained by the declining rate of mortality. Because 
both men and women are living longer, fewer marriages end in)the death of a 
husband during a woman's childbearing years. 

Due to the unavailability of data, the age-specific proportions married in 
1970 are assumed constant through 1975. Although there arc obvious disad
vantages to a simplification of this nature, it is a more conservative procedure 
than extrapolating the change between 1966 and 1970 to 1975. 

The age-specific fertility rates show a dechne throughout the ten-year peri
od in every age group except for 25- to 29)-year-old women, who experienced 
virtually no change between 1966 and 1970. The average annual rate of de
cline in these rates during the second halt of the analysis period is greater than 
that fbund in the first half in all groups except women aged 20 to 24 and 
those aged 40 to 44. Overall, ther,2 was a decline of 0.128 children per woman 
per year in the earlier period, and a decline of 0.1 78 in the later period -evi
dence which confirms the acceleration of fertility reduction in the later years 
of the program. 

V
 
CONVERSE Inputs
 

In order to generate empirical evidence for the amount of woman years of 
protection provided by the program, it was necessary to specify a number of 
input parameters for the CONVERSE program. These parameters include the 
number of program acceptors broken down by method and year, and their 
age-method distribution. In addition, data were inc_ded for each method on 
the proportion of those acceptors not imniedliately discontinuing, their annual 
rate of discontinuation, and their average duration of use. 

Table 6-3 examines the number of program acceptors and percent distribu
tion by method and year. The most frequently adopted contraceptive meth
ods in 1965 were the IUD, 45.3 percent of all program acceptors, and other 
(condom, diaphragm, etc.), 51 .2 percent of all program acceptors, with total 
adopters at approximately 375,000. Only 3.5 percent of family planning 
adopters in 1965 opted for sterilization. The peak for IUD acceptance oc
curred in 1966, comprising approximately 61 percent of all new program ac
ceptors. From 1966 until 1968, the number of new IUD acceptors declined to 
a low of 197,000, yet its percent distribution of acceptance relative to the 
other three methods bottomed out between 1969 and 1971 with 33 percent 
of new program acceptors in 1970. Howcver, the number of IUD acceptors in
creased throughout the remaining four years to a plateau of about 250,000, 
averaging 43 percent of all new program acceptors. 



Table 6-3. PERCENT AND NUMBER OF PROGRAM ACCEPTORS
 
BY METHOD AND YEAR.
 

Method -
Total
 

Year IUD Pills Sterilization Other 0 

Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number > 

( a ) 

1965 .1..... 100.0 375 45.3 170 0 0 3.5 
 13 51.2 192 
1966 1........00.0 483 60.9 294 0 0 4.1 20 35.0 169 
1967.) 100.0 414 58.5 242 0 0 4.8 20 36.7 152
 
1968 . ....... 100.0 422 46.7 197 18.0 76 
 3.8 lb 31.5 133 Z 
1969 ........ . 100.0 632 34.0 215 40.0 253 2.5 16 23.4 148 Z 
1970 . . . ..... 100.0 669 33.0 221 40.1 268 2.5 17 24.4 163 

1971 ........ . 100.0 597 37.0 221 32.7 195 3.4 20 27.0 161 '
 

1972 ........ 100.0 537 43.0 231 
 23.5 126 4.3 23 29.2 157
1973 ........ . 100.0 
 593 42.7 253 22.8 
 135 4.9 29 29.7 176 0 
1974 ........ . 100.0 590 45.1 266 18.8 111 6.6 39 29.5 174 
1975 ........ . 100.0 603 41.6 251 16.1 97 9.6 58 32.7 197
 

>
 

(a)The 1965 and 1966 values come 
from the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (1975), 
Population of the Republic of Korea, Country Monograph Series No. 2, Table 204.
 

(b)The 1967-1975 values *ere obtained from D. Nortman and E. 
Hofatatter (1972), "Population and Family
 
Planning Programs: A Factbook," Reports on Population/Family Planning, 4:2.
 

(c)Values reported here are three-quarters of 
those reported In order to account for reinsertion.
 

Note: Number reported in thousands.
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The reason for the plateauing of UD acceptors between 1969 and 1971 

was the introduction of the pill into the Korean Family Planning Program in 

1968. The relative frequency of acceptance in its first year was 18 percent of 

the tvtal acceptors. The actual number of pill acceptors in its first year was 

76,000, a value almost equal to the decline ill the number of acceptors of the 

other contraceptive categories, thus indicating that the pill's introduction 

drew new acceptors away from the other three methods. Kwon et al. (1975) 

noted that in 1967 the pill was added to the national program with the inten

tion of providing services for women who were discontented with the IUD. 

When this policy was changed in the sunmer of 1969, the pill became avail

able to all women who wished to use it, and subsequent increases in the num

ber of new acceptors opting for the pill occurred immediately and persisted 

through 1970. After 1970, when there were 268,000 new pill acceptors (40 

percent of all new acceptors), there were rapid declines in its popularity until 

1975 when the number of new acceptors dropped to 97,000 or 16 percent of 

all new acceptors. 
Tile frequency of new program acceptors choosing sterilization (column 

3), although increasn. slowly until 1973, had a constant relative distribution 
most popular) un(excluding only those two years during which the pill was 

til 1973. At that point 29,000 new acceptors chose sterilization (4.9 percent 

of all new acceptors) with its frequency and percentage distribution rapidly 

1975 to values of 58,000 or 9.6 percent of all new accepincreasing through 
tors. 

Other contraceptive methods were preferred by 192,000 program accep

tors (51.2 percent of all new acceptcrs) in 1965, but the following four years 

saw the percentage of new acceptors choosing such methods decline to 23.4 

percent. The preference for such methods remained low along with a declin

ing interest in sterilization and the IUD during the two most popular years of 

pill use in 1969-70. In 1971, however, the pei -ent of total new acceptors 

choosing other methods increased (although the frequency of acceptance re

mained about tie same at 160,000) primarily because of a waning interest in 

the pill and a significant drop in the number of total new acceptors. Up 

through 1975, the frequency of other method acceptors increased 22.4 per

cent over 1971 in spite of the fact that the total number of new program ac

ceptors increased only I percent from 587,000 in 1971 to 603,000 in 1975. 

The trends in total number of new program acceptors are given in column 

5 of Table 6-3. The data indicate that there were 375,000 naw acceptors in 

1965, a rapid increase to 4g3,000 the following year due to a 73 percent in. 

crease in the number of IUD acceptors, a decline to 414,000 in 1967 because 

of waning interest in IUD and other methods, and a rapid increase in new ac. 

ceptors to a peak of 669,000 in 1970 because of the introduction of the pill 

in 1968. Following 1970, however, the number of new acceptors rapidly de. 

clined to 537,000 in 1972. Although part uf the decline might be explained 
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by significant reductions in new pill acceptors (a 50.2 percent decline since 
1970), it is also possible that the second five-year plan in Korea which stressed 
a stimulation in private sector family planning services might have drawn ac
ceptors away from Ihe national program. In spite of this, the total number of 
program acceptors between 1972 and 1975 actually increased 12.3 percent 
(but was still 66,000 acceptors short of the 1970 peak). 

The age distribution of program acceptors by method (Table 6-4) allows 
one to examine patterns of method-specific acceptance according to the age
of the acceptor. From the available data, it is apparent that of those women 
accepting family planning, approximately 80 percent do so between the ages
of 25 and 39. Moreover, the age group in which the largest percentage of 
adopters accept each method is 30 to 34. 

More salient, perhaps, is the fact that women between the ages of 15 and 
24 (columns I and 2) make up 15 percent of all IUD acceptors, IIpercent
of all pill and other acceptors, and I percent of all sterilization acceptors. As 
previously noted, the IUD and other methods accounted for close to 97 per
cent of all new acceptors in 1965 followed by a dramatic increase in IUL ac
ceptance and a decline in other methods in 1966-67. In observing the patterns 
of program accept,'rs by method and year in Table 6-3, one can conclude that 
the contracepting population of Korea has been IUD dependent. This might 
account for the relatively high rate of IUD use at the younger age groups when 
compared to many other national programs. Finally, the distribution of sterili
zation as an accepted method of contraception by age indicates, as would be 
expected, that younger women (15 to 24) have almost no interest in this form 
of contraception while older women, particularly between the ages of 30 and 
39 (columns 4 and 5 of Table 6-4), make up 70 percent of all those opting for 
this fbrm of contraception. The relative infrequency with which sterilization 
cxcurs at the younger ages and its clumping in the 30 to 39 age categories 
along with the growth in the popularity of the method (Table 6, column 4) in
dicates that women who have reached their desired family size are more fre
quently choosing sterilization as a method of contraception than in previous 
years. 

Tabie 6-4. AGE METHOD DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAM ACCEPTORS. 

Age of acceptor
 

Method 
 Total
 

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 
 35-39 40-44 

Pill . . .. . O.0 3.0 8.0 22.0 32.0 25.0 10.0
 
IUD. . . . .. 100.0 5.0 10.0 26.0 30.0 21.0 8.0

Sterili.ation. I00.0 0.0 
 1.0 18.0 38.0 32.0 11.0 
Other. .. . . 100.0 3.0 8.0 22.0 32.0 25.0 10.0 

Note: 
 Source is unofficial estimates kindly provided by the Population Council.
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Table 6-5 is an examination of the proportion of acceptors not immediately 

discontinuing, their annual rate of discontinuation, and their average duration 

of use in years by method and brok-n down by age. The proportion not imine

diately discontinuing (column I) and the annual rate of discontinuation (col

untn 2) are derived assuinirg an exponential decay curve calculated from the 

percent continuing contraceptive use along a monthly progression of time. Av

erage duration of use (column 3) is derived by dividing column I by colunn 2. 

The age categories with the greatest proportion of acceptors not immediate

ly discontinuing fall between tie ages of 25 and 39 for pill and other acceptors 

with proportions just above 0.79. For IUD acceptors, tie proportion not in

mediately discontinuing increases consistently witli age to its highest propor

tion at 0.92 for women 40 to 44. For women choosing sterilization as a contra

ceptive method, columns I and 2 represent tihe proportion of successful and 

unsuccessful sterilization procedures, respectively (rounding errors prevent 

them from adding to 100). 
The annual rate of disco 11tinuation is the proportion of women who, once 

they have accepted a contraceptive method,will discontinue its use during the 

following year. The discontinuation rates for the pill and other category consis

tently go down between tie ages of 15 and 3) from 0.82 to 0.66, with a slight 

increase in the 40 to 44 category to 0.71 .TIre discontinuation rate for the IUD 

maintains its decline fthroughoult the entire 15 to 44 range from a1high of 0.71 

for 15- to 19-year-olds to a low of 0.21 for 40- to 44-year-olds. This indicates 

that younger womei have a greater tendency to discontinue the use of the 

pill, the IUD, and other methods than do older worie). 

The average duration of use is a value which states how long, on the aver

age, a woman of a particular age will use and be protected by a specific con

traceptive. For example, when the duration of use equals 1.0 for women aged 

44 to 44 using the pill, this mieans that on the average, these worne- wvill tend 

to use the pill and be protected by it for a period of ooe year. It should be 

noted that the duration of use values for sterilization mean that, for women 
re15 to 19, sterilization could offer 98 years of protection for those who 

meanmnained exposed and fecund for that period of time. The values simply 

that steriliz'ation will protect then throughout the remainder of their exposed 

fecund years. 
These values clearly indicate that for usL,s of the pill and other methods, 

tie longest duration of use and protection is for those women 30 to 39 with 

al average of 1.2 years of use. This falls to about one year of' use for older 

women 40 to 44. Younger women 15 to 24 who use the pill and other meth

ods have a duration of use at about 0.91 years, 51 percent lower than women 

30 to 39. More significant, however, is the fact that women of all age categor

ies using the IUD have a tendency to use it longer than women using either the 

pill or other methods, and this tendency is even more pronounced among 
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women 40 to 44 where duration of use is 4.38 years, 3.38 years longer than 
wottuen of the same age using the pill or other methods. 

The values in Table 0-5 provide important information on the customary 
practices of corutracepting Korean women with resp'ct to their age and the 
type of' contraceplive mused. ol example, the fact that the annual rate of dis
cotttil 11:utitu (cohlimum 2) couusistCutlV decliutes by age, and average duratiorm 
of use (cou][ttuti 3) iuceiases with age, indicates thtat womenolder Koreau put
11ttich tttore of, alleff'olt ito prevetutiug cottceptious than do women of 
younger ages. The longer average duration of use that occurs among Korean 
women ilt years is due ttot just to spacing, as is the case forlater childbearing 
younger wotnet, but simply to the desire to have no more children. 

Table 6-5. PROPORTION OF ACCEATORS NOT IMMEDIATELY
 
DISCONTINUING, ANNUAL RATE OF DISCONTINUATION,
 

AND AVE,RAGE I)URATION OF USE, BY METHOD.
 

Proportion not A 
 Average

Age 
 Aieduately duration
at
discontin 
 discontinuation 
 fute
dincnt nIngof use
 

Pill
 
15-19 . . . .650 .820 
 .793 
20-24 . . . .670 .810 .827 
25-29 . . .790 .770 1.026
 
30-34 . . .790 .640 1.234
 
35-39 . . . . .800 .660 1.212 
40-44 . . .710 .710 1.000
 

M1D
 
15-19 . . . . .650 .710 
 .916
 
20-24 . ....
 670 .700 .957 
25-29 . . . .810 .570 1.421
 
30-34 . . . . .820 .550 1.491 
35-39 . . . . .840 .430 1.953 
40-44 . . . . .920 .210 4.381
 

Sterilization
 
15-19 . . . . .980 .010 
 98.000 
20-24 . . .. .975 .020 48.750 
25-29 . . . . .970 .030 32.333 
30-34 . . . . .965 .040 24.125 
35-39 . . . . .960 .050 19.200 
40-44 . . . . .955 .060 15.917
 

Others
 
15-19 . . . . .650 
 .820 .793 
20-24 .... .670 .810 .827 
25-29 . . .. .790 .770 1.026
 
30-34 . . . . .790 
 .640 1.234 
35-39 . . . . .800 .660 
40-44 . . . . .710 .710 1.000
 

Note: Source is unofficial estimates kindly provided by the Popula
tion Council.
 

1.212 
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VI 
Decomposition of Sources of Korean Fertility Decline 

Table 6-6 represents the number of women protected from tle risk of 
childbearing by source of protection and different states of exposure for the 
years 1966 to 1975 as calculated by PROJTARG. The number of Korean 

women in their childbearing ages increased fron over 6.5 million in 1966 to 

8.8 miillion ill1975, a 34.3 petceot increase. It one were to calculate the age

specific populatiol si/e inrel-ases between 1966 and 1975, one would find a 

55.7 percett increase in the number of women 15 to 24, a 10.8 percent in

crease in women 25 to 34, anid a 33.5 percent increase in women 35 to 49. 

Moreover, the women 15 to 24 ill1966 made ulp36.5 percent of all women 

in their childbearing ages, while women 25 to 34 madeC Il) 32.1 percent, and 

women 35 to 49 nade up 31.3 percemt. This is COmpared to 1975 where wool

en 15 to 24 Made llp 42.5 percent of' all women iltheir childbearing ages 

(an increase of 16.4 percent), women 25 to 34 declinedI18.1 percent to a val

tie of 26.3, and womeln 35 to 4 ) reo~ilaled the sameas the 1966 percent
age at 31.3 percent. "ihese data clearly indicate that the number of wonlen in 

their childbearing ages increascd 34.3 percent trol 1966 to 1975, with the 

greatest proportion of that increase Occurrilg aoimong women 14 to 24. 
With this in mind, one to tilenight expect that, due Much lower and de

clining marriage rate among women 15 to 19 (see Table 6-2). there would be 

signiticantly larger increases in unexposed fecund women between 1966 and 

1975 when compared to exposed feCluld woolen. As shown ill Table 6-6 

(column 2), the umnber (If fecunLd wooln io 1966 was just below 5.3 miil

lion, and increased to over 7.1 million in 175, a 34.7 percent increase. Dur

ing the same time period, the number of umlexposeid fecund women rose 56.6 

percent while exposed tecumid women went up 20.7 percent. This confirms 
the fact that while the total niumber of fecund wonlen ill their childbearing 

ages increased rather dramatically from 1966 to 1975, a good portion of
 
This does
that increase was due to an expansion in unexposed fecund women. 


fact that the number of fecund womel actually increased
not detract from tile 


671,000 between 1966 and 1975. Thus, tile observed decline ill the crude
 

birth rate occurred just at a time when significantly increased amiounts of con

would have been needed just to have held the birth rate constant.
traception 
Moreover, with such a rapidly growing number of' unmarried fecund women 

reaching their early childbearing ages (over 94 percent will eventually be mar

ried and exposed tol the risk of childbearing), tile next few years will be a 

severe test of program and out side-prograol family planning services. 

Finally, columns 5, 6, and 7 of Table 6-6 examine different states of expo

sure to the risk of childbearing by breaking down fecund women into those 

protected by nonexposure and contraception, those protected by nonexpo

sure, sterility, and pregnancy, and those who need not be protected (calcu
lated by subtracting colunm 5 from column 2). These three columns depend 



Table 6-6. NUMBER OF WOMEN PROTECTED FROM THE RISK OF CHILDBEARING, 
BY SOURCE OF PROTECTION: 1966 TO 1975. 

Fecund women
 
Women in
 

Year childbearing 
agce 

Protected by Protected by NeedTotal Unexposed Exposed nonexpo8ure non xposure* not be 
and sterility, and protected

contraception pregnancy
 

1966. 6579.6 5293.4 1 
 2055.9 3237.6 
 3291.3
1967. . 4252.1 2002.16761.8 5435.1 
 2145.0 3290.2 
 3434.3 4375.1 2000.8
1968. 
 6962.2 5592.9 >
2249.6 3343.3 
 3590.5 
 4515.0 
 2002.4
1969. . 7180.4 5766.8 z2368.9 3397.9 
 3760.3 4671.1 2006.4
1970. . 7415.8 5955.7 2500.6 3355.0 z 
3943.8 
 4842.2 2012.1C 

1971. . 7677.6 6170.4 2640.1 3530.4 
 4168.7
1972. . 5012.8 2001.77953.9 6397.8 
 2785.8 3612.0 
 4408.3 5192.9 1989.5
1973. 
. 8241.7 6635.3 2933.9 3701,4 4661.1 
 5378.6 1974.2
1974. 8537.9 6880.0 
 3080.0 3800.0 
 4925.3 5565.3 
 1954.6
1975. 8839.0 7128.8 
 3220.2 3908.6 
 5199.3 5748.7 
 1929.5 
 >
 

Note: All values are 
in thousands of woman-years.
 

0 



Table 6-7. ESTIMATES OF WOMAN YEARS OF PROTECTION REQUIRED TO MEET
 
THE OBSERVED CRUDE BIRTH RATE PATH AND PROTECTION
 

PROVIDED BY THE PROGRAM: 1965 TO 1974.
 

Woman years of protection
 

Provided by

Needed 


Year to reach Provided by the program 
 Required percent provided outside program
 

sources
 
observed 


crude birth
 

ra te 
Low estimate High estimate Low estimate High estimate Lom estimate
High estimate 


1,106,248 1,138,446

1965 . . . . 1,235,417 129,169 96,971 10.455 7.849 

19.538 953,447 1,037,415

1966 . . . . 1,289,319 335,872 251,904 26.050 

1967 . . . . 1,340,850 463,131 347,348 34.540 25.905 877,719 993,502 

37.666 28.286 867,34.3 997,865

1968 . . . . 1,391,442 524,099 393,577 

43.649 32.744 812,984 970,316

1969 . . . . 1,442,725 629,741 472,409 

780,592 967,084
 

1,C20,565
 
1970 . . . . 1,528,660 748,068 561,576 48.936 36.736 

1971 . . . . 1,622,472 801,388 601,907 49.393 37.098 821,388 
34.839 925,927 1,125,467
46.392
1972 . . . . 1,727,204 801,277 601,737 

44.161 33.189 1,030,420 1,232,894
1973 . . . . 1,845,354 814,934 612,460 
32.279 1,129,317 1,340,217


1974 . . . . 1,979,034 849,717 638,817 42.936 

0 
r l 
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upon the observed CBR declines actually being reached. Although fecund 
women protected by nonexposure arid contraception increased from 3.3 ril
lion in 1966 to 5.2 million in 1975 (ip 58 percent), arnd women protected by 
nonexposure, sterility, ard pregn:ncy increased f'rom over 4.2 million in 1966 
to 5.7 million in 1975 (up 35.2 pelcent), the number of"1'ecund women who 
did not need protection declined by 3.6 percent. Such a decline is what one 
Ildght expect given am annual decline in CBR. (One should note here that 
columns 5 and 6 ovelap lnexplosed fectd olmen anld thus accoLnt I'o 
similar patterns ot decline.) 

Table 6-7 is ain estimation of tile wotiall-years of' protection (WYP) within 
anl CxposWd fecd state tht Ie re( luired to meet tile observed (BR palh and 
the protection plrovided by the prograll tinder tWO dilTeleiit assumptions be
tween 1965 adl 1974. 2 PROJTARG le terliilies how Much contra ception wmus 
needed within tile exposed-f'ec'rmd state hy estiia tillg tile WYP i eeled to ob
tain the observed f'ertility deIclilies once age composition and mortality are 
controiled f'or (column I ). File WYP provided by tile program (columns 2 and 
3) are estira ted by CONVERSE. Although the input parameters f'or CON-
VERSE are thought to be estimlrted iin a consistent and accurate fashion, it is 
still quite possible that various 'actors could cause tire estimates to vary. For 
this reason, two sets of' parareters (high arid low) are used ill estimating pro
grain WYP. While the high estimate cai be assuniied to be tile "best" estimate, 
tile low estimate accounts p errors by decreasing tlie iinumubers oifor0 pol lteital 
estimated program acceptors by 25 percent. Finally, tire high and low esti-
Mates o1 tire percellt oh re(luied WYP provided by tire progiran (coltinis 4 
and 5) are derived simply by dividing columns 2 arid 3, respectively, by col
uuni I. 

As shown in,Tahle 6-7 tie WYP required to account f'or tile observed 
CBR decline increased f'rom 1.2 million iii 1966 to just under 2.0 million in 
1975 (a 60.2 percent increase). This can be partially attributed to the 20.7 
percent increase in tire number of' fecund exposed lwomreni over the samie per
iod of time (Table 6-6, columrin 4). At tile saline tiue, under tIre high program 
impact estimates, the numher of WYP provided by the prograrm increased hrum 
129,000 (10.5 percerit of WYP required to reach tile observed CBR decline)
in 1966 to just under 850.000 (42.9 percent of required WYP) for 1975. 
The low prograrm estiniates are 97,000 (7.8 percent of required WYP) in 1966 
and 639,000 (32.3 percent of required WYP) for 1975. Thus, the ar1ounit of 
prograimn WYP iii 1966 as : percent of WYP required to reach tile observed
CBR decline was 10.5 undei tile high estimate and 7.8 under the low esti
mate. Following 1966, however, program effolrt dramatically stepped ip its 
WYP so that it peaked iii 1972 at 49.4 percent off required WYP under the 
high estimate, and 37.1 percent under the low estimate. Following 1972, the 
WYP dropped to 42.9 percent of required WYP in 1975 (32.3 tinder the 
low estimate). 
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Had the WYP provided by the program remained at a level similar to that 
which occurred in 1966 through the observed nine-year time period, the per
centage of required WYP provided by the prograil would have declined sub

stantially. For example, Under tile assumption in the high estimate, the 
129,000 WYP provided by tie progrn in 1966 was approximately 10.5 per
cent of that reluired to meet the observed CBR decline. Ilad the piogram 
effort of' 129,000 reiimained the same until 1975, the percent of required 
WYP provideod by the program would have been 6.5 percent. Instead, the pro
gram effot not only kept tip with the yearly expansion (,' fecund-exposed 
wolen, it Also expanded its success in providing WYP. Alth)ugli the program 
WYP as a perceirt id required WYP declined after 1972 on a yearly average 
of about 4.55 percent, over tie peiiod 'roin 1966 to 1975 the WYP provided 
by the program increased about 32.5 points. 

The effects of' in expanding Korean National Family planning Progran, as 
evidenced in Table 6-7, may be examined more closely if one observes a siecif
ic measure of' fertility and how if was differentially affected by rrograin and 
outside -program sources of contraception. Table 6-8 does this by decomposing 
CBR declines into prgrau and o(utside-program souces. 

lie CR under no new program contraception (column I) refers to what 
would occur to the CBR if' the 1965 program acceptors were the List co
hort to receive program conit racept ion and that outside-program coti traception 
was sufficient to ho0d age-specific marital fertility rates at their 1966 levels. 
The observed CBR (column 2) is what actually occurred to the CBR over the 
time period. The CBRs uwtler a high and low program effort (columns 3 
and 4) are what would occur had outside-program ef'forts remained sof'ficient 
to hold age-specific marital kbrtility rates at their 1966 levels, and progiam 
efforts were allowed to vary according to their observed path (under tile two 
assumptions). The CBR decline of' the no new contraceptive path under the 
high program effort (column 5) indicates the differencc '.etween columns I 
and 3, and el- rs to the decline in the CBR (ii this case, a positive value refers 
to a decliC) u Ide r thme highlprograni effort (tle best estimate of' program ef
fort) in reiation ',) what ,vould have occurred hal no new contraception been 
introduced by tile ,'rogran since 1966. Again, this assumes that outside
program effort was sufflcient to hold age-specific marital fertility rates at their 
1966 levels. The CBR decline under the outside program eiTort (colun 6) 
is calculated by subtracting column 2 from column 3, and refers to what 
would occur to the CBR given the fact that no new program contraception 
was introduced after 1965, and outside program efforts were allowed to vary. 
The total CBR decline (column 7) is calculated by adding columns 5 and 6, 
and refers to the year-to-year observed CBR declines that actually occurred 
due to tie yearly influences of program and outside-program eff'orts. Finally, 
it should be noted th:t since the WYP provided by the program each yCar de
termines the CBR the following year, the 1966 estimates have to be omitted 
for columns 3 through 7. 



Table 6-8. DECOMPOSITION OF CRUDE BIRTH RATE DECLINESINTO PROGRAM AND OUTSIDE-PROGRAM SOURCES. 

Crude birth rate 

Year Decline below no
Year U rnew contraceptive path
 

no new PGA Under Under
 
contra- Observed high PGM low PGM
ception effort effort High 
 N Outsi de 

effort PGM Total
 

effort
 

1966 1 33.34 33.34 
Z1967 33.12 32.49 30.43 31.15 
 2.69 -2.06 0.63 
 Z1968 ....... 32.91 31.65 29.60 30.43 3.31 
 -2.05 1.26 r.
1969 ....... 32.71 30.80 29.19 
 30.12 3.52 -1.61 1.91

1970 ....... 32.40 29.95 28.46 29.39 
 3.94 -1.49 2.45 c 
1971 32.60 28.76 28.05 29.29 4.55 071 3.84C 
1972 32.71 27.57 28.26 29.39 4.44 -0.69 5.13 

1973 32.71 26.38 28.57 29.70 4.14 2.19 6.33 > 
1974. 32.81 25.19 28.77 29.81 4.04 3.58 7.62
1975 ..... 32.81 24.00 28.77 29.81 4.04 4.77 8.81
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As evidenced in the table, it is immediately apparent that the observed 
CBR declined by over 28 percent from 33.34 in 1966 to 24.0 in 1975. Under 
the assumptions for high program effort outlined for column 3, CBRtile 

would have declined from 30.43 in 1967 to 28.77 in 1975; under the low 
estimate the decline would have been from 31.15 in 1967 to 29.81 in 1975. 
More significant, though, is the fact that for a CBR decline below the no new 
contraceptive path (columns 5 through 7), the differential effect of program 
and outside-program sources has often inpressed opposite effects on the 
CBR declines. For example, if in 1967 the otttside-programn effort was the 
only force acting upon Korean fertility, the CBR would have actually in
creased 2.06 points (a negative value implies a ('BR increase). Oi the con
trary, had the high progran effort been allowed to affect Korean fertility 
with outside-progran efforts holding i-e-specific marital fertility at 1966 
levels, the CBR would have declined 2.69 points. The conjoint effects of pro
grain and otlside-program sources ol the population, as evidenced by their 
yearly effects, indicate that outside sources taken alone through 1971 act u
ally work antagonistically to CBR declines below potential. 

Column 6 of Table 6-8 demonstrates that outside-progran sources acting 
alone under no new program contraception would actually become less able 
to handle the onslaught of' women illtheir childbearing ages through 1968. 
However, following 1968 the negative values of outside-program effort begin 
to decline r,.pidly (although still negatively affecting CBR) to the point where 
in 1972 outside-progran efforts acting alone could actually serve to decrease 
CBR. Frot 1972 to 1975, the force of outside-program efforts increased al
most sevenfold, while program efforts declined 9 percent with respect to its 
contribution to the total CBR decline. 

As outside-program cfforts were working antagonistically to CBR declines, 
the observed CBR (column 2) experienced annual declines (column 7) that 
increased in magnitude from year to year. As evidenced in colun 5, the ef
fect of the program effort (using the best estimate) was great enough to ini
date the annual CBR declines. It should be roted at this point that the family 
planning program increased its efforts on a yearly basis until it peaked in 
1971-72, just when outside-program sources were making the transition from 
a negative effect on CBR to a positive one. During earlier years when program 
effort was substantially greater than outside-program sources of' contracep
tion, it is likely that the organized family planning program was drawing ac
ceptors away from the private sector (probably due to the economic advan
tage of cheaper contraceptives). Following 1971, however, the contracepting 
population began to rely more heavily on outside-program sources. From 
1F72 to 1975, the separate effects of high program and outside-progran ef
forts would have resulted in a CBR that was annually lower than the CBR 
which would have occurred had no new contraception been introduced. Dur
ing 1970-71, the CBR began to show its most rapid declines (1.2-1.3 points 
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Table 6-9. DECOMPOSITION OF GROWTH RATE DECLINES INTO PROGRAM 
AND OUTSIDE-PROGRAM SOURCES. 

Growth rate 

0 

Decline below no 

Year Under Under Under new contraceptive path 

new program Observed high low
 
contraception program program High Outside
 

effort effort program program Total

effort effort
 

z 
1966 .... 2.58 2.58 --
1967 .... 2.59 2.52 2.32 2.39 0.27 -0.20 0.07
 
1968 .... 2.57 2.46 2.26 2.34 0.31 -0.20 0.11 
1969 . . . . 2.59 2.39 2.23 2.33 O.S6 -0.16 0.20 
1970 . . . . 2.57 2.33 2.18 1 2.27 0.39 -0.15 0.24 

1971 . . . . 2.61 2.23 2.16 2.28 0.45 -0.07 0.38 
1972 . . . . 2.64 2.12 2.19 2.31 0.45 0.07 0.52 
1973 . . . . 2.C5 2.02 2.24 2.35 0.41 0.22 0.63 rO 
1974 . . . . 2.67 1.91 2.26 2.27 0.41 0.35 0.76 
1975 . . . . 2.68 1.80 2.28 2.38 0.40 0.48 0.88 
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per year) with similar yearly declines continuing through 1975. In spite of the 
lct that outside-program efforts improved every year since 1967, it is still 
evident that their tendency to increase the CBR through 1971 had to be 
checked by family planning programs that were not only capable of counter
ing the negative efttcts of outside-program efforts, but also capable of pro

viding enough protection to account for annual CBR declines. 
Since the CBR is used to calculate tile growth rate (GR), it is possible to 

examine the relative importance of program and out side-program contracep
tive sources on changes in population growth. Table 6-9 does this by decom
posing GR declines due to changes in the CBR into program and outside
program sources. 

Under the assumptions that no new contraception was introduced by the 
Korean Family Planning Program after 1965, anid that outside-program efforts 
were sufficient to keep age-specific marital fertility at 1966 levels, the GR 
would have reniaiined fairly constant at about 2.58 from 1966 to 1970. From 
1971 through 1975 the GR under these assumptions WouldJ have increased 
slightly to 2.68 in 1975. What is apparent from Table 6-9 is that the observed 
CR (colun 2) actually declined on a yearly b asis from 2.58 in 1966 to 1.8 
in 1975 (a 30.2 percent decline). Under changing high program effort alone 
(column 3). the GR would have declined at an even faster rate than was ob
served until 1971 when it increased slightly to 2.28 in 1975. Since the differ
ences between the GR tnder no ncw program contraception and the GR tin
der high and low estimates control for death rates, they must be. due solely 
to variations in the CBRs. For example, the GR decline below no new con
traceptive path (columns 5 through 7) under the assumption of (high) pro
gram effort acting alone shows annual GR declines that increase from 0.27 
in 1967 to as high as 0.45 in 197 1-72, and then a leveling off at about 0.41 
from 1973 to 1975. These changes are directly attrioutable to tIme CBR de
clines that would have occurred under a high program effort and outside
program contraception at a level sufficient to hold age-specific marital fertility 
at 1966 levels. lad the oiutside-progran effort been allowed to vary with no 
new program contraception since 1965 (column 6), one would find an in
creasing GR that again corresponds to the CBR increases due to outside 
sources mentioned in Table 6-8. The total GR declines (colninn 7) between 
1966 and 1971 are a direct result of the stepped-up effort to reduce CBR 
by the organized program. Following 1971, however, the GR declines were a 
result of a synergistic relationship between program and outside-program 
sources of CBR decline. It should be noted that while the GR declines due to 
a high program effort waned during the last three years from 1973 to 1975, 
outside-program efforts played an increasingly larger role in reducing the GR, 
particularly during 1975 when the effort by outside programs actually ex
ceeded the effort by program sources in reducing the GR. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that while fertility declines were already 
occurring in Korea during the late 50s and early 60s, the impact of the organ
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ized family planning program as a distinctive influence on the rapidly de
cliningbirth rate is made apparent by the above analysis. Just seven years after 
its inception in 1963, close to 3 million women accepted family planning ser
vices. While the organized family planning programi flourislied through 1970. 
following that year there was a distinctive shift away from organized family 
planning services iii the direction of outside or private sources of conltracep
tion. While part of this result mmight be atiributed to lhc more effective dis
semination of contraceptive in formation by outside sources, it is probable 
that a shift in the emphasis of federal funding in the direction of private 
sources, as outlined in Korea's second five-year plan, played a more significant 
role. In spite of this later emphasis on outside-program sources by the govern
ment, however, the Korean Family Planning Program continued to serve close 
to 60,000 new acceptors each year through 1975. 

VII
 
The Role of Abortion
 

The above analysis has ignored induced abortion as a means of birth pre
vention because of two conditions. First, until quite recently, the organized 
family planning program in Korea did not offer induced abortions as one of 
its services. Thus, the demographic effects of abortion are calculated as a re
sidual within outside-program sources of WYP. Second, reliable statistics re
garding abortion in Korea are very difficult to obtain, making it hard to esti
mate its impact adequately. lowever, acknowledging the fact that abortion 
has traditionally become a significant means of birth control among nations 
moving from high to low fertility regimes, it would prove fruitful to examine 
at least briefly information about abortions in Korea. 

In the late 1930s, abortions were limited by law to situations in which 
there was a danger to maternal liealtI. During the early I950s, though, numer
ous South Korean women who were pregnant became widows due to the hos
tilities with the North. Many of these women requested abortion services, and 
despite their illegality, such demands were often met by physicians and ignored 
by the government (Flong, 1972). This trend toward nonenforcement of the 
abortion law continued th rough 1972 until abortion was legalized in 1973. 
Data from the 1971 Fertility and Abortion Survey indicate that in 1966, 48 
percent of all pregnancies to women age 35 to 39 were terminated by abor
tion, a figure that had risen to 78 percent by 1971. Between 1966 and 1977, 
the percentage of repeat abortions (i.e., abortions to women who had pre
viously deliberately aborted a birth) rose from II to 26. Similarly, by 1971, 
60 percent of the women 15 to 49 indicated that they would resort to abor
tion in case of an unwanted pregnancy. 

It is quite clear, therefore, that much of the outside-program protection 
must have come from abortion. Nortman and Hofstatter (1976) estimated the 
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number of induced abortions perrtue..l at 327,000 ill 1971: 375,000 in 
1972: 390,000 in 1973: 408,000 in 1974; and 416,000 in 1975. Assuming one 
WYP per abortion (cf. IBogue et al., 1973), these figures would mean about 
21 percent otf required WYP between 1971 and 1974 was provided by abor
tions. Prior to IN)74. all of this protection could be attributed to private 
soUrces. In 1974. hiowever, sUbsidized abortions were included in the annual 
family plannill bidget. It isquite likely, therefore, that abortion has become 
an increasiiwly important Method of progam birth llpevention. Indeed, sub
sequent analyses of tlhe denlographic impact of Korea's organized family plan
ning plogram should bear this pOillt ill iniid. " 

VIII 
Summary and Conclusions 

Between 1965 and 1974, 15,402,477 WYP were required to reduce and 
keep Korean fertility below natural levels. Of this required protection, 
6,097,396 WYP or 40 percent was provided by organized family planning ef
forts (this is according to the best estimate; under tile low estimate, about 30 
percent of this protection was provided by tle program). Although these cal
culations cannot be considered as exact, they show significant prograti im
pact on fertility and growth rates. 

Between 1963 and 1971, the programi expanded 'ron providing no con
traceptive services to the provision of' nearly one-half of the required protec
tion. During this saine eight-year period, the organized program was providing 
sufficient contraception to reduce birthl and growth rates while outside
program efforts were lagging. Subsequent to 1971, the Korean Family Planning 
Program has declined in relative importance with respect to outside program 
sources of protection. Still, tle oiganized program has continued to grow in 
absolute size, and by 1974 was contributing 40 percent of required contra
ception. It should be noted that the timing of the declinte in the program's rel
ative importance coincided with the conscious decision ott tIle part of* the Ko
rean goverimient to emphasize outside-prograt sources of contraception. 

I comparison to other national programs (i.e., Thailand or Colombia), 
the Korean National Family Planning Progrmnl has not provided as much re
quired contraception (see Teachuan et al., 1978). This should not detract 
from the achievements of' the Korean program, although it might when given 
the Korean government's policy decision just outlined. Additionally, the rapid 
pace of Korean social and economic development would raise expectations of 
a greater role for outside-program contraceptive sources (see the introductory 
section of this report). 

Before concluding, it should be emphasized that a demographic question 
has been answered in this report: to what extent have organized family plan
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ning programs in Korea contributed to observedl fertility declines between 
1966 and 1975? No attempt has been made to estimate what tie birth or 
growth rates would have been without such a program. Undoubtedly, there 
have been substitution effects between program and outside-program sources 
of contraception. Given the rapid development of social and economic condi
tions in Korea over the time spanned by this report, outside-program sources 
of contraception itost certainly Would have been greater than that which was 
actually o)bserved. The extent Ot such a gain cannot, of couse, be known 
with any degree of accuracy. It is Unlikely, however, that nonprograin con
traception would have experieniced the growth reqlt irc( to have generated 
nearly two million WYP by 1974. Rather, it is thrtough the sustained efforts of 
the organized program to recruit family planning acceptors and supply them 
with inexpensive contraceptives in conjunction with notiprogram contracep
tion and birth prevention (especially abortion) that has allowed Korea's birth 
rate to achieve its low level. 

Notes 

t The PROJTARG program was fitted to two time periods, 1966-1970 and 

1970-1975. Since PROJTARG assumes a linear change in birth rates between 
aly two time points, the fitting Of two such periods allows for a nonlinear 
change in fertility over the entire time. 

2 Recall that the objective is to specify the impact of' Korea's organized 

family planning program over the period 1966-1975. The figures in Table 6-7 
refer to 1965-1974. This occurs because fertility in a specific year is a func
tion of contraception provided in the previous year. 

31t is probable that tile failure to incltidl, abortion i. a method uderesti
mates the extent of program protection provided ai,. 11173. The lack of ade
quate infornation on abortions provided by the program, however, prevents 
an estimate of such protection. Consequently, the program protection provid
ed in these years might be best interpreted as protection provided by conven
tional means of family planning. 
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